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Abstract
For many decades, the search for language classes that extend the context-free laguages enough to include
various languages that arise in practice, while still keeping as many of the useful properties that context-free
grammars have – most notably cubic parsing time – has been one of the major areas of research in formal
language theory. In this thesis we add a new family of classes to this field, namely position-and-length-
dependent context-free grammars. Our classes use the approach of regulated rewriting, where derivations in a
context-free base grammar are allowed or forbidden based on, e.g., the sequence of rules used in a derivation or
the sentential forms, each rule is applied to. For our new classes we look at the yield of each rule application,
i.e. the subword of the final word that eventually is derived from the symbols introduced by the rule application.
The position and length of the yield in the final word define the position and length of the rule application and
each rule is associated a set of positions and lengths where it is allowed to be applied.
We show that – unless the sets of allowed positions and lengths are erally complex – the languages in our
classes can be parsed in the same time as context-free grammars, using slight adaptations of well-known
parsing algorithms. We also show that they form a proper hierarchy above the context-free languages and
examine their relation to language classes defined by other types of regulated rewriting.
We complete the treatment of the language classes by introducing pushdown automata with position counter,
an extension of traditional pushdown automata that recognizes the languages generated by position-and-length-
dependent context-free grammars, and we examine various closure and decidability properties of our classes.
Additionally, we gather the corresponding results for the subclasses that use right-linear resp. left-linear base
grammars and the corresponding class of automata, finite automata with position counter.
Finally, as an application of our idea, we introduce length-dependent stochastic context-free grammars and
show how they can be employed to improve the quality of predictions for RNA secondary structures.
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1. Introduction
In this thesis, we will introduce position-and-length-dependent context-free grammars, a new type of formal
grammars based on the abstract idea of restricted rewriting.
The basic idea of restricted rewriting is to extend the generative power of a simple grammar class – typically
the context-free grammars – by restricting the applicability of the rules based on conditions that may refer
to things as the current sentential form or the sequence of rules applied before. As an example, consider
context-sensitive grammars. In these, each rule replaces a single nonterminal symbol, just as the rules of a
context-free grammar do. But in the context-sensitive grammar the rule may only be applied if the replaced
nonterminal is surrounded by a specific context that is given with the rule.
In this example the condition on a rule is local, i.e., we can decide if a rule is applicable to a specific
nonterminal in a sentential form by looking at the sentential form alone. Other types of restricted rewriting
have global constraints. For example, in unordered vector grammars, the rules are grouped into sets, called
vectors, and a derivation is valid, if all the rules in a vector have been used equally often in the derivation. (The
number of applications may differ between vectors.)
For position-and-length-dependent context-free grammars we use a mixed approach. While the validity
is checked for each individual rule application, the conditions depend on the derivation as a whole and thus
can only be verified for a complete derivation. Specifically, we look at the yield of a rule application, i.e. the
subword that is eventually derived from the symbols introduced by the rule. We then allow or forbid the rule
application based on position and length of this yield, where the position is defined by the number of characters
in front of resp. behind the yield.
1.1. Overview
The remaining sections of this chapter introduce – after a short explanation of some notational conventions we
use – the motivation that prompted the research of restricted rewriting along with several of the approaches
that have been previously examined. Then, we give an informal overview of position-and-length-dependent
grammars and the subclasses we are going to examine. These subclasses result from allowing fewer restrictions
or using right- resp. left-linear base grammars.
We formally introduce the grammar classes in Chapter 2. There we also give some basic results, e.g. the fact
that our grammars can be transformed into equivalent ones in Chomsky Normal Form.
In Chapter 3, we define equivalent automata for each of the classes. Unsurprisingly, they result from adding
position checks and/or length checks to pushdown automata resp. finite automata in a suitable way. We also
show that the same language classes result from right- and left-linear grammars, though the type of restrictions
needed to arrive at some class can differ for the two grammar types.
In Chapter 4, we describe how several well-known parsing algorithms can be adapted to the new grammar
classes. This can be done without using additional space or time except what is necessary to verify membership
in the restriction sets for triples encountered during the parsing. This is not immediately obvious since, other
than for traditional CFG, the conditions we introduce are not locally decidable at each step of the derivation as
they require information about how large the yield of the rule and the surrounding derivation will be.
We then go on in Chapter 5 to show that all the classes not yet shown to coincide are actually distinct. We
also show that they do not coincide with any of the previously known classes presented in the introduction.
Furthermore, we examine the effect that the complexity of restriction sets has on the complexity of generated
languages. The chapter concludes with a result that shows that position and length dependent grammars can
significantly improve the description complexity as compared to their traditional counterparts.
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Chapters 6 and 7 conclude the examination of the language classes we define. Here, we examine decidability
resp. closure properties of each language class. For decidability we can only report negative results, while at
least some of the closure properties of context-free resp. regular languages carry over.
Finally, in Chapter 8, we introduce stochastic length-dependent context-free grammars and show that they
can be used to improve the prediction quality of known algorithms based on stochastic context-free grammars
that predict the secondary structure of RNA molecules.
1.2. Notation
We asssume familiarity with the basic notions of regular and context-free grammars as well as their corre-
sponding accepting automata. An introduction can be found in [Neb12] (in german) or [Har78].
In this section we only explain some less common notations we use. For an exhaustive list, refer to
Appendix A.
First, we introduce a shorthand for sets of natural numbers resp. tuples of those.
For M1 , M2 ⊆ Ni and ◦ an operation on Ni , M1 ◦M2 = {m1 ◦m2 ∈ Ni | m1 ∈ M1 , m2 ∈ M2}. So, e.g., {2} ·N
denotes the set of even numbers, while {2} · N + {1} denotes the odd numbers. Be aware of the difference
between N2, the set of pairs of natural numbers, and N{2} , the set of squares.
For any sets, unionsq denotes disjoint union, i.e. we assume w.l.o.g. that the sets united are disjoint.
If Σ is an alphabet, Σ denotes Σ ∪ { }, where  denotes the empty word. For a string α, αi denotes the i-th
character of α and αi ... j denotes αi · · · · · α j , where · denotes concatenation. αR
If ωG denotes a class of grammars, the corresponding class of languages is denoted by ωL and vice versa.
We denote the regular languages by REG, right-linear resp. left-linear grammars by RLING resp. LLING, the
context-free languages by CFL, the context-sensitive languages by CSL, the decidable languages by DEC and
the recursive enumerable languages by RE.
If C and pC are two classes of grammars or languages we will write [p]C to indicate that a statement holds
for both of them. If a statement includes multiple classes with the same bracketed prefix, the statement is only
meant to hold for those classes where the presence of the prefix coincides. So [p]C = [p]D means pC = pD and
C = D, but not pC = D or C = pD. If multiple different bracketed prefixes are present in one statement they
are understood to be indepent of each other. So the equation [p]C = [q]D = [p][q]E implies the four equalities
pC = qD = pqE, pC = D = pE, C = qD = qE and C = D = E.
In order to avoid confusion with derivations, we useñ to denote implication andò to denote equivalence.
When a result or definition is taken from literature without modifications, except possibly syntactical changes,
we denote the source directly at the name of the definition, theorem, etc. If a proof is an adaptation of the
respective proof for established grammar classes, we state this either directly in the proof or in the surrounding
text.
1.3. Motivation
When Chomsky introduced his hierarchy of formal language classes in [Cho59], one of the problems that
people very soon started to consider was this: Where in this hierarchy do the languages that arise in practice
belong. Most prominently, this included natural languages and programming languages. But languages
arising in other fields later on were also examined, e.g. languages modeling the folding of RNA molecules in
bioinformatics.
As it turned out many languages of practical interest including all examples mentioned in the previous
paragraph are context-sensitive but not context-free [Shi87], [Flo62], [Sea92]. This is unsatisfying since the
class of context-sensitive grammars is missing some of the desirable properties of context-free grammars.
Most prominently the word problem for the former is PSPACE-complete [GJ79], while it is solvable in cubic
time for the latter [Ear70].
Thus, people started to look for extensions of context-free grammars that include the languages they were
interested in, while still keeping as many of the useful features that context-free languages have, especially
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polynomial parsing time.
In the case of programing languages, it eventually turned out that most necessary features can be modeled
by deterministic context-free grammars, the exception being long-distance constraints like the requirement that
every used function or variable is declared somewhere and similar restrictions. Here, the pragmatic solution
was to remove these constraints from the formal syntax and instead enforce them at a different stage of the
compilation or even at runtime.
For natural languages, the definition of mildly context-sensitive languages in [Jos85] has become widely
accepted as being a good choice for a class that captures natural languages without being too general. The
class is described by the following properties:
1. It contains all context-free languages.
2. It allows for a limited amount of cross-serial dependencies (e.g. the language {ww | w ∈ Σ∗} should be
included, while the language where each word consists of the same number of a’s b’s and c’s in arbitrary
order should not).
3. Its languages can be parsed in polynomial time and
4. they are semilinear.1
A significant number of the formalisms suggested can, on an abstract level, be viewed as consisting of a
context-free grammar and a set of restrictions that constrain, which of the rules may be applied at which point
of the derivation. The restrictions may be based on things like the rules applied previously or the symbols
present in the current sentential form.
We will give an overview of several of the approaches that have been previously suggested in this vein,
before introducing position and length restrictions, the new type of restrictions we are going to examine in this
thesis.
1.4. Known Forms of Restricted Rewriting
1.4.1. Conditions on Sentential Forms
The first kind of restrictions we consider are restrictions based on the sentential form to which a (context-free)
rule is applied. This is similar to context-sensitive grammars, the difference being that for context-sensitive
grammars only the immediate surroundings of the replaced nonterminal are considered, while for the following
grammars we look at the whole sentential form.
The first class of this kind were conditional grammars ([Fri68]). In these grammars each rule is associated
with a regular set over the terminal and nonterminal symbols and the rule may only be applied to sentential
forms that are in this set. We call the resulting grammar classes []CG, where the presence resp. absence of the
prefix  indicates throughout this chapter that -rules are allowed resp. forbidden.
As it turns out, CL = CSL ( CL = RE ([Fri68], [Pa˘u79]).
The restriction was sharpened for semi-conditional grammars ([]sCG; [Kel84], [Paˇ85]). Here, each rule is
accompanied by two strings over the terminals and nonterminals, called the permitted context and forbidden
context respectively. A rule may be applied to a sentential form only if the permitted context appears as a
substring of the sentential form, while the forbidden context does not.
Again, we find sCL = CSL ( sCL = RE, even when we further restrict the grammar such that for each
rule at least one of the contexts is empty, each permitted context is of length at most 2, each forbidden context
is of length 1, and the contexts are the same for rules with the same left-hand side ([DM12]).
Little is known about the subclasses that allow only one type of context globally ([Mas09], [DM12]).
As a final grammar type of this kind, we consider random context grammars ([]RCG; [VdW70]). Just
like semi-conditional grammars, they have a permitted and a forbidden context for each rule, but this time the
1A language L over {a1 , . . . , an } is semilinear, iff its set of Parikh vectors {(|w |a1 , . . . , |w |an ) | w ∈ L} is a semilinear set, i.e. a
finite union of linear sets.
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contexts consist of a set of nonterminals. The rule may be applied if all symbols of the permitted context and
no symbol from the forbidden context are present.
In contrast to sCG, the subclasses with only one type of contexts are also thoroughly studied. They are
called permitting resp. forbidding random context grammars ([]pRCG, []fRCG).
We have
CFL ( pRCL = pRCL ( RCL ( CSL ([May72], [Zet10], [Fer96], [Ros69]),
CFL ( fRCL ⊆ fRCL ( DEC ( RCL = RE ([May72], [BF94]),
fRCL ( RCL ([vdWE00]).
With RCL, fRCL, and pRCL this gives us the first classes between the context-free and context-sensitive
languages. However, the membership problem for fRCL and RCL is NP-hard ([BF94]), and to the best of the
author’s knowledge, no polynomial time algorithm for the membership problem of pRCL is known, either.
1.4.2. Restrictions on the Rule Sequence
A different approach is to consider each derivation as a sequence of rule applications, and allow only some of
these sequences.
In this setting it can be beneficial to allow a rule to be applied to a sentential form that does not contain the
left-hand side of the rule in order to satisfy constraints on the rule sequence. This is called applying the rule in
appearance checking mode, and it is defined to leave the sentential form unaltered. Usually, application in
appearance checking mode is only allowed for a subset of the rules which is declared in the grammar. For
the following types of grammars we will denote the classes resulting from allowing the declaration of such a
subset with the prefix letter a. If no such set may be declared, we omit the a.
The simplest variant of this kind of restriction is that of programmed grammars ([][a]PG; [Ros69]). Here,
each rule is equipped with a list of rules that may be applied immediately after the rule in question.
For these classes, the following inclusions hold:
pRCL ⊆ PL ( aPL = RCL ([May72], [HJ94]),
PL ⊆ PL ( aPL = RE ([GW89], [Ros69]),
aPL 1 PL ([GW89]),
pRCL ( PL ([Zet10]).
Again, we have found classes between the context-free and context-sensitive languages, but as for the
random context grammars, the membership problem is NP-hard ([GW89]).
Extending the range of each constraint, we get to matrix grammars ([][a]MG; [Abr65]). Here, rules are
grouped into so-called matrices. We always have to apply the rules of a matrix in direct sequence and in the
order given in the grammar. Allowing them to be applied in arbitrary order gives unordered matrix grammars
([][a]uMG; [CM73]). Neither of these concepts changes the generative power compared to programmed
grammars ([Sal70], [CM73]), however:
[][a]uML = [][a]ML = [][a]PL.
A variation are scattered context grammars ([][a]SCG; [GH69]). Here, we apply all the rules of a matrix in
parallel and also require the replaced nonterminals to appear in the left-to-right order implied by the order
of rules in the matrix. If the latter requirement is dropped, we get unordered scattered context grammars
([][a]uSCG; [MR71]).
The resulting language classes fit into the hierarchy as follows:
[][a]uSCL = [][a]PL ([May72]),
PL ( SCL ⊆ aSC = CSL ([GW89], [Cre73]),
SCL = aSC = RE ([May72]).
From this, we already see that the membership problem for the new class SCL is NP-hard as well.
Another variation of matrix grammars are vector grammars ([][a]VG; [CM73]). Here, we relax the
requirement that the rules in a matrix or vector, as they are now called, are applied in immediate succession.
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Instead we may interleave the application of multiple vectors (including multiple copies of the same vector). If
we further loosen the restriction so that the rules of a vector may be applied in arbitrary order we get unordered
vector grammars ([][a]uVG) ([CM73]).
For the resulting language classes we find the following relations:
VL = VL = PL ( aVL ( DEC ( aVL = RE ([Zet11a], [CM73], [GW89], [WZ]),
aPL ⊆ aVL ([CM73]),
CFL ( uVL = uVL = auVL = auVL ( PL ([FS02], [CM74], [WZ]).
This implies two new classes aVL and uVL. While for aVL the NP-hardness of the membership problem
is again immediate, uVL behaves friendlier. For this class, membership can be decided in polynomial time
([Sat96]), and it contains only semilinear languages ([CM74]). However, the class is not mildly context-
sensitive since {ww | w ∈ Σ∗} < uVL.
While the previously considered grammars enforce a local structure on the rule sequence the regularly
controlled grammars ([][a]rCG; [GS68], [Sal69]) consider the sequence as a whole and require it to be in a
regular set that is given with the grammar. Again, we get some classes we already know ([Sal70]):
[][a]rCL = [][a]PL.
Another variation are petri net grammars ([][a]PNG; [DT09]). Here, the regular set is replaced by a petri
net and a mapping between grammar rules and petri net transitions. It is then required that the sequence of
rules corresponds to a valid sequence of transitions of the petri net.
Again, we get no new classes ([Zet11b], [DT09], [WZ]):
[][a]PNL = [][a]VL.
The final type are valence grammars ([Pau80]). Here each rule is associated with an element from a monoid.
A derivation, when viewed as a sequence of rule applications, then yields a sequence of monoid elements, and
combining these elements under the operation of the monoid yields a value. The derivation is valid if and only
if that value is the neutral element. Obviously, different monoids define different grammar classes.
The monoid (Z,+, 0) defines the additive valence grammars (ZVG). (Q+ , ·, 1) defines the multiplicative
valence grammars (QVG). For each i ∈ N, ZiVG resp. QiVG denotes the class resulting from using the
monoid (Zi ,+, 0) resp. (Qi+ , ·, 0). For all these monoids allowing -rules or appearance checking does not
change the generative power ([FS02], [WZ]).
Trivially, Z0VL = Q0VL = CFL, Z1VL = ZVL and Q1VL = QVL. Furthermore, we have for each i ∈ N
([Pau80], [FS02]):
ZiVL ( Zi+1VL ( QVL = QiVL = uVL.
Since the proofs for these inclusions resp. equalities are constructive, we can conclude from the results on
uVL that these classes are parsable in polynomial time, they contain only semilinear languages, and they are
not mildly context-sensitive.
1.4.3. Coupled Nonterminal Symbols
The third type of classes we are looking at can be viewed as a restricted version of scattered context grammars.
In SCG, we force the rules to be applied in predefined groups. Now, we additionally group the nonterminals
in the sentential forms, based on the derivation step that introduced them, and require the rule groups to be
applied to a grouped set of nonterminals instead of an arbitrary set of instances.
In this view, multiple context-free grammars (MCFG; [KSF88]) are unordered scattered context grammars
where:
• The set of nonterminals is partitioned into groups, with the start symbol forming a group of its own.
• For each matrix, the left-hand sides consist of exactly the symbols from one group.
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• Each nonterminal may appear at most once on the right-hand sides of all rules in a matrix combined.
• Terminal symbols may appear on the right-hand sides without restriction.
Rule matrices are then applied to sets of nonterminals that were introduced in the same step. If some of the
nonterminals in the group to be replaced were not introduced in the respective step, the corresponding rules are
skipped as in appearance checking mode.
A coupled context-free grammar (CCFG; [Gua92], [GHR92], [HP96], [Pit93]) then is a MCFG, with the
following additional constraints:
• If one symbol of a group appears on the combined right-hand sides of a matrix, then the complete group
appears.
• The nonterminal symbols in each group are ordered, and if the right-hand sides of a matrix are con-
catenated in the order implied by the left-hand sides, all appearing groups of nonterminals appear in
order.
• If one symbol from group A appears between symbols Bi and Bi+1 from group B in the concatenated
right-hand sides, then all symbols from group A appear between Bi and Bi+1.
In [SMFK91], Seki et. al. show that each MCFG G can be transformed into an equivalent MCFG G′ in a
normal form that satisfies the first additional constraint for CCFG and has no -rules. If G is a CCFG then G′
is a CCFG as well.
From this normal form construction, it is immediately clear that allowing or forbidding -rules does not
change the generative power of these classes. Additionally, the normal form guarantees that we can always
apply either all of the rules of a given matrix or none of them. Thus, appearance checking also has no effect on
the generative power.
We get for the hierarchy that ([Gua92], [Mic05], [KSF88])
CFL ( CCFL ( MCFL ( CSL.
Finally, let us note that both classes satisfy the conditions for mildly context-sensitive languages ([Kal10]).
1.4.4. Overview
Figure 1.1 gives an overview of the language classes introduced in this section. For all classes depicted above
pRCL, the membership problem is NP-hard, for those below pRCL, it is solvable in polynomial time. As
mentioned before, the question appears to be open for pRCL.
More detailed information on the classes presented in Sections 1.4.1 and 1.4.2 can be found in [DP89] and
[DPS97]. For the classes from Section 1.4.3 and related formalisms, [Kal10] provides a good overview.
1.5. New Idea: Position and Length Restrictions
Inspired by the application presented in Chapter 8, we came up with a new type of restriction. We allow or
disallow a rule application based on the length of the subword that eventually results from the rule application
and/or the position in the complete word that this subword has.
The concept is best explained with parse trees. Figure 1.2 shows an abstract parse tree with one rule
application (A→ α1 · · · αk ) made explicit. The labels on the leaves below this rule application are what we
will call the subword generated by the rule application or the yield of the rule application. The length of the
rule application, indicated by l in the picture, is then the length of this subword.
Regarding the position of the rule application, we take two metrics. The f -distance (as a shorthand for
“distance to the front”) is the number of characters left of the yield in the final word, the e-distance (short for
“distance to the end”) is correspondingly characterized by the number of characters to the right of the yield.
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CFL
ZVL
QVL
PL
aPL
CSL
DEC
RE
pRCL
SCL
PL
aVL
fRCL
fRCL
CCFL
MCFL
RE = CL = sCL = RCL = aPL
= aML = auML = SCL = aSCL
= auSCL = aVL = rCL = aPNL.
CSL = CL = sCL = aSCL.
aVL = aPNL.
aPL = RCL = aML = auML = auSCL
= arCL.
PL = ML = uML = uSCL = VL
= VL = rCL = PNL = PNL.
PL = ML = uML = SCL = rCL.
pRCL = pRCL.
QVL = QiVL = uVL = uVL = auVL
= auVL.
ZiVL( Zi+1VL ( QVL.
Figure 1.1.: Hierarchy of the language classes introduced in this section. An edge (arrow) indicates that the
lower class is a (proper) subclass of the upper class. No edge or path between two classes does not
necessarily imply incomparability. The dashed line indicates the boundary between classes where
parsing is NP-hard (above) resp. polynomial (below).
A
α1· · ·αk
f l e
Figure 1.2.: Rule application in a context-free grammar.
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Now, each rule is associated with a set of triples M ⊆ N3 and a rule application is only allowed, if
( f , l , e) ∈ M .
Obviously, if each rule is associated with N3, we get a grammar that is fully equivalent to the original CFG.
Thus the grammars from our new class can generate all context-free languages.
To see that they can also generate non-context-free languages, consider a grammar where the start symbol is
only replaced by the rule r = (S → A; N × N{2} × N) and where additional (unrestricted) rules generate a∗
from A.
Since in this grammar, each derivation has to start with r, and r is only allowed to generate words whose
length is a square number, we find that the grammar generates exactly those words from a∗ whose length is a
square number. That is the set a{n2 } , which is known not to be context-free.
As you can see, this example only restricts the length for applying the restricted rule. The same language can
be generated using restrictions on the f -distance if we replace r by (S → AE; N3) and (E →  ; N{2} × N2).
This indicates that it might be interesting to examine the subclasses that result from allowing only one or two
types of restrictions.
We will do this and we will also examine the subclasses that result from enforcing the different restrictions
on a single rule to be independent. That means in such a grammar we do not, e.g., allow a restriction set like
{(n,m, n) | n,m ∈ N} which would enforce that a certain rule can only be applied if the f - and e-distance are
equal.
We will denote the resulting classes by [f][l][e][d]CFG, where the prefixes f, l and e indicate that the
corresponding restriction is allowed and the prefix d indicates that we may use mutually dependent restrictions.
In addition we will consider the classes [f][l][e][d]RLING and [f][l][e][d]LLING that result from using
right or left linear base grammars.
We will now proceed formally.
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2.1. Grammars
We start our formal treatment with the definition of fledCFG.
Definition 2.1. A position-and-length-dependent context-free grammar (fledCFG) is a 4-tuple G = (N, Σ, R, S),
where
• N is a finite nonempty set called the nontermial alphabet;
• Σ is a finite nonempty set called the terminal alphabet;
• N ∩ Σ = ∅;
• S ∈ N is called the start symbol;
• R is a finite set of rules (or productions) of the form (A→ β; M), where A ∈ N, β ∈ (N ∪ Σ)∗, and
M ⊆ N3.
We will call the sets M plsets as a shorthand for position-and-length-sets. They contain the triples ( f -distance,
length, e-distance) for which the respective rule is allowed to be applied.
Note that we do not restrict the plsets in any way, even allowing the usage of sets that are not recursively
enumerable. A more practically inclined reader may want to introduce a restriction to decidable or at least
recursive enumerable sets to avoid questions, e.g., about how to represent the grammar if some of the plsets
have no finite representation. With the exception of the parsing algorithms in Chapter 4, all of the results in
this thesis hold for all three cases.
We also allow multiple rules that only differ in their plsets. Since we could replace each rule (A→ α; Mi )
by the pair (A→ Ai ; Mi ) and (Ai → α; N3) with a distinct symbol Ai for each original rule, this does not
influence the generative power of the grammars.1
To formalize the semantics of the plsets, we adapt the definition of a derivation:
For traditional CFG, one typically defines a single derivation step α ⇒ β, where β results from α by
replacing a single nonterminal according to a grammar rule. The relation⇒∗ is then simply the reflexive and
transitive closure of⇒.
In the case of fledCFG, this approach can not be copied straightforwardly since the applicability of the rule
in question typically depends on the terminal string that is eventually derived from β.
One way to circumvent this would be to start by defining complete derivations. This way, we can ensure
that every rule application happens at an allowed position and length. As a downside of this approach, partial
derivations can only be defined as parts of complete derivations, while for some of the proofs in the following
sections, it is convenient to also include partial derivations that can not be completed.
We chose a different approach: We annotate (partial) derivations by a position/length-triple, writing
α =
[
( f , l , e)
]⇒∗ β to indicate that there is a way to assign yields to the nonterminal symbols of β such that
when each of the symbols is derived to the assigned yield2, the word resulting from β has a total length of l,
and if the derivation is additionally embedded into a context of lengths f to the left and e to the right, all rule
applications in the derivation happen at an allowed position and length.
1The simpler idea of replacing them with a single rule that has as plset the union of all the original plsets does no work with all subclasses
(cp. Lemma 2.8).
2We do not care at this point whether or not such a derivation is actually possible in the grammar at hand.
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Be aware that the triples annotated to the derivation are usually not equal to those corresponding to the
individual rule applications. Since the latter is usually different for different steps of the derivation, such an
equality cannot generally be obtained. (If α consists of a single nonterminal, the annotated triple coincides
with that of the first rule application.)
As implied above, our definition will require that each step of the partial derivation assumes the same yield
for the nonterminals in β when determining its validity. This restriction is easier to formally define on parse
trees instead of derivations. Thus, we will start by defining parse trees and derive the definition of a derivation
from that of a parse tree.
Definition 2.2. Let G = (N, Σ, R, S) an flrdCFG, α ∈ N ∪ Σ , β ∈ (N ∪ Σ)∗ , ( f , l , e) ∈ N3. A partial parse
tree from α to β at ( f , l , e) in G is a labeled, ordered tree T satisfying:
• The leaves of T are labeled with symbols from N ∪ Σ .
• The internal nodes of T are labeled with symbols from N.
• The root of T is labeled with α.
• Concatenation of the leaves’ labels in the order implied by the tree yields β.
• There is a function yield from the leaves x1 , . . . , xn of T to Σ∗ satisfying:
– yield(xi ) = a, whenever xi is labeled with a ∈ Σ .
– If a subtree of T contains the leaves xi , . . . , x j , the root of the subtree is labeled with A, and the
children of the root are labeled with γ1 , . . . , γk in this order, then
∃M ⊆ N3 : (A→ γ1 · · · γk ; M) ∈ R and ( f i , li , j , e j ) ∈ M, where
f i = f +
∑i−1
h=1 | yield(xh)|, li , j =
∑ j
h=i
| yield(xh)|, and e j = e + ∑nh= j+1 | yield(xh)|.
For α ∈ (N ∪ Σ)∗, |α | = k, there is a partial derivation α =
[
r1 , ... ,rn
( f ,l ,e)
]
⇒
G
β in G, iff there are l1 , . . . , lk ∈ N
and β(1) , . . . , β(k) ∈ (N ∪ Σ)∗ satisfying:
• l = ∑ki=1 li ,
• β = β(1) · · · β(k ),
• for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, there is a partial parse tree from αi to β(i) at ( f i , li , ei ) in G, where
f i = f +
∑i−1
j=1 l j and ei = e +
∑k
j=i+1 l j , and
• those parse trees together have n internal nodes that can be enumerated x1 , . . . , xn such that:
– when xi is the parent of x j , then i < j, and
– when ri = (A→ γ), then xi is labeled with A and the children of xi are labeled with γ1 , . . . , γ|γ |
in this order.
A partial derivation is a leftmost partial derivation α =
[
r1 , ... ,rn
( f ,l ,e);L
]
⇒
G
β iff the enumeration from the last
bullet point corresponds to the order obtained by successively traversing the parse trees for α1 , . . . , αk in
preorder.
For w ∈ Σ∗, a full parse tree for w in G is a partial parse tree from S to w at (0, |w |, 0) in G.
From this definition, it can easily be seen that the parse trees for an fledCFG G are a subset of the parse
trees for the CFG G′ that results from ignoring all the plsets.
Furthermore, if a given parse tree is valid for G, all derivations corresponding to this parse tree in G′ are
also valid derivations in G. Thus, the observation that there are usually multiple derivations (including exactly
one leftmost derivation) that correspond to the same parse tree carries over from CFG to fledCFG.
In the following, we will switch freely between the representations as derivations and parse trees, and we
will consider derivations that correspond to the same parse tree equal unless noted otherwise.
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Now, let us define some convenient notations for derivations.
Definition 2.3.
• We use α =[( f , l , e)]⇒nG β as a shorthand for ∃r1 , . . . , rn : α =[ r1 , ... ,rn( f ,l ,e) ]⇒G β.
• α =[( f , l , e)]⇒∗G β means ∃n : α =[( f , l , e)]⇒nG β.
• α =[( f , l , e)]⇒G β means α =[( f , l , e)]⇒1G β.
• If β ∈ Σ∗ and f = e = 0, we write α ⇒·
G
β instead of α =
[
(0, | β |, 0)]⇒·G β, for · any of the superscripts
used above.
• If we write a (partial) derivation as multiple subparts we may drop the (identical) position/length-
indicator from all but one of the parts as in α1 ⇒nG α2 =
[
( f , l , r)
]⇒G α3.
• If it is obvious from the context which grammar is meant, we drop the index G.
Now, we are ready to define the language generated by an fledCFG.
Definition 2.4. The language generated by G is the set L(G) = {w ∈ Σ∗ | S ⇒∗
G
w}.
To get a better grasp of the possibilities of fledCFG, lets look at some examples.
Example 2.5. Let G1 = ({A, B,C}, {a, b, c}, R, A), with
R = {(A→ aA; N3), (A→ B; {(n, 2n,m) | n,m ∈ N}),
(B → bB; N3), (B → C; {(2n, n,m) | n,m ∈ N}),
(C → cC; N3), (C →  ; N3)}.
In order to intuitively determine the language generated by an fledCFG, it is often convenient to first
determine the superset of the language generated by ignoring the restrictions. In the case of G1, we find that
the grammar generates words of the form an1 bn2 cn3 .
Looking at the restrictions, we then note that the rule (B → C) is applied only once and the subword
generated from this application is cn3 , having a length of n3. Also, the f -distance of the application is n1 + n2
and the e-distance is 0. Thus, this rule application (and therefore the whole derivation) is only allowed if
n1 + n2 = 2n3.
Similarly, (A→ B) yields bn2 cn3 . This yield has a length of n2 + n3, f -distance of n1, and e-distance of 0.
Hence, the plset of the rule translates into the requirement that 2n1 = n2 + n3.
Combining both equations we find n1 = n2 = n3, and thus L(G1) = {anbncn | n ∈ N}.
Example 2.6. For a slightly more complex example, let
G2 = ({S}, {a}, {(S → SS; {N × {2}N × N}), (S → a; N3)} , S).
Here, ignoring the restrictions, we find that this grammar can produce strings of the form a+.
We then note that every derivation except S ⇒ a starts with the first rule. This implies that L(G2) can only
contain words with a length of 2l , l ∈ N. To see that all of those are actually in L(G2), consider the following
construction of w = a2
l
in l + 1 phases:
In phase i ≤ l, replace each S introduced in phase i − 1 by SS. Finally in phase l + 1 replace each S by a.
This way, in phase i, each rule is applied with length 2l+1−i , and the application is thus allowed.
Looking even more closely, we note that the length of the yield of each nonterminal appearing during a
derivation in G2 has to be a power of 2. If the nonterminal is replaced according to the first rule, this is
enforced by the plset, while for the second rule, this length is fixed to 20 by the structure of the rule.
However, since nonterminals are always introduced in pairs by the first rule and the sum of two powers of 2 is
itself a power of 2 if and only if the powers summed up are equal, the derivations described by the construction
above are actually the only valid derivations in G2 (except for changing the order of rule applications).
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It can be seen in the examples that we can generate non-context-free languages without using all possibilities
of plsets. Some of the rules are completely unrestricted (those with plsetsN3). The rule (S → SS; N× {2}N×N)
in G2 may be applied at arbitrary positions, but only to generate words of certain lengths. The rules (A→ B)
and (B → C) in G1, on the other hand not only depend on two criteria, they also require them to satisfy a
certain relation.
This leads to the question if an increased complexity of the plsets actually allows more languages to be
described. For example, L(G2) can also be generated by the grammars
G′2 = ({S}, {a},
{
(S → aS; N3), (S →  ; {2}N × N2)} , S) and
G′′2 = ({S}, {a},
{
(S → Sa; N3), (S →  ; N2 × {2}N)} , S).
In order to be able to study this question, we define subclasses of the class fledCFG. As mentioned in the
introduction, the names for theses subclasses will be derived from fledCFG in a straightforward way:
• The f is dropped for classes which allow no restrictions of the f -distance.
• The l is dropped for classes which allow no length restrictions.
• The e is dropped for classes which allow no restrictions of the e-distance.
• The d is dropped for classes which only allow restrictions for f -distance, length and e-distance that are
independent of each other. This is trivially the case if only one (or no) type of restriction is allowed.
Formally, these are constraints on the plsets:
Definition 2.7. An fledCFG G = (N, Σ, R, S) is called an
• ledCFG if ∀(A→ α; M) ∈ R : ∃Ml ,e ⊆ N2 : M = N × Ml ,e ,
• fedCFG if ∀(A→ α; M) ∈ R : ∃Mf ,e ⊆ N2 : M = {( f , l , e) | ( f , e) ∈ Mf ,e , l ∈ N},
• fldCFG if ∀(A→ α; M) ∈ R : ∃Mf ,l ⊆ N2 : M = Mf ,l × N,
• fleCFG if ∀(A→ α; M) ∈ R : ∃Mf , Ml , Me ⊆ N : M = Mf × Ml × Me ,
• leCFG if it is an ledCFG and an fleCFG,
• feCFG if it is an fedCFG and an fleCFG,
• flCFG if it is an fldCFG and an fleCFG,
• f[d]CFG if it is an fldCFG and an fedCFG,
• l[d]CFG if it is an fldCFG and an ledCFG and
• e[d]CFG if it is an fedCFG and an ledCFG.
We use the names without d in the prefix for the classes with only one type of restriction, but the other may
appear when using the notation with prefixes in brackets. Analogously, we will treat dCFG as synonymous to
CFG, and treat a grammar where each plset is N3 as equal to the same grammar without plsets.
In some of the proofs later on, we will construct plsets for new grammars as intersections of existing ones.
The following lemma establishes that the resulting grammars will be in the same subclasses as the original
ones.
Lemma 2.8. If M1 ⊆ N3 and M2 ⊆ N3 satisfy one or more of the constraints from Definition 2.7, then M1∩M2
will also satisfy these constraints. With the exception of the constraint for fleCFG (and those that inherit it),
this also holds for M1 ∪ M2.
Proof. The closures are immediate from Definition 2.7. As an example for the nonclosure of fleCFG, note
that {1}3 ∪ {2}3 = {(1, 1, 1), (2, 2, 2)} does not satisfy the constraint for fle-plsets. 
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We can (and will) work around the nonclosure of fle-plsets under union by exploiting the fact that Defini-
tion 2.1 allows for multiple rules that only differ in their plsets.
Since right and left linear grammars are special cases of context-free grammars, restricted right and left
linear grammars arise naturally as special cases of restricted context-free grammars.
Definition 2.9. An [f][l][e][d]CFG G = (N, Σ, R, S) is
• right linear(an [f][l][e][d]RLING) if each rule is of the form (A→ uB) or (A→ u), where A, B ∈ N
and u ∈ Σ∗,
• left linear (an [f][l][e][d]LLING) if each rule is of the form (A→ Bu) or (A→ u), where A, B ∈ N and
u ∈ Σ∗.
Example 2.10. G1 from Example 2.5 is an fldRLING but not an fleRLING.
Due to the special structure of left linear grammars, the application of any production will always happen at
f -distance 0. Thus, by replacing each rule (A → α; M) by (A → α; {( f , l , e) | (0, l , e) ∈ M, f ∈ N}), we
can always get an equivalent grammar that does not have f -distance-restrictions. Analogously, the application
of a rule in right linear grammars always happens at e-distance 0, allowing those restrictions to be eliminated.
This immediately yields the following equalities.
Lemma 2.11.
• f[l][e][d]LLINL=[l][e][d]LLINL,
• [f][l]e[d]RLINL=[f][l][d]RLINL.
It is a well-known observation that reversing each production of a context-free grammar yields a context-free
grammar that generates the reversal of the language generated by the original grammar. Furthermore, it
follows immediately from Definition 2.2 that on reversing f - and e-distances exchange their role, while
length-dependencies are unaffected. Thus we find:
Lemma 2.12.
• The classes f[l]e[d]CFL and lCFL are closed under reversal.
• L ∈ f[l][d]CFL ò LR ∈ [l]e[d]CFL,
• L ∈ lRLINL ò LR ∈ lLLINL,
• L ∈ f[l][d]RLINL ò LR ∈ [l]e[d]LLINL.
For some of the proofs in the following sections, it will be convenient if our grammars are in a normal form.
Thus, we define:
Definition 2.13. An fledCFG G = (N, Σ, R, S) is called
• -free, iff R contains no rules of the form (A →  ; M) except possibly (S →  ; M), and S does not
appear on the right-hand side of any rule.
• chain-free, iff there is no rule of the form (A→ B; M), A, B ∈ N.
• in Chomsky Normal Form (CNF), iff each rule is of one of the three forms (A→ a; M), A ∈ N, a ∈ Σ,
(A→ BC; M), A ∈ N, B,C ∈ N \ {S}, or (S →  ; M).
It is well-known that each CFG can be transformed into an equivalent grammar in CNF. We will now adapt
this transformation to fledCFG.
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Lemma 2.14. For any [f][l][e][d]CFG G, there is an -free [f][l][e][d]CFG G′ with L(G′) = L(G).
Proof. Let G = (N, Σ, R, S) and E =
{
A ∈ N | ∃ f , e : A =[( f , 0, e)]⇒∗ }.
The basic idea for the construction of G′ is the same as for traditional CFG (cf. [Har78, Theorem 4.3.1]):
All -rules are removed, and instead, new rules are added that result from original rules by leaving out any
combination of symbols that can be derived to  . Intuitively the new rules combine the partial derivation
A⇒∗  with the rule that originally introduced A.
The main problem when translating this construction to fledCFG is the following: If a symbol that can
be derived to  is removed, we usually will not have immediate access to the position it appeared at. As a
simple example, take the grammar with the rules (S → ACB; N3), (C →  ; {(n, 0, n) | n ∈ N}) and additional
rules that derive A to a∗ and B to b∗. This grammar generates the language anbn . Applying the conversion
described above will remove the second rule and instead add a rule (S → AB; N3). But it is not possible to
add a plset to this rule that ensures that the number of a’s and b’s are the same.
A first idea to counter this problem is to replace A in the modified rule by a symbol AC , where the index C
indicates that a partial derivation C ⇒∗  was removed to the right of A, and for each rule (A→ α; M) add a
rule (AC → α; M′), where M′ = M ∩ {( f , l , e) | ( f + l , 0, e) ∈ MC }, and MC is a plset describing where the
partial derivation C ⇒∗  is allowed.
This idea works for the most part, but there are some aspects we need to deal with:
In order to see how to determine the sets MC , note that all rules in a given subtree that yields  are applied
with the same f -distance f , length 0, and e-distance e = |w | − f . Thus, the derivation is allowed for exactly
those triples ( f , 0, e) that lie in the intersection of the plsets of all rules appearing in the partial derivation.
If there are multiple partial derivations C ⇒∗  , the rules (AC → α) should be conditioned to at least one
of the partial derivations being allowed at the position in question. This can be ensured by defining MC as
the union of all the intersected plsets. However, as we have seen in Lemma 2.8, not all subclasses of plsets
are closed under union. Thus, we define MC as the set of all the intersections and introduce a separate rule
(AC → α) for each entry in MC .
Formally, let
MC =
 ⋂
1≤i≤k
Mi
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ∃ f , e : C =[ (A1→α1; M1), ... ,(Ak→αk ; Mk )( f ,0,e) ]⇒ 

for each C ∈ N . Note that MC is guaranteed to be finite since G has |R| different plsets which can be combined
to at most 2|R | different intersections. For the classes [f][l][e]dCFG where the plsets are closed under union,
we can simplify the construction by using
M′C =
⋃
M∈MC
M.
The next case we have to consider concerns multiple -derivations neighboring each other. Extending
the example above, consider the rules (S → ACDB), (C → ), and (D → ). Here, we introduce rules
(S → A{C ,D}B; M′), as well as rules (S → ACDB) and (S → ACDB) to care for the derivations where
C resp. D are derived to something other than  . In the simpler case, we introduce only one rule, setting
M′ = M ∩ {( f , l , e) | ( f + l , 0, e) ∈ M′
C
∩ M′
D
}. For the construction using MC and MD , we have to add a
separate instance of the new rule for each combination of one plset from MC and one from MD .
Note that M′ does not change if the order of the removed symbols changes, or if multiple instances of the
same symbol are removed. This justifies the use of a set of nonterminals instead of a string as index. The
generalization to more than two symbols should be obvious by now. Refer to the formal definition of G′ below
for the technical details.
Another special case arises if the symbol to be removed is the leftmost symbol of the rule. If it is the
only symbol of the rule, the resulting rule is itself an -rule that will be discarded. Otherwise, we can
move the check to the leftmost of the remaining symbols, symmetric to the construction above. So for rules
(S → C A) and (C → ), we add (S → A′
C
), and for each rule (A → α; M) we add (A′
C
→ α; M′), where
M′ = M ∩ {( f , l , e) | ( f , 0, l + e) ∈ M′
C
}.
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As you can see from the rules (S → C AC) and (C → ), it may be necessary to perform both checks on a
single symbol. In this case, the resulting plset will be the intersection of the original plset and both plsets for
additional checks.
In order to avoid having to introduce several classes of nonterminals depending on which types of checks
have to be performed for them, our formal definition will only contain nonterminals of the form αL ,R ,
L ,R ⊆ N , where α ∈ (N ∪ Σ). Here, L denotes the nonterminals derived to  directly to the left of α, if α is
the leftmost remaining symbol and R denotes the nonterminals derived to  directly to the right of α. If there
are no such symbols, resp. α is not leftmost in the rule, the respective index will be ∅ and not influence the
resulting plsets. For symbols αL ,R , α ∈ Σ, we add rules (αL ,R → α) that perform exactly the checks implied
by L and R.
For fledCFG, this is already sufficient. But for the subclasses, there is one more pitfall to circumvent:
Assume we are given an fCFG with a rule (A → α; N3) and M′
C
= N{2} × N2. Furthermore assume that
C appears to the right of A in some other rule of the grammar. Then, our construction introduces the rule
(A∅,{C } → α; M′), M′ = {( f , l , e) ∈ N3 | f + l ∈ N{2} }. But M′ is not an f-plset or even an fle-plset as it
contains (1, 3, 1) and (3, 1, 1), but not (1, 1, 1).
This problem would be avoided if the checks were performed on rules that yield a subword of a fixed
length immediately to the left of the removed subderivation. In this case, the f -distance from the -derivation
becomes an f -distance for the new rule by simply subtracting the fixed length, the e-distance can be carried
over as is, and we do not need any length restrictions.
Now, observe that the grammars resulting from our construction only introduce terminal symbols in rules
(aL ,R → a). Thus, the rule introducing the terminal directly to the left of the removed -derivation has the
desired properties. All we have to do is ensure that the check is performed on this rule, which is achieved by
adding the removed symbol to its set R. When removing C from a rule (B → α1 ACα2), the symbol in question
will be the rightmost leaf in the partial parse tree with root A. So, we add the replaced symbol to the set R of A
as before. If A already is a terminal symbol, we are done. Otherwise, instead of replacing rules (A→ α; M) by
rules (AL ,R → α′; M′), where α′ = (α1)L1 ,R1 · · · (αk )Lk ,Rk , we replace them by (AL ,R → α′′; M), where
α′′ results from α′ by adding the elements of R to Rk . This way, the information that C has been removed
will be handed down the right flank of the partial parse tree until it reaches the rightmost leaf as desired.
If the removed symbol is the leftmost symbol of its rule, we can move the check to the terminal-introducing
rule to the right of the removed subtree. Analogous to the previous paragraph, we can get the information
about the removed symbol to the intended position in the parse tree by handing down the contents of L from
the symbol on the left-hand side to the set L1 in each rule.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the construction for the general case of a group of neighboring subtrees that only yield
 . Typically, not all of the subtrees depicted will actually be present.
Finally, we introduce a new start symbol S′ that only appears in the rules (S′ → S∅,∅; N3) and, if S ∈ E,
(S′ →  ; M) for each M ∈ MS .
Formally, G′ = (N ′ , Σ, R′ , S′), where N ′ = {αL ,R | α ∈ (N ∪ Σ), L, R ⊆ E} ∪ {S′} and
R′ =
{
(AL ,R → (αi1 )L′ ,R1 (αi2 )∅,R2 · · · (αik )∅,Rk ; M)
∣∣∣
(A→ α1 · · · αn ; M) ∈ R, n > 0, 1 ≤ i1 < · · · < ik ≤ n, l < {i j | 1 ≤ j ≤ k} ñ αl ∈ E ,
L′ = L ∪ {αl | 1 ≤ l < i1}, R j = {αl | i j < l < i j+1}, 1 ≤ j < k , Rk = R ∪ {αl | ik < l ≤ n}}
∪ {(aL ,R → a; ML ∩ MR ) ∣∣∣ L = {AL ,i | 1 ≤ i ≤ |L|} ⊆ E , R = {AR ,i | 1 ≤ i ≤ |R|} ⊆ E ,
a ∈ Σ, ∃ML ,1 ∈ MAL ,1 , . . . , ML , |L | ∈ MAL , |L | , MR ,1 ∈ MAR ,1 , . . . , MR , |R | ∈ MAR , |R | :
ML =
⋂
1≤i≤|L |
{( f , l , e) | ( f , 0, e + 1) ∈ ML ,i }, MR =
⋂
1≤i≤|R |
{( f , l , e) | ( f + 1, 0, e) ∈ MR ,i }}
∪ {(S′ → S∅,∅; N3)} ∪ {(S′ →  ; M) ∣∣∣ M ∈ MS }.
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Bm
. . .
. . .
Bm−1
. . .
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Aim−2+1 · · ·
. . .
. . .
Aim−1
Aim−1+1 · · ·
. . .
. . .
Aim Bm+1
Aim+1 · · ·
. . .
. . .
Aim+1 Bm+2
Bn
Ain−1+1 · · ·
. . .
. . .
Ak w f +1 . . .
. . .
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
 
 
 
 
 
(Bm)Lm ,Rm
. . .
. . .
(Bm−1)Lm−1 ,Rm−1
. . .
. . .
(Bm−2)Lm−2 ,Rm−2
(B1)L1 ,R1
. . .
. . .
(w f )L0 ,R0
w f
...
(Bm+1)∅,Rm+1
(Bm+2)Lm+2 ,Rm+2
(Bn)Ln ,Rn
(w f +1)Ln+1 ,Rn+1
w f +1
. . .
. . .
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
Before transformation:
After transformation:
Figure 2.1.: Partial parse tree with all possible -subtrees between w f and w f +1 (top), and corresponding partial
parse tree for the -free grammar as constructed in Lemma 2.14 (bottom). In the second tree,
Rs = {Aj | is < j ≤ im }, 0 ≤ s < m, i0 = 1, and Ls = {Aj | im < j ≤ is−1}, m + 1 < s ≤ n + 1,
as indicated by the colors. The contents of the other sets Rs ,Ls depend on parts of the tree not
pictured. Note that R0 ∪ Ln+1 = {Aj | 1 ≤ j ≤ k}.
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For [f][l][e]dCFG, we may instead use the slightly simpler definition based on the sets M′
C
,
R′ =
{
(AL ,R → (αi1 )L′ ,R1 (αi2 )∅,R2 · · · (αik )∅,Rk ; M)
∣∣∣
(A→ α1 · · · αn ; M) ∈ R, n > 0, 1 ≤ i1 < · · · < ik ≤ n, l < {i j | 1 ≤ j ≤ k} ñ αl ∈ E ,
L′ = L ∪ {αl | 1 ≤ l < i1}, R j = {αl | i j < l < i j+1}, 1 ≤ j < k , Rk = R ∪ {αl | ik < l ≤ n}}
∪ {(aL ,R → a; ML ∩ MR ) ∣∣∣ L ,R ⊆ E , a ∈ Σ,
ML =
⋂
C∈L
{( f , l , e) | ( f , 0, e + 1) ∈ M′C }, MR =
⋂
C∈R
{( f , l , e) | ( f + 1, 0, e) ∈ M′C }
}
∪ {(S′ → S∅,∅; N3), (S′ →  ; MS )}.
In both cases, none of the rules in R′ have S′ on their right-hand side, and only the rules (S′ →  ; M) have
 as their right-hand side. Thus, G′ is -free.
L(G) = L(G′) follows from the considerations above.
Now assume, M is a plset that satisfies the conditions for one of the subclasses from Definition 2.7. We show
that M1 = {( f , l , e) | ( f , 0, e + 1) ∈ M } and M2 = {( f , l , e) | ( f + 1, 0, e) ∈ M } also satisfy those conditions.
From this and Lemma 2.8, we can conclude that G′ is in the same subclasses as G.
ledCFG: Assume, M = N × Ml ,e , Ml ,e ⊆ N2. Then,
M1 = N2 × M′e , where M′e = {e | (0, e + 1) ∈ Ml ,e }, and
M2 = N2 × M′′e , where M′′e = {e | (0, e) ∈ Ml ,e }.
fedCFG: Assume, M = {( f , l , e) | ( f , e) ∈ Mf ,e , l ∈ N}, Mf ,e ⊆ N2. Then,
M1 = {( f , l , e) | ( f , e + 1) ∈ Mf ,e , l ∈ N} = {( f , l , e) | ( f , e) ∈ Mf ,e + {(0, 1)}, l ∈ N}, and
M2 = {( f , l , e) | ( f + 1, e) ∈ Mf ,e , l ∈ N} = {( f , l , e) | ( f , e) ∈ Mf ,e + {(1, 0)}, l ∈ N}.
fldCFG: Assume, M = Mf ,l × N, Mf ,l ⊆ N2. Then,
M1 = M′f × N2, where M′f = { f | ( f , 0) ∈ Mf ,l } and
M2 = M′′f × N2, where M′′f = { f | ( f + 1, 0) ∈ Mf ,l }.
fleCFG: Let M = Mf × Ml × Me .
If 0 ∈ Ml , then M1 = Mf × N × (Me − {1}), and M2 = (Mf − {1}) × N × Me .
If 0 < Ml , then M1 = M2 = ∅ × ∅ × ∅. 
Lemma 2.15. For every [f][l][e][d]CFG G, there is an -free and chain-free [f][l][e][d]CFG G′ satisfying
L(G′) = L(G).
Proof. Let G = (N, Σ, R, S).
Again, we use the same idea as for traditional CFG (cf. [Har78, Theorem 4.3.2]): If A⇒∗ B is possible in
G, we add a rule (A→ α) for each rule (B → α) in G, intuitively combining the chain with the following rule.
Since chain-rules are applied with the same position and length as the following rule, it suffices to use the
intersections of the plsets of all rules involved as the plset of the combined rule to ensure that all checks are
still performed. As in the previous lemma, we create multiple rules if there are multiple chains to guarantee G′
stays in the correct subclass.
Formally, for each pair A, B ∈ N , let
MA ,B =
 ⋂
0≤i≤k
Mi | ∃ f , l , e : A =
[
(A→A1; M0), ... ,(Ak→B; Mk )
( f , l , e)
]
⇒ B
 ,
including N3 in each set MA ,A. Then, G′ = (N, Σ, R′ , S), where
R′ = {(A→ α; M1 ∩ M2) | (B → α; M1) ∈ R, α < N, M2 ∈ MA ,B }.
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Due to Lemma 2.14, we may assume that G is -free. Since the right-hand sides of rules in R′ all co-occur
in R, G′ inherits this property. Since by construction, there are no rules with a single nonterminal as the
right-hand side in R′, it is also chain-free.
L(G′) = L(G) follows from the above considerations and with Lemma 2.8 we can conclude from the
construction that G′ is in the desired subclasses. 
Lemma 2.16. For any [f][l][e][d]CFG G, there is an [f][l][e][d]CFG G′ in CNF with L(G′) = L(G).
Proof. Let G = (N, Σ, R, S). By Lemma 2.15, we may assume that G is -free and chain-free.
Once again, we can adopt the well-known construction from traditional CFG (cf. [Har78, Theorem 4.4.1]).
We remove terminal symbols from right-hand sides by introducing new nonterminals that can only be derived
to the terminal they replace, and we split up longer right-hand sides into chains of rules that create the symbols
one after the other.
Since the first rule of each chain will be applied with the same positions and length as the original rule, it
can simply inherit the plset while the other rules are unrestricted.
Formally, let
h(α) =

Aα α ∈ Σ,
α α ∈ N,
h(α1) · h(α2... |α |) |α | > 1,
and G′ = (N ′ , Σ, R′ , S), where
N ′ = N unionsq {Aa | a ∈ Σ} unionsq {Ar ,i | r = (A→ α; M) ∈ R, 1 ≤ i ≤ |α | − 2} and
R′ = {(A→ h(α); M) | (A→ α; M) ∈ R, |α | ≤ 2}
∪ {(A→ h(α1)Ar ,1; M) | r = (A→ α; M) ∈ R, |α | > 2}
∪ {(Ar ,i → h(αi+1)Ar ,i+1; N3) | r = (A→ α; M) ∈ R, |α | > 2, 2 ≤ i < |α | − 2}
∪ {(Ar ,n−2 → h(αn−1)h(αn); N3) | r = (A→ α; M) ∈ R, n = |α | > 2}
∪ {(Aa → a; N3) | a ∈ Σ}.
One can easily verify from the definition that G′ is in CNF and L(G′) = L(G).
G′ is in the correct subclasses since all plsets in G′ are either unrestricted, or occur in G as well. 
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As fledCFG, fledLLING and fledRLING are extensions of context-free resp. left/right linear grammars an
obvious idea to find equivalent automata for the new classes is to extend the automata corresponding to the
basic classes, which is what we do in this section.
As a result of this approach, most of the proofs we present follow the same ideas and structure as well-known
proofs for the basic grammar and automata classes.
3.1. Finite Automata
The general idea behind an equivalence proof of finite automata and right linear grammars is to identify states
of the automaton with nonterminal symbols of the grammar. Then, the application of a production in the
grammar is equivalent to a state transition in the automaton.
In this bijection, the f -distance at which a production is applied is equal to the position of the automaton’s
head (given by the number of symbols the automaton has read) before the corresponding state transition.
Similarly, the length of the subword generated from the rule application is equal to the number of symbols the
automaton will read from this transition to the end of the word.
Formalizing this observation, we find the following definitions and theorems:
Definition 3.1. A (nondeterministic) finite automaton with position counter (fedNFA) is a 5-tuple A =
(Q, Σ, δ, q0 , F), where
• Q is a finite nonempty set of states;
• Σ is a finite nonempty set called the input alphabet;
• Q ∩ Σ = ∅;
• q0 ∈ Q is the initial state;
• F ⊆ Q is the set of final states;
• δ : (Q × Σ × N2)→ ℘Q is called the transition function.
Definition 3.2. Let A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0 , F) be an fedNFA. A word κ ∈ Σ∗QΣ∗ is called a configuration of A. The
relation `
A
⊆ (Σ∗QΣ∗)2 is defined by (u, v ∈ Σ∗ , a ∈ Σ , q, q′ ∈ Q):
uqav `A uaq′v, if q′ ∈ δ(q, a, |u|, |av |).
The set T(A) = {w ∈ Σ∗ | ∃qf ∈ F : q0w `∗A wqf } is called the language accepted by A.
A is called complete, if ∀w ∈ Σ∗ : ∃q ∈ Q : q0w `∗A wq.
If A is clear from the context, we will write ` instead of `
A
.
Intuitively, all values of ( f , e) for which q′ ∈ δ(q, a, f , e) form the set of positions for which the transition
from q to q′ reading a is allowed, analogous to plsets of fledCFG. Thus, we will refer to these sets as plsets as
well.
Just as in the case of grammars, we get subclasses if we do not allow all types of restrictions or force them
to be independent.
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Definition 3.3. An fedNFA is called an
• feNFA if ∀q, q′ ∈ Q, a ∈ Σ : ∃Mf , Me ⊆ N : {( f , e) | q′ ∈ δ(q, a, f , e)} = Mf × Me ,
• f[d]NFA if ∀q, q′ ∈ Q, a ∈ Σ : ∃Mf ⊆ N : {( f , e) | q′ ∈ δ(q, a, f , e)} = Mf × N,
• e[d]NFA if ∀q, q′ ∈ Q, a ∈ Σ : ∃Me ⊆ N : {( f , e) | q′ ∈ δ(q, a, f , e)} = N × Me .
As for the grammars, we identify fedNFA, where each transition is allowed at all positions, equal to the NFA
that results from removing these (pseudo-)restrictions and use dNFA as a synonym for that class of automata.
Definition 3.4. [f][e][d]REG denotes the class of languages accepted by an [f][e][d]NFA.
Now, we are ready to prove the equivalence of our automata and grammar classes.
Theorem 3.5. [f]e[d]REG = [f]l[d]RLINL and fREG = fRLINL.
Proof. Once again, we adapt well-known constructions (cf. [Har78, Chapter 2.5]).
To show [f]e[d]REG ⊆ [f]l[d]RLINL, resp. fREG ⊆ fRLINL, let A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0 , F) an [f][e][d]NFA and
set G = (Q, Σ, R, q0), where
R =
{
(q → aq′; {( f , l) | q′ ∈ δ(q, a, f , l)} × N) ∣∣∣ q, q′ ∈ Q, a ∈ Σ } ∪ {(qf →  ; N3) ∣∣∣ qf ∈ F}.
Obviously G is an [f]l[d]RLING resp. fRLING.
Claim. ∀u, v ∈ Σ∗ , q ∈ Q :
q0 =[(0, |uv |, 0)]⇒n uq ò q0uv `n uqv.
Proof. By induction on n.
n = 0: We have q0 =[(0, |uv |, 0)]⇒0 uq ò u =  ∧ q = q0 ò q0uv `0 uqv.
n > 0: q0 =[(0, |uv |, 0)]⇒n u′q′ ⇒ u′aq = uq
ò q0 =[(0, |uv |, 0)]⇒n u′q′ ∧ ∃M ⊆ N3 : (q′ → aq; M) ∈ R ∧ (|u′ |, |av |, 0) ∈ M
ò q0 =[(0, |uv |, 0)]⇒n u′q′ ∧ q ∈ δ(q′ , a, |u′ |, |av |)
I.H.ò q0uv `n u′q′av ∧ q ∈ δ(q′ , a, |u′ |, |av |)
ò q0uv `n u′q′av ` u′aqv = uqv. Claim
From this claim, L(G) = T(A) follows with uq ⇒ w ò u = w ∧ q ∈ F.
To show [f]l[d]RLINL ⊆ [f]e[d]REG resp. fRLINL ⊆ fREG let G = (N, Σ, R, S) an [f][l][d]RLING. We
may assume w.l.o.g. that the right-hand side of each rule in R contains at most one terminal symbol, and
there are no rules that only differ in their plsets. (Rules with longer right-hand sides can be replaced as in the
construction of a grammar in CNF in the proof of Lemma 2.16; we mentioned on page 9 how rules that only
differ in their plsets can be eliminated.)
Now we can define A = (N unionsq {qf }, Σ, δ, S, {qf }), where for any B ∈ N, a ∈ Σ , f , e ∈ N:
δ(B, a, f , e) =
{
C
∣∣∣ (B → aC; M) ∈ R, ( f , e, 0) ∈ M}∪ { qf ∣∣∣ (B → a; M) ∈ R, ( f , e, 0) ∈ M}.
From this, it follows with Lemma 2.8 that A is an [f]e[d]NFA resp. an fNFA since the plsets of the automaton,
{( f , e) | q′ ∈ δ(q, a, f , e)}, are always the first two components of a plset of the grammar.
Claim. ∀u, v ∈ Σ∗ , B ∈ N :
Suv `n uBv ò S =[(0, |uv |, 0)]⇒n uB.
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Proof. By induction on n.
n = 0: We have Suv `0 uBv ò u =  ∧ B = S ò S =[(0, |uv |, 0)]⇒0 uB.
n > 0: Suv `n u′B′av ` u′aBv = uBv
ò Suv `n u′B′av ∧ B ∈ δ(B′ , a, |u′ |, |av |)
ò Suv `n u′B′av ∧ ∃M ⊆ N3 : (B′ → aB; M) ∈ P ∧ (|u′ |, |av |, 0) ∈ M
ò Suv `n u′B′av ∧ u′B′ =[(0, |uv |, 0)]⇒ u′aB
I.H.ò S ⇒n u′B′ =[(0, |uv |, 0)]⇒ u′aB = uB Claim
From this claim L(G) = T(A) follows by applying the same argument as in the induction step to see that
S ⇒∗ w′B ⇒ w′a = w ò Sw′a `∗ w′Ba ` w′aqf = wqf . 
Since we have shown in Lemma 2.12 that each language class generated by a class of restricted left-linear
grammars is the reversal of one generated by a class of restricted right-linear grammars, we can now relate
restricted left-linear language classes to restricted automata classes by showing how the latter behave under
reversal.
Lemma 3.6. For each fe[d]NFA A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0 , F), there is an fe[d]NFA B = (Q′ , Σ, δ′ , q′0 , F
′) with
T(B) = T(A)R . Furthermore, if A is an fNFA then B can be constructed as an eNFA and vice versa.
Proof. We adapt the construction from [AU72, Theorem 2.9] and define B by
• Q′ = Q unionsq {q′0},
• F′ = {q0},
• ∀ f , e ∈ N : δ′(q′0 ,  , f , e) = F and
• ∀q ∈ Q, a ∈ Σ , f , e ∈ N : δ′(q, a, f , e) = {q′ |q ∈ δ(q′ , a, e − |a |, f + |a |)}.
Then we can show by induction on n that
q′0v
RwR `n+1B vRqwR ò ∃qf ∈ F : wqv `nA wvqf .
n = 0: In this case, the right-hand side enforces v =  .
The claim follows as ∀qf ∈ F, w ∈ Σ∗ : q′0wR `B qf wR and wqf `0A wqf .
n > 0: q′0v
RawR `n+1
B
vRq′awR `
B
vRaqwR ò ∃qf ∈ F : wqav `A waq′v `nA wavqf ,
where the equivalence for the single step follows, since q ∈ δ′(q′ , a, |v |, |aw |)ò q′ ∈ δ(q, a, |w |, |av |)
by the definition of δ′, and the equivalence for the remaining computations follows by the induction
hypothesis.
From this, we get T(B) = T(A)R by setting w =  and q = q0.
The claims on the subclasses follow immediately from the definition of B. 
From Lemmas 2.12, 3.5, and 3.6, we immediately get the following Corollary:
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Corollary 3.7.
• fe[d]REG = fl[e][d]RLINL = [f]le[d]LLINL.
• fREG = f[e][d]RLINL = [f]l[d]LLINL.
• eREG = l[e][d]RLINL = [f]e[d]LLINL.
• REG = [e]RLINL = [f]LLINL.
In the following, we will refer to these as the regular-based language classes and use the respective shorthands
as the canonical identifiers for them.
A useful property of traditional finite automata is that every language accepted by an NFA is already accepted
by a deterministic finite automaton. This is typically proven constructively by defining the states of the DFA
as the powerset of the NFA states and ensuring that the current state of the DFA after reading some input
w is the set of all states the NFA can reach after reading w. As we will show now, this construction can be
straightforwardly carried over to our extended model.
Definition 3.8. A deterministic finite automaton with position counter ([f][e][d]DFA) is an [f][e][d]NFA,
satisfying:
1. |δ(q, a, f , e)| ≤ 1 for all q ∈ Q, a ∈ Σ , f , e ∈ N and
2. if |δ(q,  , f , e)| = 1, then |δ(q, a, f , e)| = 0 for all q ∈ Q, a ∈ Σ, f , e ∈ N.
Theorem 3.9. For each [f][e][d]NFA A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0 , F) there is a complete [f][e][d]DFA B without -
transitions and with T(B) = T(A).
Proof. Once more we adapt a known construction, this time from [Neb12, Satz 2.2].
For each ( f , e) ∈ N × N, we define the relation E′( f ,e) ⊆ Q × Q by
(q, q′) ∈ E′( f ,e) ò q′ ∈ δ(q,  , f , e),
and E( f ,e) = E′( f ,e)∗, that is E( f ,e) contains all the pairs of states (q, q′), so that q′ can be reached from q at
position ( f , e) using only -transitions (including the pairs (q, q) at any position).
We then define B′ = (Q′ , Σ, δ′ , q′0 , F
′) as follows:
• Q′ = ℘Q unionsq {q′0},
• ∀ Z ∈ ℘Q, a ∈ Σ, f , e ∈ N :
δ′(Z, a, f , e) = {{q′ | ∃q ∈ Q, z ∈ Z : q ∈ δ(z, a, f , e) ∧ (q, q′) ∈ E( f +1,e−1)}}
• ∀a ∈ Σ, f , e ∈ N :
δ′(q′0 , a, f , e) = {{q′ | ∃q1 , q2 ∈ Q : (q0 , q1) ∈ E( f ,e)) ∧ q2 ∈ δ(q1 , a, f , e) ∧ (q2 , q′) ∈ E( f +1,e−1)}},
• F′ = {Z ∈ Q′ | Z ∩ F , ∅} ∪ {q′0 |  ∈ T(A)}.
By construction, B′ is a complete fedDFA without -transitions.
We show by induction on |u| that ∀u ∈ Σ+ , w ∈ Σ∗ , Z ∈ ℘Q :
q′0uw `∗B′ uZw ò Z = {q |q0uw `∗A uqw}.
|u| = 1: Then
q′0uw `∗B′ uZw
ò Z = {q | ∃q1 , q2 ∈ Q : (q0 , q1) ∈ E(0, |w |+1) ∧ q2 ∈ δ(q1 , u, 0, |w | + 1) ∧ (q2 , q) ∈ E(1, |w |)}
ò Z = {q | q0uw `∗A q1uw `A uq2w `∗A uqw}.
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|u| > 1: We can decompose the computation of B′ as q′0vaw `∗B′ vZ′aw `B uZw, with u = va, a ∈ Σ.
By induction hypothesis, the first part is equivalent to Z′ = {q′ | q0vaw `∗A vq′aw}.
For the second part we find
vZ′aw `B′ uZw
ò Z ∈ δ′(Z′ , a, |v |, |aw |)
ò Z = {q | ∃q′ ∈ Q, z ∈ Z′ : q′ ∈ δ(z, a, |v |, |aw |) ∧ (q′ , q) ∈ E(|u | , |w |)}
ò Z = {q | ∃q′ ∈ Z′ : vq′aw `∗A uqw}
and the claim follows.
By setting w =  and applying the definition of F′ we get T(B′) = T(A).
Now for Z, Z′ ∈ ℘Q, a ∈ Σ, we have
{( f , e) | Z′ ∈ δ′(Z, a, f , e)} =
⋃
(q0 , ... ,qk )∈Qk
q0∈Z , qk ∈Z ′
(
{( f , e) | q1 ∈ δ(q0 , a, f , e)} ∩
⋂
1<i≤k
{( f , e) | qi ∈ δ(qi+1 ,  , f , e)}
)
.
Together with the analogous result for the case Z = q′0 and Lemma 2.8, this shows that if A is an [f][e]dNFA,
the proof is complete by setting B = B′.
For the case that A is an feNFA we first note that each finite union of fe-plsets and thus each plset of B′ is a
finite union of disjoint fe-plsets, since
(Mf 1 × Me1)∪ (Mf 2 × Me2) = ((Mf 1∩Mf 2) × (Me1∪Me2)) ∪ ((Mf 1 \Mf 2) × Me1) ∪ ((Mf 2 \Mf 1) × Me2) .
Let n denote the maximal number of disjoint fe-plsets needed for any transition in B. For each Z, Z′ ∈ Q′
and a ∈ Σ and we define sets M (Z ,a ,Z ′)
f ,i
, M (Z ,a ,Z
′)
e ,i ⊆ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ n so that
{( f , e) | Z′ ∈ δ′(Z, a, f , e)} =
⊔
1≤i≤n
M (Z ,a ,Z
′)
f ,i
× M (Z ,a ,Z ′)
e ,i .
Now we can define B = (Q′′ , Σ, δ′′ , q′0 , F
′′) as follows:
• Q′′ = {q′0} unionsq {Z (i) | Z ∈ ℘Q, 1 ≤ i ≤ n},
• ∀Z (i) ∈ Q′′ , a ∈ Σ, f , e ∈ N :
δ′′(Z (i) , a, f , e) =
{
Z′( j)
∣∣∣ Z′ ∈ δ′(Z, a, f , e), f ∈ M (Z ,a ,Z ′)
f , j
, e ∈ M (Z ,a ,Z ′)
e , j
}
,
• F′′ = {Z (i) | Z ∈ F′}.
It is easily verified that B is an feDFA and T(B) = T(B′) = T(A). 
3.2. Pushdown Automata
While the changes of NFA to fit our extended grammar class are rather straightforward, things are more
involved for pushdown automata (PDA). Since each rule application splits the word into three parts, the check
if an application is allowed will typically need to combine information from two separate places in the word.
As the automaton processes the word in one pass, in order to check if the combination of places is valid, we
have to pass information from the first of these places to the second one.
In order to see how this can be implemented, we have a look at the standard construction of a PDA from a
grammar (cf. [Har78, Theorem 5.4.1]). The automaton created by this construction works by computing a
leftmost derivation on its stack. To this end, the current sentential form is placed on the stack so that its left
end is at the top. If the top of stack is a terminal symbol, it is compared to the next symbol of the input word
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and if the two symbols match, it is removed from the stack and the automaton moves one character ahead on
the input. If the characters do not match, the computation is canceled.
If the top of the stack is a nonterminal, a rule application is simulated by replacing the nonterminal by the
(reversed) right-hand side of a rule applicable to it. By construction, the current position of the automaton’s
head at this point is the f -distance of the rule application. Since its yield is the yield of the symbols just added
to the stack, the automaton will have reached the end of this rule application when the first symbol below the
newly added right-hand side becomes top of stack. Thus, we can pass information from the beginning to the
end of the rule application by putting it on the stack below the symbols from the right-hand side, since this
way, the information will become top of stack exactly when it is needed. Specifically, we will put on the stack
the current f -distance and the plset, performing the actual check at the end of the simulated rule application.
Formalizing the idea, we get:
Definition 3.10. A pushdown automaton with position counter (fledPDA) is a 7-tuple
A = (Q, Σ, Γ, δ, q0 , g0 , F), where
• Q is a finite nonempty set of states;
• Σ is a finite nonempty set called the input alphabet;
• Γ is a finite nonempty set disjoint of (N × ℘N3) called the stack alphabet;
• q0 ∈ Q is the initial state;
• g0 ∈ Γ is the initial stack symbol;
• F ⊆ Q is the set of final states;
• δ : (Q × Σ × Γ)→ ℘(Q × Γ∗ × ℘N3) is called the transition function, satisfying
∀(q, a, g) ∈ Q × Σ × Γ : |δ(q, a, g)| < ∞.
Definition 3.11. Let A = (Q, Σ, Γ, δ, q0 , g0 , F) an fledPDA. A word from Σ∗QΣ∗ × (Γ∪ (N × ℘N3))∗ is called
a configuration of A. The relation `
A
⊆ (Σ∗QΣ∗ × (Γ ∪ (N × ℘N3))∗)2 is defined by
(uqav, αg) `A (uaq′v , α(|u|, M)β), if (q′ , β, M) ∈ δ(q, a, g) and
(uqv , α( f , M)) `A (uqv , α), if ( f , |u| − f , |v |) ∈ M.
The set T(A) = {w ∈ Σ∗ | ∃qf ∈ F, α ∈ (Γ ∪ (N × ℘N3))∗ : (q0w, g0) `∗A (wqf , α)} is called the language
accepted by A by final state.
The set N(A) = {w ∈ Σ∗ | ∃q ∈ Q : (q0w, g0) `∗A (wq, )} is called the language accepted by A by empty
stack.
The set L(A) = {w ∈ Σ∗ | ∃qf ∈ F : (q0w, g0) `∗A (wqf , )} is called the language accepted by A by both
final state and empty stack.
As before, we will drop the index A if it is clear from the context.
Since fledPDA use the same plsets as fledCFG the definition of equivalent subclasses is straightforward.
Definition 3.12. An fledPDA is called an
• ledPDA if ∀(q, a, g) ∈ Q × Σ × Γ, (q′ , α, M) ∈ δ(q, a, g) : ∃Ml ,e ⊆ N2 : M = N × Ml ,e ,
• fedPDA if ∀(q, a, g) ∈ Q × Σ × Γ, (q′ , α, M) ∈ δ(q, a, g) :
∃Mf ,e ⊆ N2 : M = {( f , l , e) | ( f , e) ∈ Mf ,e , l ∈ N}
• fldPDA if ∀(q, a, g) ∈ Q × Σ × Γ, (q′ , α, M) ∈ δ(q, a, g) : ∃Mf ,l ⊆ N2 : M = Mf ,l × N,
• flePDA if ∀(q, a, g) ∈ Q × Σ × Γ, (q′ , α, M) ∈ δ(q, a, g) : ∃Mf , Ml , Me ⊆ N : M = Mf × Ml × Me ,
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• lePDA if it is an ledPDA and an flePDA,
• fePDA if it is an fedPDA and an flePDA,
• flPDA if it is an fldPDA and an flePDA,
• f[d]PDA if it is an fldPDA and an fedPDA,
• l[d]PDA if it is an fldPDA and an ledPDA,
• e[d]PDA if it is an ledPDA and an fedPDA.
Before we prove the equivalence between fledPDA and fledCFG, we first show that as for traditional PDA,
the three modes of acceptance we defined for fledPDA are equally powerful.
Theorem 3.13. For each [f][l][e][d]PDA A = (Q, Σ, Γ, δ, q0 , g0 , F), there is an [f][l][e][d]PDA B with
L(B) = N(B) = T(B) = T(A).
Proof. The basic idea of the construction is that B will simulate A and, whenever A reaches a final state, B has
the option of emptying its stack and entering its final state (cf. [Har78, Theorem 5.3.2]).
However, at the end of A’s computation, the stack may also contain restrictions that would not have been
checked by A but need to be satisfied in order to allow B to empty the stack. To guarantee that these can be
removed, we allow B to switch into a mode (the states q¯) where it still simulates A, but whenever A places
a plset on the stack, B places the unrestricted plset N3 on the stack instead. To avoid that B uses this to
circumvent any check that is performed by A, the guard symbol g′0 is placed atop each of these “disarmed”
plsets and we ensure that g′0 can only be removed during the final emptying phase.
Formally, B = (Q′ , Σ, Γ′ , δB , q′0 , $, F
′), where
• Q′ = {q, q¯ | q ∈ Q} unionsq {qe , qf },
• Γ′ = Γ unionsq {$, g′0},
• F′ = {qf } and
• δB(q′0 ,  , $) = {(q0 , $g0 ,N3)},∀(q, a, g) ∈ Q × Σ × Γ : δB(q, a, g) = δ(q, a, g),
∀(q, a, g) ∈ Q × Σ × Γ : δB(q¯, a, g) = {(q¯′ , g′0α,N3) | ∃M ⊆ N3 : (q′ , α, M) ∈ δ(q, a, g)},∀(q, g) ∈ Q × Γ : δB(q,  , g) = δ(q,  , g) ∪ {(q¯, g,N3)} ∪ {(qe ,  ,N3) | q ∈ F},
∀(q, g) ∈ Q × Γ : δB(q¯,  , g) = {(q¯′ , g′0α,N3) | ∃M ⊆ N3 : (q′ , α, M) ∈ δ(q,  , g)}∪ {(q, g,N3)} ∪ {(qe ,  ,N3) | q ∈ F},
∀q ∈ F : δB(q,  , g′0) = {(qe ,  ,N3)},∀q ∈ F : δB(q¯,  , g′0) = {(qe ,  ,N3)},∀q ∈ F : δB(q,  , $) = {(qf ,  ,N3)},
∀q ∈ F : δB(q¯,  , $) = {(qf ,  ,N3)},
∀g ∈ Γ′ \ {$} : δB(qe ,  , g) = {(qe ,  ,N3)},
δB(qe ,  , $) = {(qf ,  ,N3)},
otherwise: δB(q, a, g) = ∅.
B is in the same classes as A since each plset used in δB is either also used in δ or is N3. 
Theorem 3.14. For each [f][l][e][d]PDA A = (Q, Σ, Γ, δ, q0 , g0 , F), there is an [f][l][e][d]PDA B with
L(B) = N(B) = T(B) = N(A).
Proof. Here, the construction from [Har78, Theorem 5.3.1] can be straightforwardly taken over. B places a
guard symbol $ at the bottom of the stack and then simulates A until $ is the only symbol remaining on the
stack. At this point, A would have accepted with empty stack, thus B removes $ and enters its final state,
thereby accepting by all three modes.
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Formally B = (Q′ , Σ, Γ′ , δB , q¯0 , $, F′), where
• Q′ = Q unionsq {q¯0 , qf },
• Γ′ = Γ unionsq {$},
• F′ = {qf } and
• δB(q¯0 ,  , $) = {(q0 , $g0 ,N3)},
∀(q, a, g) ∈ Q × Σ × Γ : δB(q, a, g) = δ(q, a, g),
∀q ∈ Q : δB(q,  , $) = {(qf ,  ,N3)},
otherwise: δB(q, a, g) = ∅. 
Theorem 3.15. For each [f][l][e][d]PDA A = (Q, Σ, Γ, δ, q0 , g0 , F), there is an [f][l][e][d]PDA B with
L(B) = N(B) = T(B) = L(A).
Proof. The construction from the previous theorem applies with one small adaption: The transition into qf as
$ becomes top of stack is only allowed if the current state is in F. 
Now, we show the equivalence of the respective grammar and automaton classes.
Theorem 3.16. For each L ∈ [f][l][e][d]CFL, there is an [f][l][e][d]PDA B with L(B) = N(B) = T(B) = L.
Proof. We will adapt the construction from [Har78, Theorem 5.4.1], as described at the beginning of this
section, to get an fledPDA A with N(A) = L. Then the existence of B follows with Theorem 3.14.
Since L ∈ [f][l][e][d]CFL, there exists an [f][l][e][d]CFG G = (N, Σ, R, S), with L = L(G). Now set
A = ({q}, Σ, Γ= (N ∪ Σ), δ, q, S, {q}), where δ is given by
• ∀A ∈ N : δ(q,  , A) = {(q, αR , M) | (A→ α; M) ∈ R},
• ∀A ∈ N, a ∈ Σ : δ(q, a, A) = ∅,
• ∀a ∈ Σ : δ(q, a, a) = {(q,  ,N3)}, δ(q,  , a) = ∅.
Clearly, A is an [f][l][e][d]PDA.
We now show by induction over n that for uvw ∈ Σ∗, γ ∈ Γ∗ and B ∈ N ,
B =[(|u|, |v |, |w |); L]⇒n v ò (uqvw, γB) `2n+2|v | (uvqw, γ).
From this, N(A) = L(G) follows by setting u = w = γ =  and B = S.
n = 0: Since B , v there is no derivation of the form B =[(|u|, |v |, |w |); L]⇒0 v.
There also is no computation of the form (uqvw, γB) `2|v | (uvqw, γ): Processing the characters of v
requires |v | transitions that process one of the characters each and another |v | transitions that remove the
plsets put on the stack by the first set of transitions. By the definition of A, none of these transitions
removes B.
n > 0: Splitting off the first step of the derivation and the first and last step of the computation we find
B ⇒ α =[(|u|, |v |, |w |); L]⇒n−1 v
ò (B → α; M) ∈ R, (|u|, |v |, |w |) ∈ M ∧ α =[(|u|, |v |, |w |); L]⇒n−1 v
(∗)ò (B → α; M) ∈ R, (|u|, |v |, |w |) ∈ M ∧ (uqvw, γ(|u|, M)αR) `2n−2+2|v | (uvqw, γ(|u|, M))
ò (uqvw, γB) ` (uqvw, γ(|u|, M)αR) `2n−2+2|v | (uvqw, γ(|u|, M)) ` (uvqw, γ).
The equivalence (*) can be shown by induction on |α |:
|α | = 0: In this case, α = v =  , n = 1, and the claim becomes trivial.
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|α | > 0: Then, α = α1α′ , α1 ∈ (N ∪ Σ), and v can be written as v = v′v′′, so that the derivation can be
split into
α1α
′ =[(|u|, |v |, |w |); L]⇒n1 v′α′ =[(|u|, |v |, |w |); L]⇒n−1−n1 v
and the computation can be split into
(uqvw, γ(|u|, M)α′Rα1) `2n1+2|v′ | (uv′qv′′w, γ(|u|, M)α′R) `2n−2−2n1+2|v′′ | (uvqw, γ(|u|, M)).
The correspondence between the second parts is established by the induction hypothesis of the
inner induction. For the first parts, we distinguish two cases:
α1 ∈ Σ: Then n1 = 0, v′ = α1, and the correspondence follows since (q,  ,N3) ∈ δ(q, α1 , α1) by the
definition of A giving (for γ′ = γ(|u|, M)α′R):
(uqα1v′′w, γ′α1) ` (uα1qv′′w, γ′(|u|,N3)) ` (uα1qv′′w, γ′).
α1 ∈ N : Then the first part is of the same form as the original claim, but n1 < n. Thus, the induction
hypothesis of the outer induction applies. 
For the inverse inclusion, we adapt the construction from [Har78, Theorem 5.4.3].
Theorem 3.17. For each [f][l][e][d]PDA A = (Q, Σ, Γ, δ, q0 , g0 , F), L(A) ∈ [f][l][e][d]CFL. Furthermore if
L is in one of the subclasses defined in Definition 3.12, A can be constructed to be of the correspondingly
named subtype defined in Definition 2.7.
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that N(A) = T(A) = L(A) and F = {qf }, since otherwise
we can construct A′ according to Theorem 3.15 which does satisfy these conditions and accepts the same
language.
The basic idea of the construction is that the sequence of sentential forms during a leftmost derivation
encodes the sequence of configurations during a computation. The leftmost characters of each sentential form
contain the part of the input that has already been processed by the computation as terminal symbols, while the
remainder contains the stack contents as nonterminal symbols, the top of stack being leftmost. Additionally,
the nonterminal containing top of stack also encodes the currrent state of the PDA.
However, to make this basic idea work we need some additional details. First note that after rule applications
that replace a nonterminal by a string from Σ∗ (corresponding to transitions that put no symbol on the stack),
the top of stack is encoded by a nonterminal that has been added in an earlier step. However, by our idea, this
symbol should now encode the current state of the PDA.
To achieve this, we have to encode with each nonterminal the state that will be current when it becomes top
of stack. Since we do not know which state this is at the time of the rule application (except for the symbol that
is added at the top), we simply add a rule for each possible combination of states. So, for (q1 , abc) ∈ δ(q2 , b, a)
in an automaton with states {q1 , q2 , q3}, we would add the rules
((q2 , a)→ b(q1 , c)(q1 , b)(q1 , a)), ((q2 , a)→ b(q1 , c)(q1 , b)(q2 , a)), ((q2 , a)→ b(q1 , c)(q1 , b)(q3 , a)),
((q2 , a)→ b(q1 , c)(q2 , b)(q1 , a)), ((q2 , a)→ b(q1 , c)(q2 , b)(q2 , a)), ((q2 , a)→ b(q1 , c)(q2 , b)(q3 , a)),
((q2 , a)→ b(q1 , c)(q3 , b)(q1 , a)), ((q2 , a)→ b(q1 , c)(q3 , b)(q2 , a)), ((q2 , a)→ b(q1 , c)(q3 , b)(q3 , a)).
This way, we are guaranteed that each computation is encoded by a derivation. However, there are also
derivations that do not correspond to a computation, namely those where at least one prediction, which state
would become current when a symbol becomes top of stack, was wrong.
In order to eliminate these derivations, we add a third component to each nonterminal that repeats the
predicted state of the following nonterminal. This can easily be done since we only predict states for
nonterminals that are not leftmost in the rule that adds them.
For rules replacing a symbol with a string that contains nonterminals, the rightmost of these nonterminals
inherits the third component of the replaced symbol. For rules replacing a symbol with a string without
nonterminals, we verify that the new current state matches the third component, and thus the one predicted
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for the new top of stack. If it doesn’t match, the rule is not added to the grammar, making it impossible to
complete the derivation.
Thus the rules for our example above become:{
((q2 , a, qi0 )→ b(q1 , c, qi1 )(qi1 , b, qi2 )(qi2 , a, qi0 )) | i0 , i1 , i2 ∈ {1, 2, 3}
}
.
Adding position and length restrictions to this construction is straightforward. The yield of a rule application
corresponding to a transition is exactly the set of characters consumed while the plset correponding to the
transition remains on the stack. Thus, the plset can be used as plset for the rule without changing it.
Formalizing this construction, we define G = (Q × Γ × Q, Σ, R, (q0 , g0 , qf )), where
R =
{
((q, g, q′)→ a; M) | (q′ ,  , M) ∈ δ(q, a, g)}
∪ {((q, g, q′)→ a(q1 , γ1 , q2) · · · (q|γ | , γ|γ | , q|γ |+1 = q′); M) |
(q1 , γR , M) ∈ δ(q, a, g), qi ∈ Q, 1 < i ≤ |γ |}.
We now show by induction on n that for g ∈ Γ, a ∈ Σ , u, v ,w ∈ Σ∗, and γ ∈ Γ∗,
(q, g, q′) =[(|u|, |av |, |w |); L]⇒n av ò (uqavw, γg) `2n (uavq′w, γ).
From this N(A) = L(G) follows by setting u = w = γ =  and (q, g, q′) = (q0 , g0 , qf ).
n = 0: Since (q, g, q′) < Σ∗ there is no such derivation. Since g ,  there also is no such computation.
n = 1: In this case, v =  and
(q, g, q′)⇒ a
ò (q1 ,  , M) ∈ δ(q, a, g), (|u|, |a |, |w |) ∈ M
ò (uqaw, γA) ` (uaq1w, γ(|u|, M)) ` (uaq′w, γ).
n > 1: Splitting off the first step of the derivation and the first and last step of the computation, we find
(q, g, q′)⇒ aα = a(q1 , γ′1 , q2) · · · (q|γ′ | , γ′|γ′ | , q|γ′ |+1 = q′) =[(|u|, |av |, |w |); L]⇒n−1 av
ò (q1 , γ′R , M) ∈ δ(q, a, g), (|u|, |av |, |w |) ∈ M ∧ α =[(|ua |, |v |, |w |); L]⇒n−1 v
(∗)ò (q1 , γ′R , M) ∈ δ(q, a, g), (|u|, |av |, |w |) ∈ M ∧ (uaq1vw, γ(|u|, M)γ′) `2n−2 (uavq′w, γ(|u|, M))
ò (uqavw, γA) ` (uaq1vw, γ(|u|, M)γ′R) `2n−2 (uavq′w, γ(|u|, M)) ` (uavq′w, γ).
To show the equivalence (*) we let k = |γ′ | and split the claim into parts
(qi , γ′i , qi+1) =[(|uv1...i−1 |, |vi |, |vi+1...kw |); L]⇒ni vi
ò (uv1...i−1qivi ...kw, γ(|u|, M)γ′k · · · γ′i ) `2ni (uv1...iqi+1vi+1...kw, γ(|u|, M)γ′k · · · γ′i+1),
1 ≤ i ≤ k, v1...k = v. Since each of these claims is of the same form as the original claim, but ni < n,
the induction hypothesis applies to them. 
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The results of the previous section suggest that parsing the new language classes can also be done analogous to
parsing regular resp. context-free languages, adding checks for position and length at the appropriate points.
In this section, we show that this is indeed the case.
In addition to describing the parsing algorithms for fledCFG, fledRLING, and fledLLING we also want to
analyze their runtime. Thus, we introduce a measure that captures the time taken for testing the membership of
current position and length in the relevant plsets.
Definition 4.1. For G = (N, Σ, R, S) an fledCFG, we denote by TG(n) the maximum time over all triples
( f , l , e), f + l + e = n, needed to compute
R( f ,l ,e) = {(A→ α; M) ∈ R | ( f , l , e) ∈ M }.
If G is an fledRLING (resp. fledLLING), we denote by T ′
G
(n) the maximum time over all pairs ( f , e),
f + e = n, needed to compute
R( f ,e) = {(A→ α; M) ∈ R | ( f , e, 0) ∈ M }
(resp. {(A→ α; M) ∈ R | (0, f , e) ∈ M }).
Obviously, these definitions are only sensible if the sets R( f ,l ,e) resp. R( f ,e) can be computed at all, i.e. if the
plsets of the grammar are decidable. We will implicitly assume throughout this chapter, that this is the case.
4.1. Parsing the Regular-Based Language Classes
For the regular-based language classes, parsing can be done efficiently by translating the grammar into a DFA
and simulating that on the word to be parsed (cp. [Neb12, Section 2.2.1]).
Theorem 4.2. If G is an fledRLING or an fledLLING, the word problem for G and a word of length n can be
solved in runtime in O(n · T ′
G
(n)) after a preprocessing step with a runtime depending on the grammar alone.
Proof. As shown in Theorems 3.9 and 3.5, there is an fedDFA A, accepting L(G) and A can be constructed
from G in a runtime dependent on the grammar alone.
For each step of A, the new state is determined by the old state, the next symbol of the input and the current
position pair ( f , e). From the constructions in the aforementioned theorems, it can also be seen that the new
state can only differ for two position pairs ( f , e) and ( f ′ , e′) if there is at least one plset that contains ( f , e, 0)
(resp. (0, f , e) in the case of an fledLLING) but not ( f ′ , e′ , 0) (resp. (0, f ′ , e′)), or vice versa. Thus, instead
of using ( f , e) directly, the following state can also be determined using the set R( f ,e) as a key for lookup and
the number of different sets R( f ,e) is at most 2|R | .
Thus, we can precompute a table that is indexed with the current state, the next symbol of input, and the set
R( f ,e) and yields the new state. The runtime of this computation again only depends on the grammar.
Since A has no -transitions by the construction of Theorem 3.9, it will in total take exactly n steps. For each
step, we have to compute the set R( f ,e) (which takes O(T ′G(n)) time) and perform a (constant time) table-lookup,
adding up to the runtime claimed in the theorem. 
In practice, the computation of the sets R( f ,r ) might sometimes be significantly sped up by exploiting the fact
that they are always required in the order R(0,n) , R(1,n−1) , R(2,n−2) , . . . , as computing the changes between
neighboring sets might be faster than to compute each set from scratch.
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4.2. Parsing the context-free-based Language Classes
For context-free grammars, there are several well-known parsing algorithms. The simplest of those is the CYK
algorithm ([Kas65], [You67]) that requires the grammar to be in CNF and takes O(|R| · n3) time. Valiant’s
algorithm ([Val75]) computes the same values as CYK (and thus also requires the grammar to be in CNF)
using matrix multiplications. Using the fastest matrix multiplication algorithm currently known, this results
in a runtime in O(|R| · n2.3727) (see [Wil11]). However, the constants involved are so large that in practice,
Valiant’s algorithm is only faster than the CYK algorithm for very long words. Lastly, Earley’s algorithm
([Ear70]) works for any context-free grammar and takes time in O(‖R‖ · n3).
All three parsers belong to the class of chart parsers, that is, in essence they work by filling a two-dimensional
chart that (afterwards) contains in entry (i, j) the information which symbols or partial rules can be derived
to wi+1, j . Since it is straightforward to extract the position and length of a rule application from (i, j) and
the length of the word, it comes as no surprise that all three of these parsers can be adapted to fledCFG with
practically no overhead besides computing the sets R( f ,l ,r ) as the following considerations will show.
4.2.1. CYK Algorithm
When parsing a word w of length n, the CYK algorithm computes a table T such that
Ti , j = {A ∈ N | A⇒∗ wi+1... j }, 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n.
Then clearly, w ∈ L(G)ò S ∈ T0,n .
Since the grammar is in CNF, all the rules are either of the form (A→ a), a ∈ Σ or of the form (A→ BC),
B,C ∈ N . Rules of the first kind only contribute to entries Ti ,i+1, while rules of the second kind only contribute
to entries Ti , j , j > i + 1.
Thus, we may initialize the table by
for i = 1 . . . n do
Ti−1,i := {A | (A→ wi ) ∈ R};
for j = i + 1 . . . n do
Ti−1, j := ∅;
For the other entries we note that
A ∈ Ti , j ò A⇒∗ wi+1... j
ò ∃B,C ∈ N, i < k < j : (A→ BC) ∈ R ∧ B ⇒∗ wi+1...k ∧ C ⇒∗ wk+1... j
ò ∃B,C ∈ N, i < k < j : (A→ BC) ∈ R ∧ B ∈ Ti ,k ∧ C ∈ Tk , j .
Using this, the following procedure fills T:
for l = 2 . . . n do
for i = 0 . . . n − l do
for each (A→ BC) ∈ R do
for k = i + 1 . . . i + l − 1 do
if B ∈ Ti ,k ∧ C ∈ Tk , j then
Ti ,i+l := Ti ,i+l ∪ {A};
break for k;
It is obvious that this procedure has a runtime in O(|R| · n3).
Having filled the table, it is straightforward to extract a leftmost derivation from it using a standard backtracing
algorithm. The following algorithm is initially called with parse(0,n,S).
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parse(i, j,A)
if j = i + 1 then
print (A→ wi )
else
for each (A→ BC) ∈ R do
for k = i + 1 . . . j − 1 do
if B ∈ Ti ,k ∧ C ∈ Tk , j then
print (A→ BC);
parse(i,k,B);
parse(k, j,C);
return
Again, it is not hard to determine that this procedure has a runtime in O(|R| · n). This means that the filling of
the table dominates it.
Now, in order to adapt this algorithm to fledCFG, not much has to change: A ⇒∗ wi+1... j becomes
A =
[
(i, j − i, n − j)]⇒∗ wi+1... j , and thus where the original algorithm checks for a rule (A→ BC) ∈ R, we
now have to check for (A→ BC; M) ∈ R, (i, j − i, n − j) ∈ M which by the definition of R( f ,l ,e) is equivalent
to (A→ BC; M) ∈ R(i , j−i ,n− j). Thus, the following algorithm will fill T in time O(|R| · n3 + n2 · TG(n)):
for i = 1 . . . n do
Compute R(i ,1,n−i−1);
Ti−1,i := {A | (A→ wi ; M) ∈ R(i ,1,n−i−1)};
for j = i + 1 . . . n do
Ti−1, j := ∅;
for l = 2 . . . n do
for i = 0 . . . n − l do
Compute R(i ,l ,n−l−i);
for each (A→ BC; M) ∈ R(i ,l ,n−l−i) do
for k = i + 1 . . . i + l − 1 do
if B ∈ Ti ,k ∧ C ∈ Tk , j then
Ti ,i+l := Ti ,i+l ∪ {A};
break for k;
The adaptation of the backtracing algorithm is equally straightforward: Simply replace R by R(i , j−i ,n− j).
4.2.2. Valiant’s Algorithm
As mentioned before, Valiant’s algorithm computes the same table T as the CYK algorithm. It uses a different
approach to do so, however.
In order to reduce parsing to matrix multiplication, Valiant first defines an operation ∗ on the possible entries
of T, i.e. on ℘N by
S ∗ U = {A | (A→ BC) ∈ R ∧ B ∈ S ∧ C ∈ U}.
Using this operation as multiplication and union as addition he then defines a matrix product by
(S ∗ U)i , j =
⋃
0≤k≤n
Si ,k ∗ Uk , j
and the transitive closure of a matrix by
S+ =
⋃
i≥1
S(i) ,
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where S(1) = S and
S(i) =
⋃
0< j<i
S( j) ∗ S(i− j) , i > 1.
Using these definitions and letting D denote the matrix constructed by the initialization step of the CYK
algorithm, we have T = D+. Thus, parsing is reduced to computing the transitive closure of a triangular matrix.
Following this, Valiant gives a recursive procedure that computes the transitive closure of a triangular matrix
using the matrix product as elementary operation. The runtime of this procedure is in O(max{M∗(n), n2 log n}),
where M∗(n) is the time required to compute the ∗-product of two n × n matrices.
Finally, Valiant shows that the ∗-product of two n × n matrices V = S ∗ U can be computed using |R|
multiplications of n × n binary matrices in the following way:
For each symbol A ∈ N , define SA by
(SA)i , j =
1 A ∈ Si , j0 A < Si , j ,
and UA analogously. Then, for each r = (A→ BC) ∈ R compute Vr = SB ·UC , and for each A ∈ N , compute
VA =
∨
r∈RA
Vr .
Finally,
Vi , j = {A | (VA)i , j = 1}.
It is easily verified that V = S ∗ U.
Combined, this gives a runtime in O(max{|R| · M(n), |R| · n2 log n}) for the complete table filling algorithm,
where M(n) is the runtime to compute the product of two n × n binary matrices. This still dominates the
runtime for the backtrace, which can of course be carried over from the CYK algorithm.
Switching to fledCFG, we once again have to eliminate rules from contributing to matrix entries correspond-
ing to positions/lengths where they are not allowed.
This can not be done by just altering the product of two matrix entries as the new version
S ∗ U = {A | (A→ BC; M) ∈ R(i , j−i ,n− j) ∧ B ∈ S ∧ C ∈ U}
now depends on which matrix entry it contributes to.
We may, however, use the modified product to define a matrix product directly by
(S ∗ U)i , j =
n⋃
k=0
{
A | (A→ BC; M) ∈ R(i , j−i ,n− j) ∧ B ∈ Si ,k ∧ C ∈ Uk , j }.
The definition of transitive closure then remains as before and a straightforward induction shows that T = D+
still holds.
Now, a careful inspection of Valiant’s algorithm shows that each product of two submatrices computed by
the algorithm contributes to only one submatrix of the result and the coordinates of this submatrix are known
at the time of computation. Thus, the algorithm also works with the modified matrix product.
What remains to be done is to compute V = S ∗ U, where V0,0 contributes to Ti′ , j ′ (and the remainder
of V accordingly) using multiplication of binary matrices. This can be done by a relatively straightforward
modification of Valiant’s procedure:
SA and UA are defined as before. For each r = (A→ BC) ∈ R, compute Vr ,1 = SB · UC and Vr ,2, defined
by
(Vr ,2)i , j =
1 r ∈ R(i+i′ , j+ j ′−i−i′ ,n− j− j ′)0 r < R(i+i′ , j+ j ′−i−i′ ,n− j− j ′) .
Then Vr = Vr ,1 Vr ,2, where  is component-wise product, and from this, VA and V are computed as before.
It is again easily verified that this computes the desired values. Since the runtime of the additional operations
is also dominated by the matrix multiplications we get the following theorem:
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Theorem 4.3. If G is an fledCFG in CNF, the word problem for G and a word of length n can be solved in
runtime in O(max{|R| · M(n), |R| · n2 log n, n2 · TG(n)}), where M(n) is the runtime to compute the product of
two n × n binary matrices. 
4.2.3. Earley’s Algorithm
As the other two algorithms, Earley’s algorithm fills a triangular matrix T. However, instead of lists of
nonterminals, the entries now consist of dotted productions (A→ α • β), where (A→ αβ) ∈ R. We call a
dotted production (A→ α • β) a valid entry for Ti , j if and only if
α ⇒∗ wi+1... j ∧ S ⇒∗ w1...i Aγ,
for some γ ∈ (N ∪ Σ)∗. Then if the table contains exactly the valid items we have
w ∈ L(G) ò (S → α•) ∈ T0,n ,
for any rule with S on the left-hand side.
As can easily be seen, the correctness of the conclusion w ∈ L(G) only depends on the first condition for
a valid entry α ⇒∗ wi+1... j . Thus the parser would also be correct if the second condition were weakened
or dropped, assuming we change its operation to satisfy the new condition. The advantage of keeping the
condition is that for most grammars, the number of items that has to be computed is reduced.
Since  ⇒∗  and S ⇒∗ S = w0...0S , we may initialize the table by setting
T0,0 = {(S → •α) | (S → α) ∈ R}.
Now, the algorithm in essence computes the closure of the initialized table under a set of three operations:
Scanner: When an entry (A→ α • aβ) ∈ Ti , j is present and a = w j+1, add (A→ αa • β) to Ti , j+1.
Predictor: When an entry (A→ α • B β) ∈ Ti , j , B ∈ N , is present, add (B → •γ) to T j , j for each (B → γ) ∈ RB .
Completer: When entries (A→ α • B β) ∈ Ti ,k and (B → γ•) ∈ Tk , j are present, add (A→ αB • β) to Ti , j .
It is straightforward to verify that each of these operations adds only valid entries to the table, if the entries
they start with are valid:
Scanner: (A→ α • aβ) ∈ Ti , j implies α ⇒∗ wi+1... j . By adding a = w j+1 to the right of each sentential form in
this partial derivation we get αa ⇒∗ wi+1... j+1. Since the condition S ⇒∗ w1...i Aγ is identical for both
entries, it is inherited.
Predictor:  ⇒∗  is immediate. α ⇒∗ wi+1... j , S ⇒∗ w1...i Aγ, and the rule (A → αB β) can be combined to
S ⇒∗ w1...i Aγ ⇒ w1...iαB βγ ⇒∗ w1... jB βγ.
Completer: For the first condition, α ⇒∗ wi+1...k , (B → γ) ∈ R, and γ ⇒∗ wk+1... j can be combined to
αB ⇒∗ wi+1...k B ⇒ wi+1...kγ ⇒∗ wi+1... j . As in the Scanner, the condition S ⇒∗ w1...i Aγ can be
inherited from (A→ α • B β) ∈ Ti ,k .
From these considerations, we also see that scanner and completer verify the first condition, simply passing
through the second one, while the predictor checks the second condition, the first one automatically being true
for each predicted rule. This implies that if we were to weaken the second condition, we would only have to
adapt the predictor.
Now, after verifying that the algorithm only adds valid items, we will show it adds all of them. To this
end, assume to the contrary there are valid entries that are not added by the algorithm. Among those, let
(A→ αx • β) < Ti , j with either x ∈ (N ∪ Σ) or αx =  , selected as follows:
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1. From all missing items, select those where j is minimal.
2. From those items with minimal j, select the ones where the corresponding partial derivation
S ⇒∗ w1...i Aγ ⇒∗ w1... j βγ has the fewest steps in both parts combined.
3. From these, select the ones where the number of steps in the second part is lowest.
4. If there are still multiple candidates select an arbitrary one.
Now, we distinguish three cases:
x ∈ Σ: Then, αx ⇒∗ wi+1... j implies x = w j and α ⇒∗ wi+1... j−1. Thus (A → α • x β) is a valid entry for
Ti , j−1 and since it has not been chosen instead of (A → αx • β) we can conclude from j − 1 < j
that (A → α • x β) ∈ Ti , j−1. However, this and x = w j imply that the scanner would have added
(A→ αx • β) to Ti , j . So this case is impossible.
x ∈ N : Then, αx ⇒∗ wi+1... j implies the existence of k ≤ j such that α ⇒∗ wi+1...k and x ⇒∗ wk+1... j . The
first derivation implies that (A→ α • x β) is a valid entry for Ti ,k . Since the second of the derivations
contains at least one step, the derivation S ⇒∗ w1...i Aγ ⇒∗ w1...k x βγ contains fewer steps than the
derivation S ⇒∗ w1...i Aγ ⇒∗ w1... j βγ. Since also k ≤ j, we can conclude that (A→ α • x β) ∈ Ti ,k
since otherwise it would have been chosen instead of (A→ αx • β).
Furthermore, x ⇒∗ wk+1... j and S ⇒∗ w1... j βγ imply that (x → α′•) is valid for Tk , j , where
(x → α′) is the first rule used in x ⇒∗ wk+1... j . Since furthermore, S ⇒∗ w1...i Aγ ⇒∗ w1... j βγ and
S ⇒∗ w1...k x βγ ⇒∗ w1... j βγ are the same derivation but the latter representation has fewer steps in
the second part we get that (x → α′•) ∈ Tk , j since otherwise it would have been chosen instead of
(A → αx • β). However, if (A → α • x β) ∈ Ti ,k and (x → α′•) ∈ Tk , j , the completer would have
added (A→ αx β) to Ti , j . So we can rule out this case.
αx =  : Then j = i, and S ⇒∗ w1...i Aγ implies S ⇒∗ w1...i′ A′γ′ and A′ ⇒∗ wi′+1...i Aγ′′, where γ = γ′′γ′
and A is introduced in the first step of the second derivation. Furthermore, for (A′ → α′Aβ′) the rule
used in this first step, we get that (A′ → α′ • Aβ′) is a valid entry for Ti′ ,i . Now, since S ⇒∗ w1...i Aγ
contains fewer steps than S ⇒∗ w1...i Aγ ⇒ w1...i βγ and (A′ → α′ • Aβ′) has not been chosen, we can
conclude that (A′ → α′ • Aβ′) ∈ Ti′ ,i . From this however, the predictor would have added (A→ •β)
to Ti , j , contradicting this case.
Since these cases cover all possibilities for x, we can conclude that Earley’s algorithm is correct.
If we define ‖R‖ = ∑(A→α)∈R(|α | + 1), the filled table will have O(‖R‖ · n2) entries. In an efficient
implementation, each operation will consider each entry resp. pair of entries at most once to determine which
entries are to be added based on it.
Since the scanner will add exactly one new entry for each eligible entry it finds, it will contribute O(‖R‖ · n2)
to the total runtime.
The items added by the predictor only depend on the nonterminal that follows after the point in the entry
already present and the column this entry belongs to. Thus, a clever implementation will maintain a list of
nonterminals that have been predicted for each column and each invocation of the predictor first checks if the
given nonterminal has already been predicted for the column at hand. Only if this is not the case, it adds the
new entries. The O(‖R‖ · n2) checks dominate the O(|R| · n) additions of new items and both operations take
constant time per invocation.
Similarly to the predictor, the completer can only add new entries based on (B → γ•) ∈ Tk , j if no entry
(B → γ′•) ∈ Tk , j has been processed before. Thus, we can ensure that each possible entry in Ti , j will be
added at most once for each k, i ≤ k ≤ j. This way, we can bound the runtime of the completer to O(‖R‖ · n2)
checks and O(‖R‖ · n3) additions, again taking constant time each.
We complete the parsing algorithm by giving a backtracing procedure for the table filled by Earley’s
algorithm. It is initially called with parse(0,n,(S → α•)) for (S → α•) an item in T0,n .
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parse(i, j,(A→ αC • β))
for each (C → γ) ∈ R do
for k = i + 1 . . . i + l − 1 do
if (A→ α • C β) ∈ Ti ,k ∧ (C → γ•) ∈ Tk , j then
if α =  then
print (A→ αC β);
else
parse(i,k,(A→ α • C β));
parse(k, j,(C → γ•));
return
As for its CYK counterpart, the runtime of this procedure is in O(|R| · n).
Combining the times for all four operations, we find that the parser runs in O(‖R‖ · n3) time. Notes on an
efficient implementation can for example be found in [GHR80] or [Sto94].
In order to adapt the algorithm to fledCFG, the natural adaptation of the condition for (A→ α • β) ∈ Ti , j is
α =
[
(i, j − i, n − j)]⇒∗ wi+1... j ∧ S =[(0, n, 0)]⇒∗ w1...i Aγ. (4.1)
Looking at the three parser operations, we note that the scanner will be correct for the adapted first condition
without any change.
The completer for CFG makes use of the fact that (B → γ•) ∈ Tk , j not only implies γ ⇒∗ wk+1... j but also
(B → γ) ∈ R, and thus B ⇒∗ wk+1... j . Thus αB β ⇒∗ wi+1...k B β can be extended to αB β ⇒∗ wi+1... j β.
For fledCFG, the extension from γ =
[
(k , j − k , n − j)]⇒∗ wk ... j to B =[(k , j − k , n − j)]⇒∗ wk ... j using
(B → γ; M) is only allowed if (k , j − k , n − j) ∈ M . As this is equivalent to (B → γ; M) ∈ R(k , j−k ,n− j), we
need to check this property on each completion. This check can be done in O(1) time once we have computed
R(k , j−k ,n− j).
Looking at the second condition from Equation (4.1), we note that it implies that all the rules used in the
partial derivation from S to w1...i Aγ are applied with an allowed position and length. However, as we have
just seen that it is convenient to check the lengths and positions in the completer, the parser will only have
verified this property for rule applications whose yield lies within w1...i .
To work around this, we make use of the fact that we may weaken the second condition without affecting
the correctness of the algorithm if we adapt the predictor to the weakened condition, as we have seen above.
But instead of adapting the predictor to the strong condition (4.1), we may weaken the condition to match the
actual operation of the predictor.
If we denote by G′ the CFG that results from G by removing all plsets, the appropriate condition is
(A→ α • β) ∈ Ti , j
ò α =
[
(i, j − i, n − j)]⇒∗ wi+1... j ∧ ∃δ : (S ⇒∗G′ δAγ ∧ δ =[(0, i, n − i)]⇒∗ w1...i ).
Using this condition, the correctness proof from CFG can now be carried over by adapting notation and
including above remarks.
Since the only additional operation that has a notable effect on the runtime is the computation of the sets
R( f ,l ,r ) we get the following result:
Theorem 4.4. If G is an flrdCFG, the word problem for G and a word of length n can be solved in runtime in
O(max{‖R‖ · n3 , n2 · TG(n)}). 
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Continuing in the spirit of the previous sections, we are able to give a generalization of the Myhill-Nerode
Theorem that allows us to decide membership for most of the regular-based language classes.
Definition 5.1. Let Σ be an alphabet, L ⊆ Σ∗. For f , e ∈ N ∪ {∗}, we define RL ,( f ,e) ⊆ Σ f × Σ f by
(x , y) ∈ RL ,( f ,e) ò ∀z ∈ Σe : (xz ∈ L ò yz ∈ L).
Theorem 5.2 ([Ner58]). L is regular ò the set of equivalence classes Σ∗/RL ,(∗,∗) is finite. 
Theorem 5.3.
• L ∈ fedREG ò ∃n ∈ N : ∀( f , e) ∈ N2 : |Σ f /RL ,( f ,e) | ≤ n.
• L ∈ fREG ò ∃n ∈ N : ∀ f ∈ N : |Σ f /RL ,( f ,∗) | ≤ n.
• L ∈ eREG ò ∃n ∈ N : ∀e ∈ N : |Σ∗/RL ,(∗,e) | ≤ n.
Proof. We adapt the proof of Theorem 5.2. First assume L ∈ fedREG. Then, there is an fedDFA A =
(Q, Σ, δ, q0 , F) with T(A) = L. Now, for any q ∈ Q, v ∈ Σe let u1 , u2 ∈ Σ f so that q0uiv `∗A uiqv, i ∈ {1, 2}.
Then since |u1 | = |u2 |, both computations will continue identically. Thus, u1v ∈ L ò u2v ∈ L. Additionally,
for any v′ ∈ Σe we also have q0uiv′ `∗A uiqv′, i ∈ {1, 2} and thus u1v′ ∈ L ò u2v′ ∈ L. This gives
(u1 , u2) ∈ RL ,( f ,e). Hence, RL ,( f ,e) induces at most n = |Q | equivalence classes.
For the other direction, assume that∀( f , e) ∈ N2 : RL ,( f ,e) induces n equivalence classes C1,( f ,e) , . . . ,Cn ,( f ,e);
if there are fewer actual classes, we may fill up with empty ones. Define
A = ({q0 , . . . , qn , q−1}, Σ, δ, q0 , {q−1}),
where δ is given by
δ(q0 ,  , 0, e) = {qi |  ∈ Ci ,(0,e)}, e ∈ N,
δ(qi , a, f , e) = {qj | ∃u ∈ Ci ,( f ,e) : ua ∈ Cj ,( f +1,e−1)}, a ∈ Σ, f ∈ N, e ∈ N+
δ(qi ,  , f , 0) = {q−1 | Ci ,( f ,0) ∩ L , ∅}, f ∈ N.
In order to show that A is an fedNFA, we need to show that it is well defined. This is obvious for the first
and third type of transition. For the second one, assume to the contrary that there exist u1 , u2 ∈ Ci ,( f ,e) , a ∈ Σ,
so that
u1a ∈ Cj1 ,( f +1,e−1) , Cj2 ,( f +1,e−1) 3 u2a.
Then, ∃z ∈ Σe−1 : u1az ∈ L ∧ u2az < L or vice versa. But since az ∈ Σe , this implies (u1 , u2) < RL ,( f ,e),
contradicting the assumption that they are in the same equivalence class.
A similar argument shows that Ci ,( f ,0) ∩ L , ∅ implies Ci ,( f ,0) ⊆ L. From this we get T(A) = L. Thus L ∈
fedREG.
The proofs for fREG and eREG are obtained from this by replacing any instance of e resp. f by ∗ and
adapting some technical details. 
We did not include feREG in the Theorem as there does not seem to be a useful characterization of that
class in terms of equivalence classes. In order to see this, consider an arbitrary feDFA and for each pair ( f , e)
split Σ f into equivalence classes as induced by that automaton. Now, change the labelling/numbering of the
classes for some of the pairs ( f , e), e.g. those for which f + e is prime and construct the fedNFA from the
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relabelled classes. You will observe that typically the resulting automaton is not an feNFA. This shows that the
property of being in feREG is not inherent in the equivalence classes induced by a language.
Given this observation, we can only resort to the characterisation that a language is in feREG if it is
in fedREG and there is a way of labelling the equivalence classes so that the construction in the proof of
Theorem 5.3 happens to yield an feNFA.
Switching to CFG, a result that can be carried over immediately from the traditional setting is the Interchange
Lemma.
Lemma 5.4 (Interchange Lemma; [ORW85]). Let L ∈ fledCFL. Then, there is a constant cL ≥ 1 such that
for any integer n ≥ 2, any subset Qn of Ln = {w ∈ L | |w | = n} and any integer m with n ≥ m ≥ 2 there are
k ≥ |Qn |/cLn2 words zi ∈ Qn with the following properties:
1. zi = wi xi yi , i = 1, . . . , k;
2. |w1 | = |w2 | = · · · = |wk |;
3. |y1 | = |y2 | = · · · = |yk |;
4. m ≥ |x1 | = |x2 | = · · · = |xk | > m2 ;
5. wi x j yi ∈ Ln for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
Proof. The proof from [ORW85] can be carried over immediately:
There is an fledCFG G in CNF with L = L(G). Let n,m ∈ N with n ≥ m ≥ 2. We show that
∀z ∈ Ln(G) : ∃A ∈ N : S ⇒∗ wAy ⇒∗ wxy = z ∧ m ≥ |x | > m2 . (5.1)
Since G is in CNF each node in a parse-tree for z has degree at most 2. Thus, if a node is the root of a
subtree with more than m leaves, at least one of its children is the root of a subtree with more than m2 leaves.
By starting at the root and always descending to the child with the larger subtree we will eventually arrive at a
node which is the root of a subtree with at most m and more than m2 leaves. Setting A to the label of this node
and x to the subword generated in its subtree we get the derivation claimed in Equation (5.1).
Now, for each A ∈ N, n1 , n2 ∈ N with n1 + n2 ≤ n, we define
Qn1 ,n2 (n, A) = {z ∈ Qn | S ⇒∗ wAy ⇒∗ wxy = z ∧ |w | = n1 ∧ |y | = n2}.
From the definition of Qn1 ,n2 (n, A) and Equation (5.1), we get that
Qn =
⋃
A∈N
n1 ,n2∈N
m≥n−n1−n2> m2
Qn1 ,n2 (n, A).
Since furthermore for n ≥ m ≥ 2, some basic algebra shows that∣∣∣∣∣{(n1 , n2) ∈ N2 ∣∣∣∣ m ≥ n − n1 − n2 > m2
}∣∣∣∣∣ < n2
holds, we can conclude that
∀Qn ⊆ Ln(G) : ∃n1 , n2 ∈ N, A ∈ N : m ≥ n − n1 − n2 > m2 ∧ |Qn1 ,n2 (n, A)| ≥
|Qn |
|N |n2 .
From this the lemma now follows by setting cL = |N |, since if z1 , z2 ∈ Qn1 ,n2 (n, A) with derivations
S ⇒∗ wi Ayi ⇒∗ wi xi yi = zi , i ∈ {1, 2}, we can combine these to a derivation S ⇒∗ w1 Ay1 ⇒∗ w1x2y1.
This is a valid derivation in G since every rule in the first part is applied with the same length and position as
in the derivation of z1 and every rule in the second part is applied with the same length and position as in the
derivation of z2. 
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Figure 5.1.: The pumping lemma for context-free languages.
Now the next thing to look at are the various pumping lemmas for regular or context-free languages. This,
however, is where our lucky streak of easily transformable results ends.
Figure 5.1 depicts the basic idea of the pumping lemma for context-free languages: If a derivation contains a
subtree that has a root labelled with A and another internal node also labelled with A then the partial derivation
represented by the partial tree between those two nodes can be repeated arbitrarily often.
This no longer works for fledCFG since the insertion (or deletion) of such partial trees changes the lengths
and/or positions of rule applications and we are not guaranteed that these new positions and lengths are allowed.
For example the f - and e-distance of any rule in the subtree below the pumped part will increase with each
copy of the pumped part, as will the length of the rule applied at the root of the tree.
Since every fledCFG is in essence a CFG with some derivations/words filtered out, one might get the idea
that in order to get an infinite language we should at least get a word from the language at hand for infinitely
many of the pumped words uviwxi y.
However, this idea does not take into account the fact that there may be multiple pumping sites in a word,
and the pumped word will only be in the language if the number of times it is pumped at each site satisfies
some relation. This happens, e.g., for the language {anbncn | n ∈ N}, since each pumping site may pump at
most two of the letters in order for the pumped word to still be of the form a∗b∗c∗.
Since the relations between different pumping sites may be arbitrarily complex (think of languages anbf (n)
for arbitrary f ), it is unlikely that the concept of the pumping lemma can be carried over to fledCFG.
While this means that we do not have any simple tools at hand to prove that languages are in one of our
context-free-based classes but not in another1, we are still able to separate the classes with hand-crafted proofs.
5.1. Internal Hierarchy
From Definition 2.7, we can immediately conclude that within the regular- resp. context-free-based classes if
the prefix letters of class C are a subset of the prefix letters of class D, then C ⊆ D.
It is also obvious that [f][l][e][d]LLINL ⊆ [f][l][e][d]CFL and [f][l][e][d]RLINL ⊆ [f][l][e][d]CFL. By
Corollary 3.7 we also have ωREG ⊆ ωCFL for ω ∈ {f,e}. For ω ∈ {fe,fed} the result does not follow from the
corollary but is still valid.
Lemma 5.5. fedREG ⊆ fedCFL.
Proof. Let L ∈ fedREG and G = (N, Σ, R, S) an fldRLING generating L. Then L is also generated by the
fedCFG G′ = (N ′ , Σ, R′ , S), where N ′ = N unionsq {Ar | r ∈ R} and
R′ =
{
(A→ Arα; N3)
∣∣∣ r = (A→ α; Mr ) ∈ R} ∪ {(Ar →  ; Mr ) ∣∣∣ r ∈ R}. 
Obviously, the same construction also shows that feREG ⊆ feCFL. But for feREG, we can show an even
stronger result.
1Since the Interchange Lema holds for all classes, it is incapable of separating them.
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Lemma 5.6. feREG ⊆ fCFL.
Proof. Let L ∈ feREG. Then by Theorem 3.9, there is an feDFA A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0 , F) without -transitions
accepting L.
To simulate A using an fPDA B, we will do three things:
1. Simulate A directly, verifying (only) the f -distance on each transition.
2. Simulate A backwards, verifying the e-distance (now the same as the f -distance of B) on each transition.
3. Verify that both simulations use the same sequence of transitions. This way we will verify both distances
for each transition, which is sufficient to guarantee the validity of the computation, since A is an feDFA.
It is obvious how to do the forward simulation. For the backward simulation, we will implicitly construct
an feNFA for the reversed language, using the construction from Lemma 3.6. Both versions are then run in
parallel by making the states of B pairs of states from A, the first component describing the current state of the
forward simulation, the second component that of the reverse simulation.
To synchronize the transition sequences we will, during the first half of the computation, record the
state sequences of both simulation runs on the stack. In the middle of the computation (which we guess
nondeterministically), we switch to a different mode of operation (the states marked with a hat in the formal
definition below) in which the simulated runs follow the state sequence recorded by the other run. (Unless this
requires a transition that is not allowed at the current position, in which case the simulation stops.)
Since the reverse simulation does not have direct access to the reverse of the input, we have to provide it
indirectly. This is done differently for the first and second half of the word.
To provide access to the first half of the word, the forward simulation records it on the stack, along with the
sequence of states. During the second half of the computation, the backwards simulation can then read it from
there straightforwardly.
For the second half of the word, we resort to nondeterminism: The backwards simulation guesses a possible
sequence of characters and records it on the stack. During the second half of the computation, the forward
simulation compares this sequence to the actual input.
Since A has no -transitions, each transition reads a character. This allows us to encode the information
put on the stack during each step of the first half of the computation in a single 4-tuple (state of the forward
computation, character read by the forward computation, state of the backward computation, character read by
the backward computation).
Due to the synchronization of the transitions of both simulation and absence of -transitions, we are also
guaranteed that the current f -distance of B not only matches the f -distance of the forward simulation but also
that of the backward simulation (which is the e-distance of A).
Formally, B = ((Q × Q) unionsq (Q̂ × Q̂) unionsq {q′0 , qf }, Σ, Γ= (Q × Σ × Q × Σ) unionsq {g0}, ϕ, q′0 , g0 , {qf }), where
Q̂ = {q̂ | q ∈ Q} and ϕ is given by
ϕ(q′0 ,  , g0) =
{
((q0 , q), g0 ,N3) | q ∈ F} ,
ϕ((q1 , q2), a, g) =
{
((q′1 , q
′
2), g(q1 , a, q2 , b), M × N2) | q′1 , q′2 ∈ Q, b ∈ Σ,
M = { f ∈ N | ∃e ∈ N : q′1 ∈ δ(q1 , a, f , e) ∧ q2 ∈ δ(q′2 , b, e−1, f +1)}
}
∪ {((q̂2 , q̂1), g, { f ∈ N | q2 ∈ δ(q1 , a, f , f )} × N2)}
for any q1 , q2 ∈ Q, a ∈ Σ, g ∈ Γ,
ϕ((q1 , q1),  , g) =
{
((q̂1 , q̂1), g,N3)
}
for any q1 ∈ Q, g ∈ Γ,
ϕ((q̂1 , q̂2), b, (q′2 , a, q
′
1 , b)) =
{
((q̂1
′ , q̂2′),  , M × N2) |
M = { f ∈ N | ∃e ∈ N : q′1 ∈ δ(q1 , b, f , e) ∧ q2 ∈ δ(q′2 , a, e − 1, f + 1)}
}
for any q1 , q2 , q′1 , q
′
2 ∈ Q, a, b ∈ Σ,
ϕ((q̂, q̂0),  , g0) =
{
(qf ,  ,N3)
}
for any q ∈ F.
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We now show that for c ∈ Σ , q1 , q2 ∈ Q, w1 ,w2 , u1 , u2 ∈ Σ∗ , |u1 | = |u2 |, |w1 | = |w2 |, γ ∈ Γ∗ , g ∈ Γ,
u1q1w1cw2u2 `2n+|c |A u1w1cw2q2u2
ò
(
u1(q1 , q2)w1cw2u2 , γg
) `4n+1B (u1w1cw2(q̂2 , q̂1)u2 , γ(|u1 |, M × N2)g) ∧ |u1 | ∈ M
holds. We do so by induction on n.
Since A has no -transitions, the computation of A implies that n = |w1 | = |w2 |.
n = 0: Then w1 = w2 =  , reducing the claim to
u1q1cu2 `|c |A u1cq2u2
ò
(
u1(q1 , q2)cu2 , γg
) `1B (u1c(q̂2 , q̂1)u2 , γ(|u1 |, M × N2)g) ∧ |u1 | ∈ M.
We distinguish 2 cases:
c =  : Then the left-hand side further reduces to u1q1u2 `0A u1q2u2, implying q1 = q2.
By the definition of ϕ, we also have ((q̂1 , q̂1), g,N3) ∈ ϕ((q1 , q1),  , g) and thus,(
u1(q1 , q1)u2 , γg
) `
B
(
u1(q̂1 , q̂1)u2 , γ(|u1 |,N3)g) ∧ |u1 | ∈ N.
The reverse implication follows from the fact that there is no other -transition applicable to the
configuration (u1(q1 , q1)u2 , γg).
c ∈ Σ: Here, we get on the left-hand side u1q1cu2 `A u1cq2u2, implying q2 ∈ δ(q1 , c, |u1 |, |u2 |). Thus
for M = { f ∈ N | q2 ∈ δ(q1 , c, f , f )}, we have ((q̂2 , q̂1), g, M × N2) ∈ ϕ((q1 , q2), c, g), implying(
u1(q1 , q2)cu2 , γg
) `
B
(
u1c(q̂2 , q̂1)u2 , γ(|u1 |, M × N2)g) ∧ |u1 | ∈ M .
Since any other transition in B that processes c either adds another symbol to the stack or removes
g, we can again conclude that this is the only possible partial computation on the right-hand side.
n > 0: We can partition w1 = aw′1 , w2 = w
′
2b, a, b ∈ Σ making the computation on the left-hand side
u1q1aw′1cw2u2 `A u1aq′1w′1cw′2bu2 `2n+|c |A u1w1cw′2q′2bu2 `A u1w1cw′2bq2u2.
From the first step, we can conclude that q′1 ∈ δ(q1 , a, |u1 |, |w1cw2u2 |). From the last one, we get
q2 ∈ δ(q′2 , b, |u1w1cw′2 |, |bu2 |). Thus, for
M = { f ∈ N | ∃e ∈ N : q′1 ∈ δ(q1 , a, f , e) ∧ q2 ∈ δ(q′2 , b, e − 1, f + 1)}
and
M′ = { f ∈ N | ∃e ∈ N : q′1 ∈ δ(q1 , a, e − 1, f + 1) ∧ q2 ∈ δ(q′2 , b, f , e)},
we have (
(q′1 , q
′
2), g(q1 , a, q2 , b), M × N2) ∈ ϕ((q1 , q2), a, g
)
and (
(q̂2
′ , q̂1′),  , M′ × N2) ∈ ϕ((q̂2 , q̂1), b, (q′1 , a, q′2 , b)
)
.
Combining this with the induction hypothesis, we get ∃M′′ ⊆ N : |u1a | ∈ M′′ and(
u1(q1 , q2)aw′1cw
′
2bu2 , γg
)
`B
(
u1a(q′1 , q
′
2)w
′
1cw
′
2bu2 , γ(|u1 |, M × N2)g(q1 , a, q2 , b)
)
`4n+1B
(
u1w1cw′2(q̂2
′ , q̂1′)bu2 , γ(|u1 |, M × N2)g(|u1a |, M′′ × N2)(q1 , a, q2 , b))
`B
(
u1w1cw′2b(q̂2 , q̂1)u2 , γ(|u1 |, M × N2)g(|u1a |, M′′ × N2)(|u1w1cw′2 |, M′ × N2)
)
`2B
(
u1w1cw2(q̂2 , q̂1)u2 , γ(|u1 |, M × N2)g) .
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For the inverse implication, we first note that each transition in B that stays in Q ×Q will add one symbol
from Γ to the stack, while each transition that stays in Q̂ × Q̂ will remove one. Since there is no transition
from Q̂ × Q̂ to Q × Q, we can conclude that B stays in Q × Q while processing w1 and in Q̂ × Q̂ while
processing w2. Thus, the symbol put on the stack while reading a must be taken from it while reading b.
This is only possible for the symbol (q1 , a, q2 , b). Furthermore, if there were different possibilities than
q′1 and q
′
2 for the components of the intermediate states, this would imply by the definition of ϕ, resp. the
induction hypothesis, a different computation of A on the input, contradicting the fact that A is a DFA.
Thus, we can conclude that there is no other computation for the right-hand side than the one constructed
above.
Finally, by the definitions of M and M′ we get
∃e ∈ N : q′1 ∈ δ(q1 , a, |u1 |, e),
∃ f ∈ N : q′1 ∈ δ(q1 , a, f − 1, |u1w1cw′2 |) = δ(q1 , a, f − 1, |w′1cw2u2 |),
∃e ∈ N : q2 ∈ δ(q′2 , b, |u1w1cw′2 |, e) and
∃ f ∈ N : q2 ∈ δ(q′2 , b, f − 1, |u1a |) = δ(q′2 , b, f − 1, |bu2 |).
Since A is an feDFA and thus each plset is a Cartesian product of unary sets, these facts imply that
q′1 ∈ δ(q1 , a, |u1 |, |w1cw2u2 |) and q2 ∈ δ(q′2 , b, |u1w1cw′2 |, |bu2 |), proving that the computation given at
the beginning of the induction step is a valid computation for A.
From the above, we can conclude that for q ∈ F:
q0w `∗A wq
ò
(
q′0 , g0
) `B ((q0 , q)w, (0,N3)g0) `∗B (w(q̂0 , q̂), (0,N3)(0, M × N2)g0) `4B (wqf , ) ,
thus giving T(A) = L(B). 
From this, feREG ⊆ eCFL follows immediately with Lemma 2.12 (feREG is closed under reversal, eCFL is
the reversal of fCFL).
The analogous inclusion for lCFL, however, does not hold. We will show this using the language that results
from a∗ by introducing two different types of marking. One (a′ in the formal definition below) marks every
character at a f -distance that is a square, the other (â below) does the same for e-distances. Since the two
markings are essentially independent, the language can be created by an flRLING.
Restricting the f - resp. e-distance of a character via length-restrictions directly would require us to derive the
complete subword before resp. after that character from a single nonterminal and restrict the rule(s) replacing
that nonterminal. However, the words that have to be restricted in our language overlap. As an example,
consider the word ai âa ja′ai , i + j + 1 ∈ N{2} (other characters marked appropriately). Here we need to derive
each of the subwords ai âa j and a ja′ai from a single nonterminal, which is impossible in a CFG since they
overlap. So the restrictions can not be enforced directly.
To show that there also is no indirect way to achieve this, we will use an interchange argument that makes
use of the fact that each sufficiently long subword of a word in our language uniquely determines the word it is
a part of and its position in that word.
We will assume an lCFG in CNF for the language and distinguish two cases based on how this grammar
generates the majority of words. Either there is a step early in the derivation where both symbols introduced in
the step yield a unique (i.e. large) subword, or there is a significant number of steps where a unique subword is
split into a short subword and one that is still long enough to be unique.
For the latter case, when looking at all the derivation trees for the language, we will see that there are enough
such steps that two of them have to start with the same nonterminal and yield subwords of equal lengths.
Interchanging them yields a valid derivation in the grammar but, since the subwords are unique in the language,
an invalid word.
For the first case, we have fewer derivation steps and thus have to use a more involved argument. Here, we
will show the existence of three derivations of different words w, w′ and w′′ such that
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• they all use the same rule (A → BC) in the step that splits into two large subwords (we denote the
subwords that result from B by w1, w′1, and w
′′
1 and those that result from C by w2, w
′
2, and w
′′
2 ), and
• |w′1 | + |w′′2 | = |w1w2 |.
This again allows us to construct a valid derivation of an invalid word:
• We start with the derivation of w.
• The subderivation B ⇒∗ w1 is replaced by B ⇒∗ w′1.
• The subderivation C ⇒∗ w2 is replaced by C ⇒∗ w′′2 .
The new derivation is valid since
• every rule in the subderivation B ⇒∗ w′1 is applied with the same length as in the derivation of w′,
• every rule in the subderivation C ⇒∗ w′′2 is applied with the same length as in the derivation of w′′, and
• every other rule is applied with the same length as in the derivation of w.
To prove the existence of a triple of words that allows this replacement, we will use a result from graph
theory:
Lemma 5.7 (Triangle Removal Lemma, [RS78]). For every  > 0 there is a constant δ() > 0 such that if G
is an n-vertex graph that can not be made triangle-free by removing fewer than n2 edges, then G contains at
least δ()n3 triangles.
Formalizing the above argument, we get:
Lemma 5.8. Let
L2 =
{
w ∈ {a, a′ , â, â′}∗ | ∀w1 ,w2 : w = w1b′w2 ò |w1 | ∈ N{2} , b ∈ {a, â};
w = w1b̂w2 ò |w2 | ∈ N{2}−{1}, b ∈ {a, a′}}.
L2 ∈ feREG \ lCFL.
Proof. L2 ∈ feREG by the flRLING G2 = ({S}, {a, a′ , â, â′}, R, S) with M = N{2} and
R =
{
(S → aS; (N \ M)2 × N)) , (S → a′S; M × (N \ M) × N),
(S → âS; (N \ M) × M × N), (S → â′S; M2 × N) , (S →  ; N3)}.
For any n, the largest difference of two neighbored squares in [1..n2] is n2 − (n − 1)2 = 2n − 1. Thus for
words w with |w | ≤ n2, any subword v of w with |v | ≥ 2 · (2n − 1) + 2 = 4n ≥ 4√|w | will contain at least two
instances of each of the two types of marking.
Since the distance between two neighboring squares uniquely identifies the squares involved, any such v
encodes the number of characters that need to be added to its left and right to extend it to a word in L2. Since
L2 contains only one word of each length this also means that each such v occurs at only one position in one
word in L2.
Now, assume there is an lCFG G = (N, Σ, R, S) that generates L2. We can assume w.l.o.g. that G is in
CNF. For an arbitrary n > max
{
1
686|R | · δ
(
1
98|R |
)−1
, (96 · |N |)2
}
, δ the function from the Triangle Removal
Lemma, let Sn = {w ∈ L2 | n < |w | ≤ 2n} and
S>n =
{
w ∈ Sn | S ⇒∗ w0 Aw3 ⇒ w0BCw3 ⇒∗ w0w1Cw3 ⇒∗ w0w1w2w3 = w,
min{|w1 |, |w2 |} > 4
√
2n
}
,
that is S>n contains all the words from Sn where for at least one node in one parse tree both children yield
subwords that are unique in L2. Finally, let S<n = Sn \ S>n .
Since |Sn | = n, we have either |S>n | ≥ n2 or |S<n | > n2 . We will treat these cases separately.
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|S>n | ≥ n2 : There is at least one rule A→ BC that appears in a partitioning according to the definition of S>n of the
derivations of at least n2|R | words from S
>
n . We will call S
′
n the corresponding subset of S
>
n . For words
that have multiple such partitionings, fix an arbitrary one.
Assume the existence of w and w′ two different words from S′n so that the subwords from the partitioning
satisfy |w1 | = |w′1 |. Since by definition of S>n , they are long enough to be unique in L2, we can conclude
that w1 , w′1. Thus |w0w′1w2w3 | = |w | but w0w′1w2w3 , w. Since L2 contains only one word of each
length, we can conclude that w0w′1w2w3 < L2. However,
S ⇒∗ w0 Aw3 ⇒ w0BCw3 ⇒∗ w0w′1Cw3 ⇒∗ w0w′1w2w3
is a valid derivation in the lCFG G, since each rule in the first and last part is applied with the same
length as in the derivation of w, and each rule in between is applied with the same length as in the
derivation of w′. Thus, we may assume that |w1 | (and by analogous argument |w2 | and |w1w2 |) is
different for each word in S′n . (∗)
We will now use the Triangle Removal Lemma to show the existence of pairwise distinct w, w′, and w′′
so that |w′1 | + |w′′2 | = |w1w2 |. This makes
S ⇒∗ w0 Aw3 ⇒ w0BCw3 ⇒∗ w0w′1Cw3 ⇒∗ w0w′1w′′2 w3
a valid derivation in G, since each rule in the first part is applied with the same length as in the derivation
of w, each rule in the second part is applied with the same length as in the derivation of w′, and each
rule in the third part is applied with the same length as in the derivation of w′′.
Since w′1 and w
′′
2 appear in L2 only as subwords of w
′ resp. w′′ and w′ , w′′, we can conclude that
w0w′1w
′′
2 w3 ∈ L(G) \ L2.
The idea for the application of the Triangle Removal Lemma is to create a graph with the following
properties:
(1) Each edge represents one subword w1, w2, or w1w2 from one of the words in S′n . Each of the
subwords is represented by n of the edges.
(2) Three edges form a triangle only if they represent subwords w′1, w
′′
2 and w1w2 (w, w
′ and w′′ not
necessarily distinct) so that |w′1 | + |w′′2 | = |w1w2 |.
(3) For each word in S′n , the edges representing its subwords form n node-disjoint triangles, giving a
total of Θ(n2) triangles.
Since the graph will have Θ(n) nodes we can conclude from (3) with the Triangle Removal Lemma
that if n is sufficiently large, there must be additional triangles. Since the edges corresponding to the
subwords of each word from S′n form disjoint triangles, the additional triangles must come from edges
representing subwords of pairwise distinct words. With this, (2) gives the desired property.
Formally, the graph contains three groups of vertices
A = {va ,i , | 0 ≤ i < n}, B = {vb ,i , | 0 ≤ i < 3n}, and C = {vc ,i , | 0 ≤ i < 3n}.
For each w ∈ S′n and each i, 0 ≤ i < n we add a triangle consisting of the edges
(va ,i , vb ,i+|w1 |), (vb ,i+|w1 | , vc ,i+|w1w2 |) and (vc ,i+|w1w2 | , va ,i ).
For each edge, the first indices of its endpoints identify the type of subword it corresponds to: The first
group of edges corresponds to subwords w1, the second group corresponds to subwords w2, and the third
group corresponds to subwords w1w2, thus no edge can correspond to multiple subwords of the same
word. The difference between the two second indices gives the length of the encoded subword. Since
by (∗), these lengths are different for each word in S′n , no edge can correspond to subwords from two
different words. Together with the trivial observation that n distinct edges representing each subword are
explicitly added, property (1) is proven.
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By the definition of the edges, each triangle in the graph must consist of three nodes va ,i1 , vb ,i2 , and
vc ,i3 . By the observations in the previous paragraph, the edges of such a triangle represent subwords w
′
1,
w′′2 , and w1w2 such that
|w′1 | = i2 − i1 ,
|w′′2 | = i3 − i2 and
|w1w2 | = i3 − i1 = |w′1 | + |w′′2 |.
This shows property (2).
Concerning property (3), it is again straightforward from the definition of the graph that the edges
representing the subwords of each word form n node-disjoint (and thus also edge-disjoint) triangles.
Thus to make the graph triangle free, at least one edge from each of these n · n2|R | = 198|R | (7n)2 triangles
has to be removed from the graph with 7n nodes.
Thus, by the Triangle Removal Lemma the graph contains at least δ
(
1
98|R |
)
(7n)3 triangles. For
n > 1686|R | · δ
(
1
98|R |
)−1
, this means that there is a triangle that we did not explicitly add, giving
us a word in L(G) \ L2.
|S<n | > n2 : Consider a parse tree of a word w ∈ S<n . By starting at the root node and descending into the child
corresponding to the larger subword
√
n
16 times we visit
√
n
16 nodes.
By definition of S<n , the child we do not visit in a step corresponds to a subword of length at most 4
√
2n.
Thus, the (i + 1)-st node we visit corresponds to a subword with a length of at least
n − i · 4√2n > n − i · 8√n ≥ n −
√
n
16
· 4√2n = 1
2
n.
Thus in the parse trees of all words in S<n combined we find at least
n
4 · 116
√
n = 164 n
√
n nodes
corresponding to subwords of sizes between 12 n and 2n. So one of the lengths has to appear at least
2
3n
1
64 n
√
n = 196
√
n times. For n > (96 · |N |)2, this means at least two of these words will be derived from
the same nonterminal. Exchanging the corresponding partial derivations as in the previous case leads to
a derivation in G of a word not in L2.
Since in both cases L(G) , L2, the lemma is proven. 
This result might lead to the idea that length-dependency is weaker than position-dependency and one might
question if the former can be simulated by the latter. This is not the case: Looking at the language a∗bn2 a∗
we note that the restricted subword can start and end at arbitrary positions. Thus, position restrictions do not
appear to be helpful, while the language can trivially be generated using length restrictions.
A formal proof that this language can not be generated by an fedCFG is hindered by the fact that a
context-free grammar can generate words from a∗b∗a∗ in many different ways. This makes it difficult to get
subderivations that can be interchanged as in the previous lemma.
To work around this problem, we replace the three parts by Dyck words (over square brackets), separated
by markers, making the language L3 contain the words w1aw2aw3, with Dyck words wi , and the additional
constraint |w2 | ∈ {2}N. By a straightforward application of Theorem 5.3, we will show that the Dyck language
is not in fedREG. This establishes that correct parenthesization can not be ensured by position (or length)
restrictions and thus has to be ensured by the underlying context-free grammar. This guarantees that a
hypothetical grammar for L3 has some nice properties:
• For each nonterminal A, the degree of unbalancedness, i.e. the value |v |[ − |v |], is the same for all words
v ∈ Σ∗ that can be derived from A. (If A⇒∗ v and A⇒∗ v′, we may replace instances of v that have
been derived from A by v′. If |v |[ − |v |] , |v′ |[ − |v′ |], this would result in a word that is not in the
language.)
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• There is a constant k so that every derivation of w = w′[m]mw′′ , m > k, can be partitioned as
S ⇒∗ w′[i1 A]i2 w′′ ⇒∗ w, with i1 , i2 ≤ k. (If k′ denotes the maximal degree of unbalancedness for any
nonterminal in the grammar, we can introduce at most k′ closing parentheses before introducing the first
of the opening ones. If k′′ denotes the maximal number of pairs of parentheses introduced by any rule
of the grammar, we get k′ + k′′ as a bound for i2. Analogously, we can derive a bound for i1 and set k
to the maximum of those bounds.)
Now, we look at the sublanguage of L3, where each wi is of the form [n]n . By the above considerations, we
find that for w = [o]oa[n]na[p]p ∈ L3 and m < n, each derivation of w can be partitioned as
S ⇒q [i1 A1]i2 a[i3 A2]i4 a[i5 A3]i6
⇒∗ [o]oa[i3 A2]i4 a[i5 A3]i6
⇒∗ [o]oa[i3 A2]i4 a[p]p
⇒∗ [o]oa[n−m[i7 A4]i8 ]n−ma[p]p
⇒∗ [o]oa[n−m[m]m]n−ma[p]p ,
(5.2)
where i j ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ 8 and, assuming a grammar in CNF, q = 6 + ∑6j=1 2i j ≤ 12k + 6.
Now, we can represent these partitioned derivations by 4-tuples (m, n, o, p) and put these into equivalence
classes based on the first part of the derivation (which also fixes i1 , . . . , i6 and A1 , . . . , A3), i7, i8, and A4. (For
ambiguous words, we can simply choose any of their derivations, even a different one for each value of m.)
There are at most c = |R|q + 2k + |N | different equivalence classes.
If we now find a set of equivalent tuples (m, n, o, p), (m + 2λ, n, o + λ, p + λ), (m, n, o + 2λ, p) and
(m, n, o, p + 2λ), we can recombine parts of their corresponding derivations into a new derivation:
S ⇒q [i1 A1]i2 a[i3 A2]i4 a[i5 A3]i6
⇒∗ [o]oa[i3 A2]i4 a[i5 A3]i6
⇒∗ [o]oa[i3 A2]i4 a[p]p
⇒∗ [o]oa[n−m[i7 A4]i8 ]n−ma[p]p
⇒∗ [o]oa[n−m[m+2λ ]m+2λ ]n−ma[p]p = w′.
Since the tuples are equivalent, the values of i1 , . . . , i8 and A1 , . . . , A4 are the same for each of the original
derivations, allowing the recombination in the underlying CFG. To verify that this derivation is valid with
respect to the plsets, we look at the parts separately:
• The partial derivation
A1 =[(i1 , 2o−i1−i2 , e)]⇒∗ [o−i1 ]o−i2
appears with the same position as in the derivation corresponding to (m, n, o, p + 2λ), since
e = i2 + 1 + 2(n + 2λ) + 1 + 2p = i2 + 1 + 2n + 1 + 2(p + 2λ).
• The partial derivation
A3 =
[
( f , 2p−i5−i6 , i6)]⇒∗ [p−i5 ]p−i6
appears with the same position as in the derivation corresponding to (m, n, o + 2λ, p), since
f = 2o + 1 + 2(n + 2λ) + 1 + i5 = 2(o + 2λ) + 1 + 2n + 1 + i5.
• The partial derivation
A2 =
[
(2o + 1 + i3 , l , i4 + 1 + 2p)
]⇒∗ [n−m−i3 [i7 A4]i8 ]n−m−i4
appears with the same position as in the derivation corresponding to (l ,m, n, o). (l differs for the two
contexts. Since this is only due to the different yields of A4 and the grammar is not length-dependent, it
does not influence this part of the derivation.)
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• The partial derivation
A4 =
[
( f , 2(m + 2λ)−i7−i8 , e)]⇒∗ [m+2λ−i7 ]m+2λ−i8
appears with the same position as in the derivation corresponding to (m + 2λ, n, o + λ, p + λ), since
f = 2o + 1 + n − m + i7 = 2(o + λ) + 1 + n − (m + 2λ)
and
e = i8 + n − m + 1 + 2p = i8 + n − (m + 2λ) + 1 + 2(p + λ).
• For the partial derivation
S ⇒q [i1 A1]i2 a[i3 A2]i4 a[i5 A3]i6 ,
we have to treat the individual rules separately. We distinguish three cases based on the yield of the
rules:
– If the yield includes A2, the rule appears with the same position as in the derivation corresponding
to (m, n, o, p).
– If the yield is left of A2, the rule appears with the same position as in the derivation corresponding
to (m, n, o, p + λ).
– If the yield is right of A2, the rule appears with the same position as in the derivation corresponding
to (m, n, o + λ, p).
By the definition of L3, n is a power of 2. If 2λ < n then n + 2λ < 2n is not a power of 2 and thus
w′ = [o]oa[n+2λ ]n+2λa[p]p < L3, but it is generated by the grammar.
So in order to complete our proof, we need to show that four equivalent tuples as described above exist for
each fedCFG. To do so, we use a result from Ramsey theory:
Theorem 5.9 (Gallai’s Theorem, [GRS80]). For every S ⊂ Nd , c ∈ N, there is N = N(S , c) so that for any
c-coloring of {1, . . . , N }d there is a ∈ Nd , λ ∈ N+, so that {a} + {λ} · S is monochromatic.
In our setting, the colors correspond to the equivalence classes. In order to ensure 2λ < n, we will not use
the 4-tuples defined above directly. Instead, we define for each n = 2n
′
, n′ ∈ N, the set
Sn = {(m, o, p) | 1 ≤ m, o, p ≤ n − k},
where the tuple (m, o, p) ∈ Sn corresponds to the tuple (m + k , n, o + k , p + k) above.
For each set Sn , we define a c-coloring of Sn = {1, . . . , n − k}3 by assigning a color to each equivalence
class of the tuples and coloring each tuple according to its equivalence class. By setting
S = {(0, 0, 0), (2, 1, 1), (0, 2, 0), (0, 0, 2)} ,
and choosing n > N(S , c) + k, we get by Gallai’s Theorem the existence of a = (m′ , o′ , p′) and λ ∈ N so that
{a} + {λ} · S is monochromatic in the coloring implied by Sn . This implies that for m = m′ + k, o = o′ + k,
and p = p′ + k the original tuples
{(m, n, o, p)} + {λ} · S = {(m, n, o, p), (m + 2λ, n, o + λ, p + λ), (m, n, o + 2λ, p), (m, n, o, p + 2λ)}
are equivalent as desired.
We also find by the definition of Sn :
2λ < 2λ + m′ ≤ n − k < n.
Thus w′ < L3, as explained above.
We complete our proof with the promised lemma that the Dyck language is not in fedREG:
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Lemma 5.10. Let LD = {w ∈ {[, ]}∗ | w is correctly parenthesized}. LD ∈ CFL \ fedREG.
Proof. It is well-known that LD ∈ CFL.
Now for n,m ∈ N, 1 ≤ m < n2 , consider the words wn ,m = [n−m]m and w′n ,m = [m]n−m . We have
wn ,m1 w
′
n ,m2
∈ LD ò m1 = m2. Thus RLD ,(n ,n) induces a separate equivalence class for each possible value
of m. Since the number of values for m increases with n, the number of equivalence classes can not be bounded
by a constant. Theorem 5.3 thus yields LD < fedREG. 
Summing up the result of the last two pages, we get:
Lemma 5.11. Let L3 = {w1aw2aw3 | w1 ,w2 ,w3 ∈ LD , |w2 | ∈ {2}N}. L3 ∈ lCFL \ fedCFL.
Proof. L3 ∈ lCFL by the lCFG G3 = ({S,T, D}, {[, ], a}, R, S), with
R =
{
(S → DaTaD; N3), (T → D; N × {2}N × N), (D → [D]D; N3), (D →  ; N3)}.

In a similar fashion, we can show that one type of position restrictions together with length restrictions can
not replace the other type of position restrictions.
Lemma 5.12. Let L4 = {w1aow′1aw2 | w1w′1 ,w2 ∈ LD , |w1 | ∈ {2}N , o ∈ N}. L4 ∈ fCFL \ ledCFL.
Proof. L4 ∈ fCFL by the fCFG G4 = ({S, A, B, D}, {[, ], a}, R, S), with
R =
{
(S → BaD; N3), (B → [B]D; N3), (A→ aA; N3) , (A→  ; N3),
(B → A; {2}N × N2) , (B → [D]B; N3), (D → [D]D; N3), (D →  ; N3)}.
Now, assume there is an ledCFG G in CNF that generates L4. As in the previous lemma, the balancedness
of the parentheses can not be ensured by position or length restrictions but has to be ensured by the underlying
context-free grammar. Thus, just as in Equation (5.2), we find that for each w = [nao]na[p]p ∈ L4 and m < n,
each derivation of w can be partitioned as
S ⇒q [i1 A1]i2 a[i3 A2]i4
⇒∗ [i1 A1]i2 a[p]p
⇒∗ [m[i5 A3]i6 ]ma[p]p
⇒∗ [m[n−mao]n−m]ma[p]p ,
where i j ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ 6 and, since G is in CNF, q = 3 + ∑4j=1 2i j ≤ 8k + 3.
As in the previous proof, we can identify each partitioned derivation with the tuple (m, n, o, p) and group
the tuples into equivalence classes based on the first part of the derivation, i5, i6, and A3. Again, the number of
equivalence classes is bound by c = |R|q + 2k + |N |.
In order to apply Gallai’s Theorem, we again define for each n = 2n
′
, n′ ∈ N, the set
Sn = {(m, o, p) | 1 ≤ m, o, p ≤ n − k},
where the tuple (m, o, p) ∈ Sn corresponds to the tuple (m + k , n, o + k , p + k) above. Now for
S = {(0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1), (2, 4, 0)}
and n > N(S , c) + k, we get by Gallai’s Theorem the existence of a = (m′ , o′ , p′) and λ ∈ N so that
{a} + {λ} · S is monochromatic in the coloring implied by Sn . This implies that for m = m′ + k, o = o′ + k
and p = p′ + k the original tuples
{(m, n, o, p)} + {λ} · S = {(m, n, o, p), (m, n, o, p + λ), (m + 2λ, n, o + 4λ, p)}
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are equivalent, allowing us to recombine parts of the corresponding derivations to a new derivation:
S ⇒q [i1 A1]i2 a[i3 A2]i4
⇒∗ [i1 A1]i2 a[p]p
⇒∗ [m+2λ [i5 A3]i6 ]m+2λa[p]p
⇒∗ [m+2λ [n−mao]n−m]m+2λa[p]p = w′.
Since the tuples are equivalent, the values of i1 , . . . , i6 and A1 , . . . , A3 are the same for each of the original
derivations, allowing the recombination in the underlying CFG. To verify that this derivation is valid with
respect to the plsets, we look at the parts separately:
• The partial derivation
A2 =
[
( f , 2p−i3−i4 , i4)]⇒∗ [p−i3 ]p−i4
appears with the same e-distance and length as in the derivation corresponding to (m, n, o, p). ( f differs
for the two contexts. This is not a problem since G is a ledCFG.)
• The partial derivation
A1 =
[
(i1 , l , i2 + 1 + 2p)
]⇒∗ [m+2λ−i1 [i5 A3]i6 ]m+2λ−i2
appears with the same e-distance and length as in the derivation corresponding to the tuple (m +2λ, n, o+
4λ, p), since
l = 2(n + 2λ) + o − i1 − i2 = 2n + (o + 4λ) − i1 − i2.
• The partial derivation
A3 =
[
( f , 2(n − m) + o, e)]⇒∗ [n−m−i5 ao]n−m−i6
appears with the same e-distance and length as in the derivation corresponding to (m, n, o, p + λ), since
e = i6 + (m + 2λ) + 1 + 2p = i6 + m + 1 + 2(p + λ).
• For the partial derivation
S ⇒q [i1 A1]i2 a[i3 A2]i4 a[i5 A3]i6
we have to treat the individual rules separately. We distinguish two cases based on their yield:
– If the yield includes A1 or is left of A1, the rule appears with the same e-distance and length as in
the derivation corresponding to (m + 2λ, n, o + 4λ, p).
– If the yield is right of A1, the rule appears with the same e-distance and length as in the derivation
corresponding to (m, n, o, p).
Since furthermore 2λ < 2λ + m′ ≤ n − k < n holds, we can conclude that w′ ∈ L(G) \ L4. 
From this, we get LR4 ∈ eCFL \ fldCFL by a straightforward application of Lemma 2.12.
For the regular-based language classes we get the equivalent result: One type of position restrictions does
not suffice to emulate the other one. The proof is considerably easier, though.
Lemma 5.13. Let L5 = {bman2 | m, n ∈ N}. L5 ∈ eREG \ (fREG ∪ CFL).
Proof. L5 is generated by the lRLING G5 = ({A, S}, {a, b}, R, S), with
R =
{
(S → bS; N3), (S → A; N × N{2} × N), (A→ aA; N3), (A→  ; N3)}.
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Now for n ∈ N, consider {wn ,m = bman2−m | 0 < m < 2n − 1}. Then for 0 < k < 2n − 1, we have
wn ,mak ∈ L5 ò k = m. Thus, RL5 ,( f ,∗) induces a separate equivalence class for each possible value of m.
Since the number of those is not bounded by a constant, Theorem 5.3 yields L5 < fREG.
It is easily verified that L5 < CFL, using e.g. the pumping Lemma for context-free languages. 
This leaves us with only one open question concerning the internal hierarchy: Do dependencies of restrictions
add additional power or not?
On an intuitive level, this question is easily answered by noting that dependent plsets can encode relative
positions or lengths as seen in the grammar G1 in Example 2.5 that generates anbncn essentially by requiring
the a’s and c’s to make up a third of the length of the word each. Plsets that are the Cartesian Product of unary
sets cannot express such relations.
This does, however, not exclude the possibility that the relations are captured through interactions between
different plsets and the underlying CFG. As an example, consider the fCFG G6 = ({S, B, E}, {a, b, c}, R, S)),
with
R =
{
(S → aSc; N3) , (B → bBb; N3) ,
(S → EBE; N3), r1 = (B →  ; {2}N · {3} × N2), r2 = (E →  ; {2}N × N2)}.
Rule r2 ensures that the number of a’s is 2n1 and the number of a’s and b’s combined is 2n3 . Rule r1
guarantees that the number of a’s plus half the number of b’s is 3 · 2n2 . Thus, we get 2n3 − 3 · 2n2 = 3 · 2n2 − 2n1
or equivalently
2n3 + 2n1 = 3 · 2n2+1.
To extract information about n1, n2, and n3 from this equation, we look at the binary representation of the
numbers. For the number on the right-hand side of the equation, the binary representation is 110n2+1. For the
number on the left-hand side, we distinguish two cases:
n1 = n3: This gives the binary representation 10n1+1, which does not match that on the right-hand side.
n1 , n3: From the structure of the grammar, we know that n3 ≤ n1. Thus, we get the binary representation
10n3−n1−110n1 . This matches the right-hand side if and only if n3 − n1 − 1 = 0 and n1 = n2 + 1, or
equivalently, n3 = n1 + 1 = n2 + 2.
From this, we can conclude that G6 generates {anbncn | n ∈ {2}N+ }, something that our initial intuition
would have deemed impossible for an fleCFG.
Additionally, the proof technique from Lemmas 5.11 and 5.12 does not work here. If we could combine
parts of different valid derivations into a derivation of a word that is not in the language, the same construction
would also work for an fledCFG. But our goal is to separate fleCFL and fledCFL.
We could solve this problem by looking for a partial derivation that appears with positions ( f1 , e1) as well
as ( f2 , e2) in valid derivations, and that can be used with positions ( f1 , e2) in an invalid derivation. However,
this introduces a new problem: Since the grammar may be ambiguous, it is not sufficient to identify the partial
derivation by the nonterminal it starts with and the subword that results from it. In the terms of the proofs of
Lemmas 5.11 and 5.12, we need to encode the specific derivation into the equivalence class. Since the number
of equivalence classes has to be bounded by a constant, the same now holds for the size of the subderivation
that appears multiple times. Unfortunately, this prohibits the application of Gallai’s Theorem in the style used
above, since that would require the size of the partial derivation to be unbounded.
Since all our attempts to prove that dependent plsets are more powerful were equally unsuccessful, we have
to resort to stating this relation as a conjecture.
Conjecture 5.14. fedREG \ fleCFL , ∅.
While none of our attempts have yielded a formal proof of the statement, some of them have at least given
strong arguments in its support:
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• Taking anbncn as a candidate language for being in the difference, we note that by Lemma 5.16 from
the following section, it can not be generated by an fleCFG where each plset is semilinear since that
would imply that the language is context-free.
We can furthermore conclude that the language can not be generated by an fleCFG where the underlying
CFG is unambiguous:
Assume to the contrary that G = (N, Σ, R, S) is an unambiguous fleCFG in CNF that generates anbncn .
In a first step, we will turn G into an unambiguous fleCFG G′ = (N ′ , {a, b, c}, R′ , S′) so that the
underlying CFG of G′ generates a subset of a∗b∗c∗:
We set N ′ =
{
AΦ | A ∈ N, Φ ⊆ {a, b, c}} , S′ = S{a ,b ,c } and
R′ =
{
(AΦ → BΦ′CΦ′′ ; M) | (A→ BC; M) ∈ R, cond(Φ,Φ′ ,Φ′′)}
∪ {(A{x } → x; M) | (A→ x; M) ∈ R, x ∈ {a, b, c}} ,
where cond(Φ,Φ′ ,Φ′′) describes the following conditions:
– Φ′ ∪ Φ′′ = Φ.
– Φ′′ only contains letters that may appear right of each of the letters in Φ′ and vice versa. (So if
e.g., c ∈ Φ′, then Φ′′ = {c}; if b ∈ Φ′′, then Φ′ ⊆ {a, b}.)
It is easily verified that the underlying CFG of G′ only generates a subset of a∗b∗c∗. To see that
L(G′) = L(G), consider any valid parse tree in G and replace each instance of a nonterminal A by AΦ,
where Φ describes the set of letters in the yield of the instance in question. This modified tree is a valid
parse tree in G′:
– The position and length of any rule application in the annotated tree is identical to that of the
corresponding rule application in the original tree.
– The yield of any nonterminal is the union of the yields of its children.
– The yield of a left (resp. right) child will never contain letters that may appear right (left) of the
letters in the yield of its sibling.
This shows L(G′) ⊇ L(G). Since removing the annotations from all nonterminals turns any valid parse
tree in G′ into one in G, we also have L(G′) ⊆ L(G) as desired.
Now we will show that we can generate anbncn using the underlying CFG of G′ and only semilinear
plsets. Together with Lemma 5.16, this proves our claim. The basic idea behind our construction is
to define the plsets so they contain exactly those f -distances, lengths and e-distances at which the
respective rule appears in the derivation of a word in anbncn . Since the underlying CFG is unambiguous,
each of these rule applications is necessary in order to generate the language. (We can conclude that the
plsets of G′ are a superset of these.) On the other hand, these sets are already sufficient to generate the
language. Thus, by showing that these are semilinear, we complete our proof:
For each rule r in G′ consider the sets Mr , f , Mr ,l and Mr ,e consisting of all 4-tuples ( f , na , nb , nc ),
(l , na , nb , nc ), resp. (e, na , nb , nc ), where r appears in the derivation of ana bnb cnc with f -distance f ,
length l, resp. e-distance e. As G′ is a CFG, each of these sets is semilinear.
Since semilinear sets are closed under intersection and projection the sets M′
r , f = Π1(Mr , f ∩ M),
M′
r ,l
= Π1(Mr ,l ∩ M), and M′r ,e = Π1(Mr ,e ∩ M) are also semilinear, where Π1 denotes projection to
the first component and M = {(m, n, n, n) | m, n ∈ N}. Since M′
r , f × M′r ,l × M′r ,e are exactly the plsets
described above, we are done.
• There is no construction that turns each fldRLING into an equivalent fleCFG such that the structure of
the fleCFG, i.e. the underlying CFG, only depends on the structure of the fldRLING. We will show this
by a counting argument:
There is an obvious bijection between sets M ⊆ N2 and languages L ⊆ a∗b∗, where M corresponds to
LM = {apbq | (p, q) ∈ M }. Also, LM ∈ fedREG by the fldRLING GM = ({S, A}, {a, b}, RM , S) with
RM =
{
(S → aS; N3), (S → A; M), (A→ bA; N3), (A→  ; N3)}.
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Now, for any n ∈ N define L(n) = {LM | M ⊆ {1, . . . , n}2} the set of languages LM that only contain
words of length at most n. Since there are
∑n
i=0(i + 1) =
n2+3n+2
2 such words over a
∗b∗, there are
2
n2+3n+2
2 languages in L(n).
Since the grammars GM all have the same structure (they only differ in a single plset), a construction
satisfying the criterion from above would turn them into a set of fleCFG that only differs on the plsets
on their rules. Denote by c the number of rules of these grammars.
Since the derivation of a word of length at most n will only depend on entries ( f , l , e) of the plsets where
each component is at most n, the languages in L(n) are already recognized by grammars in which no
plset contains an entry with a component larger than n. Since there are 23n different possibilities for
each plset on these entries, the number of languages in L(n) recognized by such grammars is 23cn . For
n > 6c, this is less than |L(n) |.
These observations correspond nicely with the way we treated plsets that were finite unions of fle-plsets in
the proofs of Lemma 2.14 and Theorem 3.9: We introduced multiple rules resp. transitions that only differed in
their plsets. On the underlying CFG resp. automaton, this has the effect of introducing additional ambiguities.
Summing up the results of this section, we get:
Theorem 5.15. The inclusion hierarchy of the language classes considered in this thesis is as depicted in
Figure 5.2. There is an arrow or path from Class C to class C′ if and only if C ( C′. Thinner blue lines
indicate that C , C′ is only based on Conjecture 5.14.
Proof. The classes are separated from or subsets of each other as indicated in Table 5.1. The table cells contain
either the name of a language that is in the class indicated by the row label but not in the class indicated by the
column label or the symbol ⊆ if no such language exists. A ? denotes the cases where the inclusion is based on
Conjecture 5.14 and we thus do not know a separating language.
The entries with an orange background are proven explicitly in Lemmas 5.5 – 5.13. The entries with a yellow
background follow from these with Corollary 3.7. The entry with blue background follows directly from
Conjecture 5.14. The remaining inclusion results follow immediately from the definitions and the remaining
seperability results follow from the proven results and inclusions. 
5.2. Relation to Other Classes
Having (mostly) settled the internal hierarchy of our language classes we now turn our attention to the relation
to other classes, specifically the classes from the Chomsky hierarchy and the classes with restricted rewriting
presented in Section 1.4.
We start by showing that Lww = {ww | w ∈ Σ∗} is in most of the classes from Section 1.4, but (at least
for |Σ| ≥ 4) not in [f][l][e][d]CFL. The latter follows from the fact that these languages do not satisfy the
Interchange Lemma, as proven in [Yam08]. Lww ∈ CCFL is shown e.g. in [Kal10].
We now give a pRCG for Lww for Σ = {a, b}∗, that can be straightforwardly extended to larger alphabets:
Gp = {{S, L, La , Lb , R, R′}, {a, b}, Rp , S}, where
Rp =
{
(S → LR; ∅) , (L → aLa ; {R}), (R→ aR′; {La }), (La → L; {R′}), (L →  ; ∅),
(R′ → R; {L}), (L → bLb ; {R}), (R→ bR′; {Lb }), (Lb → L; {R′}), (R→  ; ∅)}.
The conditions on the rules guarantee that we always replace the nonterminal symbols in the order
L, R, Lx , R′, and during each such cycle the same symbol is added to the left and right part.
Making use of the fact that at each point of the derivation (except the very beginning and end) there is
exactly one of the symbols L, La , Lb and one of the symbols R, R′, we can transform Gp into an equivalent
fRCG G f = {{S, L, La , Lb , R, R′ , E}, {a, b}, Rf , S}, where
Rf =
{
(S → LR; ∅) , (L → aLa ; {R′ , E}), (R→ aR′; {L, Lb , E}), (La → L; {R}),
(R′ → R; {La , Lb }), (L → bLb ; {R′ , E}), (R→ bR′; {L, Lb , E}), (Lb → L; {R}),
(L → E; ∅) , (R→ E; ∅) , (E →  ; {L, La , Lb , R, R′})}.
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Figure 5.2.: Inclusion hierarchy of the languages considered in this thesis. An arrow (or path) from class C to
class C′ means C ( C′. Thinner blue lines indicate that C , C′ is only based on Conjecture 5.14.
If there is no path, neither class is a subset of the other.
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fledCFL ⊆ LR4 L3 L4 ? LR4 L3 L4 L3 L4 L3 L3 LD LD LD LD LD
fldCFL ⊆ ⊆ L3 L4 ? ? L3 L4 L3 L4 L3 L3 LD LD LD LD LD
fedCFL ⊆ LR4 ⊆ L4 ? LR4 ? L4 LR4 L4 L4 L4 LD LD LD LD LD
ledCFL ⊆ LR4 L3 ⊆ ? LR4 L3 ? L3 LR4 L3 L3 LD LD LD LD LD
fleCFL ⊆ LR4 L3 L4 ⊆ LR4 L3 L4 L3 L4 L3 L3 LD LD LD LD LD
flCFL ⊆ ⊆ L3 L4 ⊆ ⊆ L3 L4 L3 L4 L3 L3 LD LD LD LD LD
feCFL ⊆ LR4 ⊆ L4 ⊆ LR4 ⊆ L4 LR4 L4 L4 L3 LD LD LD LD LD
leCFL ⊆ LR4 L3 ⊆ ⊆ LR4 L3 ⊆ L3 L4 L3 L3 LD LD LD LD LD
fCFL ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ L4 ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ L4 ⊆ L4 L4 L4 LD LD LD LD LD
lCFL ⊆ ⊆ L3 ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ L3 ⊆ L3 ⊆ L3 L3 LD LD LD LD LD
eCFL ⊆ LR4 ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ LR4 ⊆ ⊆ LR4 LR4 ⊆ LR4 LD LD LD LD LD
CFL ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ LD LD LD LD LD
fedREG ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ? ? ? ? ? L2 ? L5 ⊆ ? L5 LR5 L5
feREG ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ L2 ⊆ L5 ⊆ ⊆ L5 LR5 L5
fREG ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ LR5 ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ LR5 LR5
eREG ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ L5 ⊆ ⊆ L5 ⊆ L5
REG ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆
Table 5.1.: Separating languages. Each entry denotes that the respective language is in the class indicated by
the row label but not in the class indicated by the column label. ⊆ indicates that no such language
exists, ? that we only conjecture the existence of such a language.
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By the hierarchy depicted in Figure 1.1, these results already cover all of the classes except those generated
by valence grammars and equivalent formalisms. For these, we have to use a different language to show that
they are not contained in fledCFL.
Consider the language
{
w ∈ {a1b1 , . . . , a6b6}∗
∣∣∣ |w |ai = 112 |w |, 1 ≤ i ≤ 6, |w | ∈ {12}{2}N}. It is generated
by the Z4VG G = {{S}, {a, b, c, d , e, f }, R, S}, where
R =
{
(S → a1b1Sa2b2S; (1, 1, 1, 1)), (S → a3b3S; (−1, 0, 0, 0)), (S → a4b4S; (0, −1, 0, 0)),
(S → a2b2Sa1b1S; (1, 1, 1, 1)), (S → a5b5S; (0, 0, −1, 0)), (S → a6b6S; (0, 0, 0, −1)),
(S →  ; (0, 0, 0, 0))}.
However, in the proof of Lemma 7.7 we show that this language does not satisfy the Interchange Lemma
and thus is no fledCFL.
It is reasonable to assume that the corresponding languages over smaller alphabets are examples for
languages in ZiVL \ fledCFL, i < 4. However, since these languages satisfy the Interchange Lemma, a formal
proof of this fact is difficult.
Looking at the inverse direction, we easily note that the complexity of the languages we get depends on the
complexity of the plsets we use.
If we allow arbitrary plsets, we can even generate languages that are not recursively enumerable, e.g. aM for
a non-RE set M . Obviously, this is of no practical use.
If we restrict ourselves to recursively enumerable (resp. decidable) plsets, we immediately get recursively
enumerable (decidable) languages since now we can simulate e.g. one of the parsers from Chapter 4 on a
Turing machine.
If we further restrict to plsets decidable in linear space with respect to the values being decided, we can
decide membership using an LBA and thus get only context-sensitive languages.
A restriction of plsets that might be interesting in practice is to require that the parsers from Chapter 4 take
the same asymptotic runtime as for traditional CFG. Note that this holds for all the grammars given in this thesis.
With this restriction, we get a hierarchy of language classes that is embedded between the context-free and
context-sensitive languages, in which each class is efficiently parsable and contains non-semilinear languages.
A combination that is rather uncommon, e.g. none of the classes described in Section 1.4 has all of these
properties.
We get another interesting result by restricting the plsets to semilinear sets. In this case, fleCFG can only
generate context-free languages and feREG = REG. This does not hold for fledCFG resp. fedREG as can be
seen from the fldRLING G1 in Example 2.5 that generates the non context-free language anbncn using only
semilinear plsets.
Lemma 5.16. If G ∈ fleCFG and each plset in G is semilinear, then L(G) ∈ CFL. If furthermore, G is a right
linear or left linear grammar, L(G) ∈ REG.
Proof. Since G ∈ fleCFG, each plset in G is of the form Mf × Ml × Me with semilinear sets Mf , Ml , and
Me . We will remove each of the components separately, starting with Mf .
By Theorem 3.16 there is an flePDA A = (QA , Σ, Γ, δA , q0,A , g0 , FA) with L(A) = L(G) that uses the same
plsets as G. Let M = Mf × Ml × Me be one of these plsets.
Since Mf is semilinear, ΣM f ∈ REG and thus accepted by a DFA B = (QB , Σ, δB , q0,B , FB) without
-transitions.
Now, the idea is to run B in parallel to A and whenever A would check if the current f -distance is in Mf we
instead check if B is in an accepting state. Formally, let
C = (QA × QB , Σ, Γ, δC , (q0,A , q0,B), g0 , FA × QB),
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with
δC ((qA , qB), a, g) =
{
((q′A , q
′
B), γ, M)
∣∣∣∣ (a ∈ Σ ∧ q′B ∈ δB(qB , a)) ∨ (a =  ∧ q′B = qB) ,((
(q′A , γ, M) ∈ δA(qA , a, g) ∧ M , Mf × Ml × Me
)
∨ ((q′A , γ, Mf × Ml × Me) ∈ δA(qA , a, g)
∧ M = N × Ml × Me ∧ qB ∈ FB))}.
Repeating this construction for all plsets, we get an lePDA that accepts L(G).
By reversing the language, applying the above construction, and reversing again, we can further reduce the
automaton to an lPDA.
Replacing the flePDA by an feNFA in the above construction already completes the proof for right/left
linear grammars.
In order to eliminate length restrictions, we switch over to grammars. Let G = (N, Σ, R, S) an lCFG in CNF
where each plset is of the form N × Ml × N with semilinear Ml . There are global constants n0 and k so that
for each of the Ml and all n ≥ n0: n ∈ Ml ò n + k ∈ Ml . (k can be set to any common multiple of the periods
of the linear sets, the plsets are comprised of; n0 can be set to any value larger than all the base values of these
sets.) W.l.o.g. we assume n0 ≡ 0 mod k and n0 > 1. (We can simply increase n0 to the next such value.)
We use this fact to translate the lCFG into an equivalent CFG as follows: For 0 ≤ i < n0 and A ∈ N , we
introduce a symbol Ai with the intention that this symbol can be derived exactly to those (sub)words that can
be derived from A and that have length i. Additionally, for A ∈ N and 0 ≤ j < k we introduce A′
i
that will be
derivable to words that have length l ≥ n0, l ≡ i mod k.
In order to guarantee that each symbol derives exactly the desired words, we add the rule (Ai1 → Bi2Ci3 )
only if (A→ BC; N × Ml × N) is a rule in the original grammar, i1 = i2 + i3, and i1 ∈ Ml . For symbols A′i1
we analogously require i1 ≡ i2 + i3 mod k, and n0 + i1 ∈ Ml . We add rules for all combinations of Bi2 , B′i2
and Ci3 ,C
′
i3
. Rules (Ai → a) are only needed for i = 1.
Finally, we add rules (S → Si ) resp. (S → S′i ) to get a single start symbol.
Formally, let G′ = (N ′ , Σ, R′ , S), where
N ′ =
{
S
} ∪ {Ai ∣∣∣ A ∈ N, 0 ≤ i < n0} ∪ {A′i ∣∣∣ A ∈ N, 0 ≤ i < k} ,
R′ =
{
(S → Si )
∣∣∣ 0 ≤ i < n0} ∪ {(S → S′i ) ∣∣∣ 0 ≤ i < k}
∪ {(Ai1 → Bi2Ci3 ) ∣∣∣ 0 ≤ i1 = i2 + i3 < n0 , (A→ BC; N × Ml × N) ∈ R, i1 ∈ Ml }
∪ {(A′i1 → B′i2C′i3 ) ∣∣∣ 0 ≤ i1 , i2 , i3 < k , (A→ BC; N × Ml × N) ∈ R,
i1 ≡ i2 + i3 mod k , n0 + i1 ∈ Ml }
∪ {(A′i1 → B′i2Ci3 ) ∣∣∣ 0 ≤ i1 , i2 < k , 0 ≤ i3 < n0 , (A→ BC; N × Ml × N) ∈ R,
i1 ≡ i2 + i3 mod k , n0 + i1 ∈ Ml }
∪ {(A′i1 → Bi2C′i3 ) ∣∣∣ 0 ≤ i1 , i3 < k , 0 ≤ i2 < n0 , (A→ BC; N × Ml × N) ∈ R,
i1 ≡ i2 + i3 mod k , n0 + i1 ∈ Ml }
∪ {(A′i1 → Bi2Ci3 ) ∣∣∣ 0 ≤ i1 < k , 0 ≤ i2 , i3 < n0 , (A→ BC; N × Ml × N) ∈ R,
i1 ≡ i2 + i3 mod k , n0 + i1 ∈ Ml }
∪ {(A1 → a) ∣∣∣ (A→ a; N × Ml × N) ∈ R, 1 ∈ Ml }.
Obviously, G′ ∈ CFG. L(G′) = L(G) can be shown by a straightforward structural induction on the valid
partial parse trees. 
As a final result on restricted plsets we note that if all plsets on rules replacing the start symbol are finite, we
can only generate finite languages. This can easily be seen by noting that we can only generate words with a
length that appears in one of those plsets. Thus, we are restricted to words with lengths from a finite set.
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However, even if such fledCFG do not extend the generative power of CFG, they can be useful to get more
concise descriptions of languages as can be seen in the following theorem. We will also make use of this
feature for the application in Chapter 8.
Theorem 5.17. For each k ∈ N there is a context-free (resp. regular) language L, that can be generated by an
fle[d]CFG (fle[d]RLING) with m productions and finite plsets but cannot be generated by any CFG (RLING)
with fewer than k · m productions.
Proof. In [BMCW81] Bucher et. al. show that for each n ∈ N the language
Un =
{
akbk calbldambm
∣∣∣ 0 ≤ 2(k + l + m) ≤ n − 2}
needs Θ(n2) context-free productions and the language
Rn =
{
aib j
∣∣∣ 0 ≤ i + j ≤ n}
needs Θ(n) regular productions.
Un can however be generated by G = ({a, b, c, d , S, A}, {a, b, c, d}, R, S) with
R =
{
(S → AcAdA; {0, . . . , n}3), (A→ aAb; {0, . . . , n}3), (A→  ; {0, . . . , n}3)},
which has only 3 productions. Rn can be generated by G = ({a, b, S, B}, {a, b}, R, S) with
R =
{
(S → aS; {0, . . . , n}3), (S → B; {0, . . . , n}3), (B → bB; {0, . . . , n}3), (B →  ; {0, . . . , n}3)},
which has only 5 productions. 
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We have already established in Chapter 4 that the membership problem is decidable for fledCFG, as long as
all the plsets are decidable. For completeness let us repeat that result.
Theorem 6.1. The membership problem, i.e. the question w ∈ L(G), is decidable for any fledCFG with
decidable plsets and any word w. 
In order to show that many other interesting properties are undecidable for [f][l][e][d]CFG, we will show
that they would solve the Post Correspondence Problem. Thus, let us repeat the definition of this problem.
Definition 6.2. Let x = (x1 , . . . , xn) and y = (y1 , . . . , yn) be two lists of nonempty words over a common
alphabet Σ. The Post Correspondence Problem (PCP) is to determine, whether there exist i1 , . . . , ik with
1 ≤ i j ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ k, such that
xi1 · · · xik = yi1 · · · yik .
Theorem 6.3 ([Pos46]). For |Σ| ≥ 2 the PCP is not uniformly decidable.
We will not use Theorem 6.3 directly. Instead we reduce the PCP to the problem of deciding the emptiness
of the intersection of two sets of natural numbers:
Lemma 6.4. The property M1 ∩ M2 = ∅ is not uniformly decidable for sets M1 , M2 ⊆ N, even if membership
is decidable in logarithmic time for M1 and M2.
Proof. Let Σ = {0, 1} and x , y ∈ (Σ∗)n be an instance of the PCP.
For each sequence σ = (i1 , . . . , ik ) ∈ {1, . . . , n}k , let
Xσ = xi1 · · · xik , Yσ = yi1 · · · yik , and Zσ = bin(i1) · · · bin(ik ),
where bin(i) is the binary representation of i with dlog2(n)e digits (potentially including leading zeroes).
Now, define
M1 = {m ∈ N | ∃σ : 2Xσ2Zσ2 is ternary representation of m}
and
M2 = {m ∈ N | ∃σ : 2Yσ2Zσ2 is ternary representation of m}.
For a given number m it is straightforward to decide in time linear in the length of the ternary representation
of m, i.e. logarithmic time in its value, if m is in M1 resp. M2.
Furthermore, the parts Zσ establish a one-to-one correspondence between sequences and words in M1 resp.
M2. Thus, a number m is in M1 ∩ M2, if and only if it can be written as 2Xσ2Zσ2 and 2Yσ2Zσ2 for the
same sequence σ. This, in turn, is equivalent to σ being a solution to the PCP for x and y, completing the
reduction. 
This result already suffices to prove the main theorem of this section.
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Theorem 6.5. The following properties are not uniformly decidable for languages represented by grammars G1
and G2 from any of the classes [f][l][e][d]CFG, [f][l][e][d]RLING, [f][l][e][d]LLING with higher generative
power than CFL resp. REG. This holds even if we only allow plsets that are decidable in logarithmic time.
1. Emptyness, i.e. L(G1)
?
= ∅,
2. universality, i.e. L(G1)
?
= Σ∗,
3. regularity, i.e. L(G1)
?∈ REG,
4. context-freeness, i.e. L(G1)
?∈ CFL,
5. equality, i.e. L(G1)
?
= L(G2),
6. inclusion, i.e. L(G1)
?⊆ L(G2) and
7. disjointness, i.e. L(G1) ∩ L(G2) ?= ∅.
Proof. We show undecidability explicitly for lRLING. For lLLING, they follow by Lemma 2.12, for fRLING
and eLLING, they follow using the constructions in Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6. All other classes contain at least one
of these classes as a subclass.
1. For M1 , M2 ⊆ N, let GM1 ,M2 = ({S, S′ , A}, {a}, R, S) with
R =
{
(S → S′; N × M1 × N), (S′ → A; N × M2 × N), (A→ aA; N3), (A→  ; N3)}.
Obviously, L(GM1 ,M2 ) = ∅ ò M1 ∩ M2 = ∅. Thus by Lemma 6.4, the claim follows.
2. For M1 , M2 ⊆ N let GM1 ,M2 = ({S, A}, {a}, R, S) with
R =
{
(S → A; N × N\M1 × N), (S → A; N × N\M2 × N), (A→ aA; N3), (A→  ; N3)}.
Here we have L(GM1 ,M2 ) = Σ
∗ ò M1 ∩ M2 = ∅ proving the claim.
3. Once more, for M1 , M2 ⊆ N we let G′M1 ,M2 = ({S, A, A′ , A′′}, {a}, R, S) with
R =
{
(S → A; N × N{2} × N) , (A→ aA; N3) , (A→ A′; N × M1 × N),
(A′ → A′′; N × M2 × N), (A′′ → aA′′; N3), (A′′ →  ; N3)}.
L(G′
M1 ,M2
) contains exactly the words am , where m is a square at least as large as the smallest number
in M1 ∩ M2. If this set is nonempty, then it is not semilinear and thus, the language is not context-free or
regular. Thus, L(G′
M1 ,M2
) ∈ REG ò M1 ∩ M2 = ∅.
4. Here, the previous construction applies as well.
5. For G2 a grammar with no rules, this property is equal to the first one. Thus, it is also undecidable.
6. Since L(G1) = L(G2) ò L(G1) ⊆ L(G2) ∧ L(G2) ⊆ L(G1), undecidability follows from the previous
property.
7. For G2 a grammar that generates Σ∗, L(G1)∩ L(G2) = ∅ ò L(G1) = ∅. Since the latter is undecidable,
the former is also undecidable.

The final three reductions use well-known ideas (cp. [HU79, Theorem 8.12]).
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We conclude the survey of our language classes by looking at their closure properties.
We start with some results for which the proofs from the traditional classes carry over. Specifically, the first
two constructions are based on Corollary 1 from [Har78, Chapter 3.4].
Lemma 7.1. The classes [f][l][e][d]CFL and [f][e][d]REG are closed under union.
Proof. For G1 = (N1 , Σ, R1 , S1) and G2 = (N2 , Σ, R2 , S2) two [f][l][e][d]CFG, define
G =
(
N1 unionsq N2 unionsq {S}, Σ, R1 ∪ R2 ∪ {(S → S1; N3), (S → S2; N3)} , S) .
It is easily verified that G is in the same class as G1 and G2 (and right resp. left linear, if both G1 and G2 are)
and generates L(G1) ∪ L(G2). 
Lemma 7.2. The classes [l]CFL are closed under concatenation and Kleene Star.
Proof. For G1 = (N1 , Σ, R1 , S1) and G2 = (N2 , Σ, R2 , S2) two [l]CFG, define
G =
(
N1 unionsq N2 unionsq {S}, Σ, R1 ∪ R2 ∪ {(S → S1S2; N3)}, S) .
It is easily verified that G is an [l]CFG and L(G) = L(G1) · L(G2).
For G = (N, Σ, R, S) ∈ [l]CFG,
G′ =
(
N unionsq {S′}, Σ, R ∪ {(S′ → S′S; N3), (S′ →  ; N3)}, S′)
is a [l]CFG generating L(G)∗ 
The following contruction can be found e.g. in [Neb12, page 51].
Lemma 7.3. The classes [f][e][d]REG are closed under complement and intersection.
Proof. By replacing F with Q \ F in a complete [f][e][d]DFA without -transitions, we get an automaton of
the same type that accepts the complement of the original language.
Since A ∩ B = A ∪ B, this together with Lemma 7.1 implies that the regular-based classes are also closed
under intersection. 
Lemma 7.4. The classes [f][l][e][d]CFL and [f][e][d]REG are closed under intersection with a regular set.
Proof. For the regular-based classes, this is already implied by Lemma 7.3.
For the context-free-based classes, let A = (QA , Σ, Γ, δA , q0,A , g0 , FA) be an [f][l][e][d]PDA and B =
(QB , Σ, δB , q0,B , FB) be an DFA without -transitions.
Then we can construct an [f][l][e][d]PDA C with T(C) = T(A) ∩ T(B) by the well-known product construc-
tion ([Har78, Theorem 6.4.1]):
C =
(
QA × QB , Σ, Γ, δC , (q0,A , q0,B), g0 , FA × FB) , with
((q′A , q
′
B), γ, M) ∈ δC ((qA , qB), a, g) ò (q′A , γ, M) ∈ δA(qA , a, g) ∧ q′B ∈ δB(qB , a) and
((q′A , q
′
B), γ, M) ∈ δC ((qA , qB),  , g) ò (q′A , γ, M) ∈ δA(qA ,  , g) ∧ q′B = qB .
It is straightforward to verify that C has the desired properties. 
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Lemma 7.5. The classes [f][l][e][d]CFL are not closed under intersection or complement.
Proof. Let L1 = {vcvRcw | v ,w ∈ {a, b}∗} and L2 = {wcvRcv | v ,w ∈ {a, b}∗}. Obviously L1 , L2 ∈ CFL.
We show that L = L1 ∩ L2 = {vcvRcv | v ∈ {a, b}∗} does not satisfy the Interchange Lemma and thus none of
the context-free-based classes are closed under intersection.
For n = 3n′ + 2, n′ ∈ N, let Qn = L ∩ Σn and m = 2n′ + 2. For each zi = vicvRi cvi ∈ Qn , the Interchange
Lemma implies a decomposition zi = wi xi yi , where m2 < |xi | ≤ m. By our choice of m, this implies|wi | + |yi | ≥ n′ = |vi |. Since wi is a prefix of vi , and yi is a suffix of vi , these parts are already sufficient to
uniquely determine vi and thus zi . Thus wi x j yi ∈ L if and only if x j = xi . In order to satisfy the Interchange
Lemma, we would thus have to find a subset of Qn of size
k ≥ |Qn |
cLn2
,
such that the part xi and its position is identical for all words in the subset. We will now show that there is no
such set.
If we choose |xi | = bm2 c + 1 = n′ + 2 and position xi such that one of the letters c is exactly in the middle
of xi , xi will determine slightly more than half of the letters of vi . For larger xi or other positions within the
word, this fraction will obviously be larger.
Thus for each possible value of xi , there are less than 2
n′/2 words zi in Qn that share this value and position
of xi . Since |Qn | = 2n′ , the Interchange Lemma would require that
2
n′
2 ≥ 2
n′
cL · (3n′)2 ,
which is equivalent to
1 ≥ 2
n′
2
9cL · n′2 .
In the latter equation the right-hand side tends to∞ as n′ gets large, proving our claim.
Since the classes are closed under union, but not under intersection and A ∩ B = A ∪ B, they can not be
closed under complement. 
Lemma 7.6. The classes [f][l][e][d]CFL and [f][e][d]REG are closed under length-preserving homomorphism.
Proof. By applying the homomorphism h to the rules of a grammar for L, we get a grammar for h(L). Since
the homomorphism is length-preserving, this does not interfere with the restrictions. 
Obviously, this simple construction (that is also based on [Har78, Chapter 3.4]) no longer works for
homomorphisms that do not preserve length. It can be saved for homomorphisms where all symbols are
replaced by a string of the same length c, if we multiply all positions and lengths in the plsets by c.
For arbitrary homomorphisms however, the closure property no longer holds, as we will now show.
Lemma 7.7. The classes [f][l][e][d]CFL and [f][e][d]REG, with the exception of CFL and REG, are not
closed under -free homomorphism, arbitrary homomorphism or inverse homomorphism.
Proof. The straightforward way to prove this lemma would be to give a language L that is in the classes and a
homomorphism h, so that h(L) resp. h−1(L) is not in the classes. Unfortunately, we have not been able to find
a pair (L, h) for which we could prove these properties.
Instead, we use a multi-step construction. Starting with the regular language L0 = {a1 , . . . , a6}∗, we will
construct in 6 steps the language
L6 =
{
w ∈ {a1b1 , . . . , a6b6}∗
∣∣∣ |w |ai = 112 |w |, 1 ≤ i ≤ 6, |w | ∈ {12} · {2}N}.
In step i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 6, we define Li = hi (Li−1 ∩ ΣMi ), where hi replaces ai by aibi , leaving all other characters
unaffected, Σ = {ai , bi | 1 ≤ i ≤ 6}, and Mi = {1 + i−16 } · {6} · {2}N. Intersecting with ΣM1 ensures that
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• we keep words that can contain an equal number of all the characters, i.e. that have a length that is a
multiple of 6, and
• the lengths of the words differ by a factor of at least 2. This way, the resulting length after applying each
homomorphism uniquely determines the original length and the number of characters that were added
by the homomorphism.1
The intersections with ΣMi , i > 1, then eliminate all words for which the previous homomorphism did not
replace exactly 16 of the characters of the original word, i.e. the number of characters ai−1 was not as required.
2
With this construction, showing L6 < fledCFL gives the desired result, since all the classes included in the
lemma are closed under intersection with ΣM for arbitrary M ⊆ N:
• If L ∈ [f]l[e][d]CFL (resp. [f]l[e][d]RLINL or [f]l[e][d]LLINL)3, we may add a new start symbol S′
and the rule (S′ → S; N × M × N) to a grammar that generates L.
• If L ∈ [f][l]e[d]CFL, we may add a new start symbol S′, another new nonterminal E, and the rules
(S′ → ES; N3) and (E →  ; N2 × M) to a grammar that generates L.
• Finally, if L ∈ f[l][e][d]CFL we may add a new start symbol S′, another new nonterminal E, and the
rules (S′ → SE; N3) and (E →  ; M × N2) to a grammar that generates L.
In order to show that L6 does not satisfy the Interchange Lemma, let Qn = L6 ∩ Σn for each n = 12n′,
n′ ∈ {2}N, and let m = 13 n. By the considerations above, the words in Qn make up all permutations
of the multiset consisting of n′ copies of each pair akbk . Using elementary combinatorics and Stirling’s
approximation, we find
|Qn | =
(
6n′
n′ , n′ , n′ , n′ , n′ , n′
)
∼
√
6
√
pin′5
66n
′
.
In order to show that L6 does not satisfy the conditions of the Interchange Lemma, we need to get a bound
on |Q(i)n | for each word zi ∈ Qn , where
Q(i)n =
{
z j ∈ Qn
∣∣∣ |w j | = |wi |, |yj | = |yi |, wi x j yi ∈ L6} ,
and zi = wi xi yi is the partitioning according to the Interchange Lemma.
Since the number of occurences of each of the strings akbk , 1 ≤ k ≤ 6, is the same for each word in L6,
z j ∈ Q(i)n if and only if |x j |ai = |xi |ai and the positions of xi and x j are the same.4 Now, if xi consists of nk
instances of akbk , 1 ≤ k ≤ 6, we get
|Q(i)n | =
( |xi |/2
n1 , n2 , n3 , n4 , n5 , n6
)
·
(
6n′ − (|xi |/2)
n′ − n1 , n′ − n2 , n′ − n3 , n′ − n4 , n′ − n5 , n′ − n6
)
,
where the first factor describes the number of permutations of the pairs in xi and the second factor describes
the number of permutations of the pairs in wi and yi . Within the bounds on |xi | allowed by our choice of m,
the product of these terms is maximized for |xi | = 4n′ = 13 n and nk = 13 n′, 1 ≤ k ≤ 6. Thus with Stirling’s
Approximation, the inequality from the Interchange Lemma becomes
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√
2
13
(pin)5
66n ≥
√
6
cL6
√
pin5n2
66n ,
1We can not distinguish the case where all characters have been replaced by a pair of characters from that where no character has been
replaced in a word twice as long. Since we want to eliminate the word in both cases, this is not a problem.
2We do not need to check the number of characters a6 since it is already determined by the number of the other characters and the legnth
of the original word.
3By Corollary 3.7, this covers all the regular-based classes included in the lemma.
4For simplicity we assume that |wi |, |xi | and |yi | are even, so no pair ak bk is split between them.
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which is invalid for
n >
311c2
L6
214pi5
.
Thus, none of the classes is closed under -free homomorphism or arbitrary homomorphism. For the case of
inverse homomorphism, note that Li = h′−1i (Li−1∩ΣMi )∩ L′i , where h′i deletes bi , leaving all other characters
unaffected, and L′
i
is the regular language {a1b1 , . . . , aibi , ai+1 , . . . , a6}∗. 
Another closure property that does not carry over to all classes is closure under concatenation. Intuitively,
this fails because concatenating a language at one side causes loss of the “point of reference” for distance
restrictions relative to that side. Thus, language features that rely on such checks can not be maintained after
concatenation.
The same abstract argument also applies to languages that result from the Kleene star operation. Thus, it is
not surprising that non-closure under this operation can be shown using only slight modifications of the proof
for concatenation.
Lemma 7.8. The classes [f][l][e][d]CFL and [f][e][d]REG, with the exception of [l]CFL and REG are not
closed under concatenation or Kleene star.
Proof. As in the previous proof, we have to resort to a multi-step construction in order to obtain a language
that does not satisfy the Interchange Lemma. We will give the construction explicitly for f[e][d]REG and
f[l][e][d]CFL. For [l]e[d]CFL and eREG, the result follows by reversing the construction.
We start with the regular language L0 = {ba∗} and in step i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, define Li = L0 · f i (Li−1), where f i
marks every character that appears at an f -distance that is a square, using a different marking for each i.
To see that the classes are closed under application of f i , let G ∈ f[l][d]RLING ∪ f[l][e][d]CFG. W.l.o.g.
assume that the right-hand side of each rule in G contains either a single terminal symbol as the first character
or no terminal symbols at all. (This holds e.g., if G is created by the construction in Theorem 3.5 or is in CNF.)
We replace each rule (A→ aα; M), a ∈ Σ, α ∈ (N ∪ Σ)∗ in G, by two rules (A→ a′α; M ∩ (N{2} × N2))
and (A→ aα; M ∩ ((N \ N{2}) × N2)), where a′ is the marked version of a. This way we get a grammar G′
in the same class as G with L(G′) = f i (L(G)).
We now show that the classes are not closed under concatenation by showing that L3 does not satisfy the
Interchange Lemma and thus can not be in [f][l][e][d]CFG.
Let Qn = {ban1 ban2 ban3 ban−n1−n2−n3−4 | n1 , n2 , n3 < 110 n}, the letters marked as implied by the construc-
tion of L3.
Each subword of the final block of a’s with a length of at least 2
√
n necessarily contains at least 2 instances
of each type of marking. Since the distance between two neighbored squares uniquely determines the squares,
such a subword is sufficient to reconstruct the positions of the b’s and thus uniquely determines the complete
word.
Now let m = 23 n, and consider zi = wi xi yi and z j = w j x j yj ∈ Qn partitionings according to the Interchange
Lemma, |wi | = |w j |, |yi | = |yj |. We show that wi x j yi ∈ L3 ò i = j:
By our choice of m, |x j | > 13 n. Thus, x j contains at least 13 n − 310 n = 130 n characters from the final block of
a’s. Since also |wi | + |yi | > 13 n, at least one of these words will contain at least 12 · 130 n = 160 n characters from
the final block of a’s. Since for n > 1202, 160 n > 2
√
n, x j as well as the pair wi , yi uniquely determine the
word they are from, implying wi x j yi ∈ L3 ò i = j.
Since |Qn | =
(
1
10 n
)3
, this makes the inequality from the Interchange Lemma 1 ≥ n31000cL′ ·n2 =
n
1000cL′ ,
which is not satisfied for n > 1000cL .
To disprove closure under Kleene Star, we modify the construction as follows. Replace Li by L′i = ( f i (Li ))
∗,
1 ≤ i ≤ 3 and let
Qn = {bbban1 bbban2 bban3 ban−n1−n2−n3−9 | n1 , n2 , n3 < 110 n},
the letters marked as in f3( f2( f1(L))) · f3( f2( f1(L)) · f2( f1(L) · f1(L))) ⊂ L′3. Then we still have wi x j yi ∈
L′ ò i = j since the markings in the final block of a’s are the same as above and thus combining parts from
two words would still give an inconsistently marked block of a’s.
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e
d
C
FL
fl
d
C
FL
fe
d
C
FL
le
d
C
FL
fl
e
C
FL
fl
C
FL
fe
C
FL
le
C
FL
fC
FL
lC
FL
e
C
FL
C
FL
fe
d
R
E
G
fe
R
E
G
fR
E
G
e
R
E
G
R
E
G
union + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
intersection – – – – – – – – – – – – + + + + +
int. with regular set + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
complement – – – – – – – – – – – – + + + + +
concatenation – – – – – – – – – + – + – – – – +
Kleene star – – – – – – – – – + – + – – – – +
homomorphism – – – – – – – – – – – + – – – – +
-free hom. – – – – – – – – – – – + – – – – +
length-preserving hom. + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
inverse hom. – – – – – – – – – – – + – – – – +
reversal + – + – + – + – – + – + + + – – +
Table 7.1.: Closure properties of the language classes examined in this thesis. A “+” indicates that the class is
closed under the respective operation, a “–” indicates that it is not.
Thus, the above argument still applies. 
We close this chapter by combining all these results and Lemma 2.12 into a single table.
Theorem 7.9. The closure properties listed in Table 7.1 hold. 
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8. Application: Prediction of RNA
Secondary Structures
After looking at the properties of the language classes defined by position-and-length-dependent context-free
grammars, we will now turn our attention to an application of length-dependent grammars in bioinformatics.
As we will see, this application does not profit from lCFG because of their greater expressive power but
because they allow for a more concise description of some context-free languages.
8.1. Problem Setting
Single-stranded RNA molecules consist of a sequence of nucleotides connected by phosphordiester bonds.
Nucleotides only differ by the bases involved, them being adenine, cytosine, guanine and uracil. The sequence
of bases is called the primary structure of the molecule and is typically denoted as a word over the alphabet
{A,C,G,U }. Additionally, pairs of the bases can form hydrogen bonds1, thus folding the molecule to a
complex three-dimensional layout called the tertiary structure.
As determining the tertiary structure is computationally complex, it has proven convenient to first search for
the secondary structure, for which only a subset of all hydrogen bonds is considered, so that the molecule
can be modeled as a planar graph. Additionally, so-called pseudoknots are eliminated, that is, there is no
subsequence “first base of (hydrogen) bond 1 . . . first base of (hydrogen) bond 2 . . . second base of bond 1
. . . second base of bond 2” when traversing along the primary structure. See Figure 8.1 for an example of a
secondary structure.
When abstracting from the primary structure, secondary structures are often denoted as words over the
alphabet Σ = {(, |, )}, a corresponding pair of parentheses representing a pair of bases connected by a hydrogen
bond, while a | stands for an unpaired base. For example, when starting transcription at the marked end, the
structure from Figure 8.1 would be denoted by the word
(((((((| |(((| | | | | | | | | |)))|(((((| | | | | | |)))))| | | | |(((((| | | | | | |))))))))))))| | | |.
The oldest and most commonly used method for computing the secondary structure is to determine the
structure with minimum free energy. This was first done by Nussinov et al. who, based on the observation
that a high number of paired bases corresponds to a low free energy, used dynamic programming to find the
structure with the highest number of paired bases in cubic time ([NPGK78]).
While the energy models used today are much more sophisticated, taking into account, e.g. the types of
bases involved in a pair or the types of bases located next to them, the dynamic programming scheme has
remained the same (e.g. [ZS81]).
A different approach is based on probabilistic modeling. An (ambiguous) stochastic context-free grammar
(SCFG) that generates the primary structures is chosen such that the parse trees for a given primary structure
uniquely correspond to the possible secondary structures. The probabilities of this grammar are then trained
either from molecules with known secondary structures or by an expectation maximization algorithm ([KH99]).
The probabilities on the parse trees as computed from the trained probabilities will model the probability
distribution of the corresponding secondary structures, assuming the training data was representative and the
grammar is actually capable of modeling this distribution. Thus, the most probable secondary structure (parse
tree) is used as prediction ([KH99]).
1Typically adenine pairs with uracil and guanine pairs with cytosine. Other pairs are less stable and hence less common.
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Figure 8.1.: Example of an RNA secondary structure. Letters represent bases, the colored band marks the
phosphordiester bonds, short edges mark hydrogen bonds. The arrow marks the end at which we
start reading the sequence. (The different colors only serve to identify the corresponding parts in
the formal language representation.)
Many other approaches as well as extensions and modifications of the ones mentioned above have been
suggested over the years. A recent overview can be found in [And10].
With the exception of approaches that simulate the actual physical folding process (e.g. [XBI05]), none of
the established prediction algorithms take into account that the molecules grow sequentially and the folding
takes place during their development. It has, however, been shown that this co-transcriptional folding has an
effect on the resulting secondary structures (e.g. [BRK80, MM04]).
Since simulation algorithms have the downside of being computationally expensive, it is desirable to include
the effects of co-transcriptional folding in the traditional algorithms. In the following, we will do so for the
SCFG-approach by adding length-dependencies. Due to co-transcriptional folding, one would expect that the
probability of two bases being paired depends on how far the bases are apart, and the probability of a part of
the molecule forming a specific motif depends on how large that part of the molecule is. In the SCFG-model,
the distance between two paired bases (resp. the size of a motif) is simply the size of the subword that results
from the rule application introducing the base pair as first and last symbol (resp. starting to build the motif),
assuming such a rule application exists. Thus, in order to model this variability of the probabilities, we will
use length-dependent SCFG (lSCFG), which combine the ideas of SCFG and lCFG such that the probabilities
are now assigned to pairs (rule, length of application).
8.2. Formal Definitions
We start by citing the definition of non-length-dependent SCFG.
Definition 8.1 ([Gre67]). A stochastic context-free grammar (SCFG) is a 4-tuple G = (N, Σ, R, S), where N,
Σ, and S are defined as for CFG, and the rules in R are of the form (A→ α; p), p ∈ [0, 1], so that for each
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A ∈ N the sum of rule probabilities ∑
r∈RA
pr = 1.
Words are generated as for usual context-free grammars. The probability of a specific partial derivation
A =[∆]⇒∗ α is defined by
PG(∆) =
∏
r∈∆
pr .
Abstracting from the rules involved, we define the probability that A derives to α by
PG(A⇒∗ α) =
∑
A=[∆;L]⇒∗α
PG(∆).
Finally, for a word w ∈ L(G), we define its probability by
PG(w) = PG(S ⇒∗ w).
G is called consistent if and only if ∑
w∈L(G)
PG(w) = 1,
i.e. if it defines a probability distribution on L(G). Throughout this chapter, we will talk of probabilities on
words and derivations even for (possibly) inconsistent grammars where there is no (guaranteed) probability
distribution and the respective values thus would be more appropriately called weights.
As usual, we will write P instead of PG , if the grammar we are talking about is unambiguous from the
context.
Now the straightforward way to make the rule probabilities depend on length is to make the rule probability
p a function p : N→ [0, 1], the parameter being the length of the rule application in question, and change the
constraint on the probabilities to
∀A ∈ N, l ∈ N :
∑
r∈RA
pr (l) = 1.
We will in essence use this idea, but in order to ensure that our modified versions of the training algorithms
provide consistent grammars – like the original versions do for SCFG – we need some technical additions.
First, we note that some combinations of rule and length can never occur in a derivation, e.g., a rule (A→ )
with length 1. It is reasonable to set the probability of such combinations to 0, which is what the training
algorithms will do. This requires us to relax the condition to
∀A ∈ N, l ∈ N :
∑
r∈RA
pr (l) ∈ {0, 1},
in order to cover symbols for which no production can lead to a word of length l.
Further problems arise from the fact that, while for SCFG the probability in (A → α; p) expresses the
probability that a parse tree with root A starts with rule (A → α), now p(l) expresses the probability that a
parse tree with root A starts with rule (A → α), given that it generates a word of length l, but our model
currently does not include the probabilities that a parse tree generates a word of a given length.
As an example consider the grammar characterized by the rules
r1 = (S → AS; p1), r2 = (A→ aA; p2) and r3 = (A→  ; p3).
Here, for each combination of nonterminal and length only one rule is applicable, leading to pi (l) = 1 if ri
can lead to a word of length l, and pi (l) = 0 if it cannot. Thus, for this grammar each parse tree will have
“probability” 1 and each word will have a “probability” equal to its degree of ambiguity.
Checking the grammar more closely, we find two points where the length of the word generated from a
nonterminal symbol is not determined when the symbol is introduced during a derivation: At the start of the
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derivation the length of the generated word is not predetermined and when the rule (S → AS) is applied to
generate a word of length l, there are l + 1 possible ways to distribute the length amongst the two symbols on
the right-hand side.
Both cases can be countered by adding proper probability distributions to the model. However, while
handling the start of derivations requires a single probability distribution P` on the natural numbers, the
distribution of the length amongst the symbols on the right-hand side of a rule requires for each length l a
set of probabilities (generally of size O(l i−1) for a rule with i nonterminal symbols on the right-hand side).
Obviously, storing these values with the grammar explicitly is not feasible in practice unless we only want
to consider short words. Approximating them with easily describable functions seems possible, but would
potentially be difficult to automate and would not be covered by the considerations in Section 8.3, regarding
the consistency of probabilities gathered by expectation maximization. Thus, we decided to use uniform
distributions here.
Combining these considerations, we define length-dependent stochastic context-free grammars:
Definition 8.2. A length-dependent stochastic context-free grammar (lSCFG) is a 5-tuple G = (N, Σ, R, S, P`),
where N, Σ, and S are defined as for CFG, the rules in R are of the form (A→ α; p), p : N→ [0, 1] a rule
probability function, so that
∀A ∈ N, l ∈ N :
∑
r∈RA
pr (l) ∈ {0, 1},
and P` : N→ [0, 1] a probability function on the lengths of words in L(G) such that∑
l∈N
P`(l) = 1.
For (A→ α; pr ) ∈ R and l ∈ N, we define pα,l = 1cα,l , where cα,l is the number of different assignments of
lengths to the symbols of α that satisfy:
• Terminals are always assigned a length of 1.
• Any nonterminal symbol B is assigned a length i for which ∃w ∈ Σi : B ⇒∗
G′ w, where G
′ is the CFG
that results from removing all probabilities from G.
• The assigned lengths add up to l.
If cα,l = 0, we define pα,l = 0.
Words are generated as for usual context-free grammars. We define the probability of a specific partial
derivation A =
[
∆=(A1→α1; p1), ... ,(Ak→αk ; pk )
( f ,l ,r )
]
⇒ α by
PG(∆, l) =
k∏
i=1
(
pi (li ) · pαi ,li
)
,
where li is the length of the i-th rule application in ∆, as defined in Definition 2.2. As in Definition 8.1, we
define the probability that A derives to α by
PG(A =
[
( f , l , r)
]⇒∗ α) = ∑
A=[∆;L]⇒∗α
PG(∆, l).
Finally, for a word w ∈ L(G), we define its probability by
PG(w) = P`(|w |) · PG(S ⇒∗ w).2
2Remember that we may omit the position/length-triple, if it is (0, |w | , 0). Since the grammars in this chapter are not position-dependent,
we get ∀ f , e ∈ N: A =[( f , |w | , e)]⇒∗ w ò A =[(0, |w | , 0)]⇒∗ w, allowing us to use the shorter notation extensively.
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As before, G is called consistent if and only if ∑
w∈L(G)
PG(w) = 1.
Also as before, we will drop the index G on the probabilities, if it is clear from the context.
This definition allows for the productions to be equipped with arbitrary probabilities as long as for any given
pair of nonterminal and length, they represent a probability distribution or are all 0. In our experiments in
Section 8.5, we will however confine ourselves with grouping the lengths together in finitely many intervals, a
rule having the same probability for lengths that are in the same interval. This allows us to store the probabilities
of each rule as a vector and retrieve them in the algorithms without further computation.
From Lemma 5.16, we can conclude that we can only model context-free languages this way. This is,
however, not a problem since we know that all secondary structures without pseudoknots can be modeled by
context-free grammars.
As we will see, however, in the following section, lSCFG with length intervals allow for a much more
concise description of the probability distribution than an SCFG that captures the same amount of detail.
In the following sections, we will consider the two cases, arbitrary probabilities and finitely many intervals,
mostly in parallel.
Note that even the simple class of structures containing at most a single pseudoknot of the form (n[m)n]m is
not captured by fledCFG, as can be shown using the Interchange Lemma. Thus the restriction of expresiveness
resulting from the use of intervals is not relevant in practice.
8.3. Estimating Rule Probabilities
When given a set of training data T of either full parse trees of the grammar or words from the language
generated by it, we want to train the grammar according to the maximum-likelihood principle, i.e. choose rule
probabilities such that
1. the grammar is consistent and
2. the likelihood L(T , P) =
∏
t∈T
P(t) is maximized among all sets of probabilities that satisfy 1.
For (non-length-dependent) SCFG, it is well-known how this can be achieved [Pre03, CG98]:
• If training from full parse trees, the relative frequencies with which the rules occur (among all rules with
the same left-hand side) are a maximum-likelihood estimator.
• When given a training set of words from L(G), the rule probabilities can be estimated using the
inside-outside algorithm. This algorithm roughly works as follows:
Given an initial estimate of the rule probabilities, it uses a modified version of a parsing algorithm to
determine the total probability of all full parse trees for w that derive wi , j in a subtree starting with
r, for each word w in the training set, each subword wi , j of w, and each rule r ∈ R. Summing up
these probabilities for all subwords, it gets expected numbers of rule occurrences from which expected
relative frequencies can be computed as in the case of given parse trees. By using these expected relative
frequencies as a new estimate for the rule probabilities and iterating the procedure, we are guaranteed to
converge to a set of rule probabilities that gives a (local) maximum likelihood.
Both algorithms can easily be converted for lSCFG: Instead of determining the (actual resp. expected)
number of all occurrences for each rule, we determine separate counts for each length (resp. interval) and use
these to compute separate (expected) relative frequencies.
What remains to be shown is that the modified versions of the algorithms still provide rule probabilities that
yield consistent grammars and maximize the likelihood.
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Our proof in this section is based on the observation that an lSCFG is equivalent to an indexed grammar
where each nonterminal symbol A is split into a set of indexed symbols Ai , and each rule (A→ α; p) is split
into a set of rules (Ai → β; p(i) · pα,i ), where β runs over all possible ways to index the nonterminal symbols
in α such that the sum of the indices plus the number of terminal symbols in β is i. In this grammar, we can
derive from each symbol Ai exactly those words that can be derived from A in the original grammar and have
length i.
This indexed grammar is not context-free since it contains infinitely many nonterminal symbols and rules. It
can be converted into an SCFG by removing all symbols and rules with indices larger than some threshold
n. Obviously, this means we are losing the possibility to generate words longer than n. As we will see later
on, however, our training algorithms will attribute a probability of zero to any word that is longer than the
longest word in the training data. Thus, removing the possibility to generate such words will not influence the
probability distribution.
Additionally, we introduce a new start symbol S′ along with rules (S′ → Si ; P` (i)∑
0≤ j≤n P` ( j)
). The rescaling of
probabilities ensures that they sum up to 1, even if our choice of n eliminated some words that had a nonzero
probability.
For technical reasons, the following formal definition will introduce one additional modification: The
rules (Ai → β; p(i) · pα,i ) are split into two rules (Ai → Aα,i ; p(i)) and (Aα,i → β; pα,i ) (where α is the
unindexed counterpart of β). This reflects the distinction between choosing the symbols on the right-hand
side and distributing the length among them, as introduced by our model. Furthermore, we include rules
(Aα,i → β; 0) for the cases where β can not be derived to a word of length i for technical reasons.
Definition 8.3. For G = (N, Σ, R, S, P`) an lSCFG and n ∈ N, the n-indexed SCFG corresponding to G is the
SCFG Gn = (Nn , Σ, Rn , S′), where
• Nn = {S′} unionsq {Ai | A ∈ N, 0 ≤ i ≤ n} unionsq {Aα,i | (A→ α; p) ∈ R, 0 ≤ i ≤ n},
• Rn = {(S′ → Si ; P`(i)∑
0≤ j≤n P`( j)
)
∣∣∣ 0 ≤ i ≤ n}
∪ {(Ai → Aα,i ; p(i)) ∣∣∣ (A→ α; p) ∈ R, 0 ≤ i ≤ n}
∪ {(Aα,i → β; p′) ∣∣∣ β = w(0) A(1)i1 w(1) · · ·w(k−1) A(k )ik w(k ) , w( j) ∈ Σ∗ , 0 ≤ j ≤ k ,
(A→ α; p) ∈ R, α = w(0) A(1)w(1) · · · A(k)w(k ) ,
k∑
j=0
(|w( j) | + i j ) = i, i0 = 0,
p′ =
pα,i ∃w ∈ Σi : β ⇒∗G′ w0 otherwise } ,
and G′ denotes the CFG that results from G by removing all probabilities.
Lemma 8.4. For an lSCFG G, let w ∈ L(G), |w | = m, n ≥ m. Then w ∈ L(Gn), and there is a bijection
between derivations S ⇒∗
G
w and derivations Sm ⇒∗Gn w such that corresponding derivations have the same
probability.
Additionally, PG(w) = PGn (w) ·
∑
0≤ j≤n P` ,G( j).
Proof. The first claim can be shown by structural induction on the derivations using the intuition given before
Definition 8.3.
For the additional fact, we have
PG(w) = P` ,G(|w |) · PG(S ⇒∗ w)
= PGn (S
′ ⇒ S|w |) ·
∑
0≤ j≤n
P` ,G( j) · PGn (S|w | ⇒∗ w)
= PGn (w) ·
∑
0≤ j≤n
P` ,G( j).

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Thus, the probability distribution on L(G) induced by Gn converges to the one induced by G as n → ∞.
As mentioned before, our training algorithms will set P` ,G(i) = 0 if the training data contains no word of
length i. Thus, by the above result training G is equivalent to training Gn , n > maxt∈T |t |, with the additional
restrictions:
• For (Aα,i → β; p) ∈ Rn : p ∈ {pα,i , 0}.
• If i and j are in the same length interval and (Ak → Aα,k ; pk ) ∈ Rn , k ∈ {i, j}, then pi = pj .
The first condition expresses the fact that we have restricted ourselves to assume a uniform distribution of
the probabilities among the various possibilities to distribute the length from the symbol on the left-hand side
to those on the right-hand side. The second restriction expresses that the probability remains constant among
all lengths in an interval. Obviously, this only applies if lengths are to be grouped into intervals. However, not
all such groupings can yield a consistent grammar. As we will see in the following, one sufficient condition to
guarantee this property is, to not group lengths i and j together whenever there is a rule that can lead to a word
of length i but not to one of length j (or vice versa).
Definition 8.5. Let G = (N, Σ, R, S) a CFG, Q a partitioning of N. We call Q consistent with G if it satisfies:
∀q ∈ Q, i, j ∈ q, (A→ α) ∈ R : (∃wi ∈ Σi : α ⇒∗ wi ò ∃w j ∈ Σ j : α ⇒∗ w j ) .
Note that the partitioning into sets of one element each, which corresponds to not grouping lengths into
intervals at all, is trivially consistent with each CFG G. Thus, this case is implicitly included in the following
definitions and proofs.
Definition 8.6. Let G = (N, Σ, R, S) a CFG, Q a partitioning of N consistent with G, and T a set of full parse
trees for G. For r ∈ R, i ∈ N, we denote
• by f (r, i, T ) the number of applications of r in T with length i,
• by f (r, T ) the total number of applications of r in T and
• by f (i, T ) how many trees in T derive a word of length i.
A function P : R→ [0, 1] is the relative frequency estimator for G on T iff ∀r = (A→ α) ∈ R :
P(r) =

f (r, T )∑
s∈RA f (s, T )
∑
s∈RA
f (s, T ) > 0,
1
|RA | otherwise.
A pair of functions (P : R × N → [0, 1], P` : N → [0, 1]) is the relative frequency estimator for G on T
and Q iff ∀r = (A→ α) ∈ R, q ∈ Q, i ∈ q :
P(r, i) =

∑
j∈q f (r, j, T )∑
s∈RA
j∈q
f (s, j, T )
∑
s∈RA
j∈q
f (s, j, T ) > 0,
1
|RA | otherwise,
and ∀i ∈ N :
P`(i) =
f (i, T )
|T | .
The estimates for rules with left-hand sides not appearing in T obviously do not affect the likelihood of T .
Thus, we are free to simply estimate uniform probabilities for these rules to ensure they add up to one.
The next step is to show that the length-dependent relative frequency estimator on G is consistent.
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Lemma 8.7. Let G′ = (N, Σ, R, S) a CFG, Q a partitioning of N consistent with G′, T a set of full parse
trees for G′, (P, P`) the relative frequency estimator for G′ on T and Q, and
P(R) =
{
(A→ α; p) ∣∣∣ r = (A→ α) ∈ R ∧ ∀i ∈ N : p(i) = P(r, i)}.
Then G = (N, Σ, P(R), S, P`) is consistent.
Proof. For n > maxt∈T |t | let Gn = (Nn , Σ, Rn , S′) the n-indexed SCFG corresponding to G. We show by
induction on i that
∀A ∈ N, i ∈ N : ai :=
∑
w∈Σ∗
Pn(Ai ⇒∗ w) ∈ {0, 1},
and if ai = 0, then @w ∈ Σ∗ : Ai ⇒∗ w. From this, the result follows by Lemma 8.4.
i = 0: If there is no derivation A⇒∗
G′  , then a0 = 0 by Definition 8.6.
For the other case let T ′ be the images of the parse trees in T under the bijection from Lemma 8.4, P′n
the relative frequency estimator for Gn on T ′, and finally
a′0 =
∑
A0⇒∗
P′n(A0 ⇒∗ ).
Since Gn is a CFG, we can conclude from [CG98] that ∀A ∈ N : a′0 ∈ {0, 1} and if a′0 = 0, then there is
no derivation A⇒∗
Gn
 .
By the definition of Gn , any derivation A0 ⇒∗Gn  can only consist of rules of the two forms (A0 → Aα,0)
and (Aα,0 → β). For the rules of the second type note that there is only one way to distribute length 0
among the symbols of α and thus
P′n((Aα,0 → β)) =
1
|(Rn)Aα,0 |
= 1 = pα,0 = Pn((Aα,0 → β)).
For the first type, we have either
P′n((A0 → Aα,0)) =
1
|RA0 |
= Pn((A0 → Aα,0))
or
P′n((A0 → Aα,0)) =
f (r, T ′)∑
s∈(Rn )A0 f (s, T ′)
(1)
=
f (r, 0, T ′)∑
s∈(Rn )A0 f (s, 0, T ′)
(2)
= PG((A0 → Aα,0))
(3)
= Pn((A0 → Aα,0)),
where (1) follows from the fact that A0 can only be derived to words of length 0, (2) follows from the
fact that the existence of a rule (A→ ) by Definition 8.5 requires 0 to be in an interval of its own, and
(3) follows from Definition 8.3.
Together, this gives ∀A ∈ N : a0 = a′0, proving the case i = 0.
i → i + 1: For each A ∈ N , expanding ai along all possibilities for the first two derivation steps yields the equation
ai =
∑
(Ai→Aα,i ; p)∈Rn
(Aα,i→β; pα,i )∈Rn
β⇒∗w
p · pα,i · Pn(β ⇒∗ w).
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For each of the possibilities for β ∈ (N∪Σ)∗, the indices of the nonterminals plus the number of terminals
in β add up to i. Thus, β contains either one nonterminal Bi along with zero or more nonterminals
C0 or an arbitrary number of terminals and nonterminals with smaller indices. In the first case, we get
β = β1Bi β2 and by the induction hypothesis
Pn(β ⇒∗ w) = Pn(β1 ⇒∗ ) · Pn(Bi ⇒∗ w) · Pn(β2 ⇒∗ ) ∈ {0, bi }.
In the second case we get by the induction hypothesis Pn(β ⇒∗ w) ∈ {0, 1}. Thus,
Pn(β ⇒∗ w) ∈ {bi | B ∈ N } ∪ {0, 1}.
If
∑
β⇒∗w Pn(β ⇒∗ w) = 0, then at least one of the symbols in β contributes a factor of 0 and thus,
by the induction hypothesis can not be derived to a word in Σ∗. Thus @w ∈ Σ∗ : β ⇒∗ w and by
Definition 8.3, Pn((Aα,i → β) = 0.
Using this and ∑
(Ai→Aα,i ; p)∈Rn ,
(Aα,i→β; pα,i )∈Rn
p · pα,i = 1,
we may simplify each equation to either ai = 0, ai = 1 or
ai =
∑
B∈N
pi ,AB · bi + (1 −
∑
B∈N
pi ,AB),
where pi ,AB =
∑
(Ai→Aα,i ; p)∈Rn ,
(Aα,i→β; pα,i )∈Rn :
β=β1Bi β2
p · pα,i .
Now, let ci and di denote the minimum and maximum respectively of the values ai that have an equation
of the third form. We find
ci =
∑
B∈N
pi ,CB · bi + (1 −
∑
B∈N
pi ,CB)
≥
∑
B∈N
pi ,CB · ci + (1 −
∑
B∈N
pi ,CB) and
di =
∑
B∈N
pi ,DB · bi + (1 −
∑
B∈N
pi ,DB)
≤
∑
B∈N
pi ,DB · di + (1 −
∑
B∈N
pi ,DB),
giving ci ≥ 1 and di ≤ 1. Thus ai ∈ {0, 1} for any A ∈ N , and ai = 0 only if each summand in the
original equation is 0, implying @w ∈ Σ∗ : Ai ⇒∗ w.

Having established consistency, we only need to establish that the relative frequency estimator is a maximum-
likelihood estimator.
Theorem 8.8. Let G = (N, Σ, R, S) a CFG, Q a partitioning of N consistent with G, T a set of full parse
trees for G and (P, P`) the relative frequency estimator for G on T and Q. Then P is a maximum-likelihood
estimator for length-dependent rule-probabilities on G and Q.
Proof. Let P′ be an arbitrary set of length-dependent probabilities on R. For each A ∈ N and q ∈ Q, we define
P′A ,q((B → β), i) =
P′((B → β), i) B = A and i ∈ q1 else ,
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and for ∆ a parse tree, we define P′`(∆) = P`(|w∆ |), where w∆ denotes the word generated by ∆. Then we find
L(T , P′) = L(T , P′`) ·
∏
A∈N
q∈Q
L(T , P′A ,q) ·
∏
r=(A→α)∈R
i∈N
(
pα,i
) f (r ,i ,T) . (8.1)
On the right-hand side of (8.1), the rightmost product is independent of the probabilities and all the other
factors can be maximized independent of each other. Since each of these factors is described by an unrestricted
probability distribution on its defining domain, Theorem 1 from [Pre03] applies, stating that relative frequencies
are a maximum-likelihood estimator for their probabilities.
Thus, by the definitions of P′` and of the P
′
A ,q and by Equation (8.1), the claim follows. 
Theorem 8.9. Let G = (N, Σ, R, S) a CFG, Q a partitioning of N consistent with G and T a set of full parse
trees for G. Then the inside-outside algorithm will converge to a set of rule probabilities that (locally or
globally) maximizes the likelihood of observing T .
Proof. From Theorem 11 of [Pre03] and Theorem 8.8. 
8.4. Determining the Most Probable Derivation
In order to find the most probable derivation for a given primary structure, we can use modified versions of the
parsing algorithms presented in Chapter 4 (cf. [Goo99] for the analogous modifications used to parse SCFG).
The central idea of the modification is that where the original parsers stored the information that A⇒∗ wi , j ,
we will now add to this the probability of the most probable derivation. Since all three parsers work bottom-up
by combining known smaller partial derivations, we can always compute the probability of the newly found
derivation as the product of the probabilities of its components.
For details, we will look at each parser individually.
8.4.1. CYK Algorithm
When parsing a word w of length n, the original CYK algorithm for fledCFG computes a table T such that for
0 ≤ i < j ≤ n:
Ti , j =
{
A ∈ N | A =[(i, j − i, n − j)]⇒∗ wi+1... j }.
The straightforward modification for lSCFG is to replace each nonterminal by a pair (nonterminal, probability).
In order to increase readability we will use a slightly different approach and store a probability for each
combination of nonterminal and subword, setting this value to 0 if the subword cannot be derived from the
nonterminal in question.3 This way for 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n and A ∈ N , we get:
Ti , j ,A = max
∆
{
P(A =[∆]⇒ wi+1... j )}.
For each possible entry A ∈ Ti ,i+l , the original algorithm checks possible derivations
∆ = A =[i, l , n − i − l]⇒ BC ⇒∗ wi+1...kC ⇒∗ wi+1...i+l ,
where the existence of the second and third part can be read from the table. Now for lSCFG
P
(
A =[∆]⇒ wi ...i+l ) = pr (l) · P(B =[∆1]⇒ wi+1...k ) · P(C =[∆2]⇒ wk+1...i+l ) ,
where (A → BC; pr ) is the rule applied in the first step and the probabilities for the second and third part
can be taken from the table. Thus, the algorithm only needs to leave out the shortcut and store the highest
probability found so far with each symbol. This results in:
3If necessary, this case can instead be handled by using a value outside of [0, 1] and adding corresponding checks and special case
handling to the algorithms.
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for i = 1 . . . n do
for each A ∈ N do
Ti−1,i ,A := max{p(1) | (A→ wi ; p) ∈ R};
for j = i + 1 . . . n do
Ti−1, j ,A := 0;
for l = 2 . . . n do
for i = 0 . . . n − l do
for each (A→ BC; pr ) ∈ R do
for k = i + 1 . . . i + l − 1 do
Ti ,i+l := max{Ti ,i+l ,A , pr (l) · pB · pC };
Adapting the backtracing algorithm so that it extracts a most probable leftmost derivation from the table is also
straightforward:
parse(i, j,A)
if j = i + 1 then
print (A→ wi )
else
for each r = (A→ BC) ∈ R do
for k = i + 1 . . . j − 1 do
if pr ( j − i) · Ti ,k ,B · Tk , j ,C = Ti , j ,A then
print (A→ BC);
parse(i,k,B);
parse(k, j,C);
return
8.4.2. Valiant’s Algorithm
In Section 4.2.2, we used a specifically defined operation ∗ as multiplication and union as addition and
continued these to a matrix product. For the modified matrices, we can use standard multiplication on the real
numbers and the maximum operation as addition. This way, the matrix product becomes
(S ∗ T)i , j ,A = max{pr ( j − i) · pB · pC | (A→ BC; pr ) ∈ R, pB = Si ,k ,B , pC = Ti , j ,C , 0 ≤ k ≤ n}.
Since max is commutative, the divide-and-conquer-strategy from Section 4.2.2 to compute D+ still applies.
However, the reduction to the multiplication of binary matrices fails since the matrices SA etc. now contain real
numbers as entries. Since we also cannot use optimized library functions for real-valued matrix multiplication
due to replacing addition with maximum, Valiant’s algorithm is of even less interest in practice for [l]SCFG
than for [fled]CFG.
8.4.3. Earley’s Algorithm
As stated in Section 4.2.3,
(A→ α • β) ∈ Ti , j ò α =[(i, j − i, n − j)]⇒∗ wi+1... j
∧ ∃δ : (S ⇒∗G′ δAγ ∧ δ =[(0, i, n − i)]⇒∗ w1...i ).
For lSCFG this changes to
(A→ α • β; p) ∈ Ti , j ò α ⇒∗ wi+1... j
∧ ∃δ : (S ⇒∗G′ δAγ ∧ δ ⇒∗ w1...i )
∧ p = max{P(∆) | α =[∆]⇒ wi+1... j }.
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The initialization then becomes T0,0 = {(S → •α; 1) | (S → α; pr ) ∈ R}, since the probability of the
empty derivation is by definition the empty product and thus 1. For the three operations, we get:
Scanner: When an entry (A→ α • aβ; p) ∈ Ti , j is present and a = w j+1, add (A→ αa • β; p) to Ti , j+1.
Predictor: When an entry (A → α • B β; p) ∈ Ti , j , B ∈ N , is present, add (B → •γ; 1) to T j , j for each
(B → γ; pr ) ∈ R.
Completer: When entries (A→ α • B β; p1) ∈ Ti ,k and (B → γ•; p2) ∈ Tk , j are present, and (B → γ; pr ) ∈ R,
add (A→ αB • β; p = p1 · p2 · pr ( j − k)) to Ti , j unless an entry (A→ αB • β; p′) ∈ Ti , j , p′ > p is
present. If such an entry with p′ < p is present, replace it.
To show the correctness of the modified algorithm we can carry over the proof from Section 4.2.3, just
adding arguments concerning the probabilities:
Scanner: Since both items represent the same partial derivation they are annotated with the same probability.
Predictor: As for the initialization, the new item represents an empty derivation.
Completer: The new item represents the derivation αB ⇒∗ wi ...k B ⇒ wi ...kγ ⇒∗ wi ... j , and by the induction
hypothesis the probabilities of the three parts are p1, pr ( j − i) and p2, respectively. Thus, the probability
of the complete derivation is p1 · p2 · pr ( j − i). The clauses about items that only differ in the probability
guarantee that only the one with the highest probability is kept in Ti , j .
It should be noted that in Earley parsers for SCFG as found in the literature, the rules are typically initialized
with pr instead of 1 and that factor is then omitted from the completer. This does not work for lSCFG since
the rule probability depends on the length of the generated subword, which is not known to the Predictor.
We conclude by giving the modified backtracing algorithm:
parse(i, j,(A→ αC • β; p))
for each r = (C → γ) ∈ R do
for k = i + 1 . . . i + l − 1 do
if (A→ α • C β; p1) ∈ Ti ,k ∧ (C → γ•; p2) ∈ Tk , j ∧ pr ( j − k) · p1 · p2 = p then
if α =  then
print (A→ αC β);
else
parse(i,k,(A→ α • C β));
parse(k, j,(C → γ•));
return
8.5. Experiments
In order to see if adding length-dependency actually improves the quality of predictions of RNA secondary
structures from stochastic context-free grammars, we used length-dependent and traditional versions of four
different grammars to predict the structures for two sets of RNA molecules for which the correct secondary
structures were already known. Both sets were split into a training set which was used to train the grammars,
and a benchmark set for which secondary structures were predicted using the trained grammars. We then
compared these predicted structures to the structures from the database, computing two commonly used criteria
to measure quality:
• Sensitivity (also called recall): The relative frequency of correctly predicted base pairs among base
pairs that appear in the correct structure.
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• Specificity (also called precision): The relative frequency of correctly predicted base pairs among base
pairs that have been predicted.
Both frequencies were computed over the complete set (instead of calculating individual scores for each
molecule and taking the average of these).
8.5.1. Data
In [DE04], Dowell and Eddy compared the prediction quality of several different grammars as well as some
commonly used programs that predict RNA secondary structures by minimizing free energy. We decided to
use the same data so our results are directly comparable to theirs.
Their training set consists of 139 each large and small subunit rRNAs, the benchmark dataset contains 225
RNase Ps, 81 SRPs and 97 tmRNAs. Both sets are available from the internet.4 Since it contains different
types of RNA, we will refer to this set as mixed set for the remainder of this chapter.
Additionally, we examined if length-dependent prediction is able to further improve the prediction quality
for tRNA which is already predicted well by conventional SCFGs.
In order to do so, we took the tRNA database from [SVEB99], filtered out all sequences with unidentified
bases, and split the remaining data into a training set of 1285 sequences and a benchmark set of 1284 sequences.
8.5.2. Grammars
We used 4 different grammars for our experiments:
G1: S → bS | aSaˆS | 
G2: S → LS | L
L → aFaˆ | b
F → aFaˆ | LS
G3: S → AS | bS | b | A
A→ aAaˆ | aRaˆ
R→ bT | AT
T → bT | AT | b | A
G4: S → C AS | C
C → bC | 
A→ aLaˆ
L → aLaˆ | M | I | bH |
aLaˆBb | bBaLaˆ
B → bB | 
H → bH | 
I → bJaLaˆKb
J → bJ | 
K → bK | 
M → UaLaˆUaLaˆN
N → UaLaˆN | U
U → bU | 
In each of the grammars S is the start symbol, other capital letters denote nonterminal symbols, and
A→ α | β is used as a shorthand for A→ α ∈ R and A→ β ∈ R.
As we have stated before, the grammars generate primary structures as words and encode secondary
structures in the respective derivations. Thus, we have to distinguish (in the grammar) between terminal
symbols representing unpaired bases and terminal symbols being part of a base pair. In the above grammars,
the former are denoted by the symbol b while the latter are denoted by pairs a, aˆ.
Now, the straightforward approach of introducing a separate rule for each combination of how the symbols
a, aˆ, and b can be replaced by the terminal symbols would – especially in the case of G4 – lead to a significant
increase in the number of productions. To counter this, the authors of [DE04] translated the concept of
transition and emission probabilities from hidden Markov models to SCFGs. The transition probability then is
the probability of choosing, e.g., the rule scheme (S → bS) independent of which terminal symbol is used
4http://selab.janelia.org/software/conus/
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in place of b. Then, the emission probability is the probability that a given b is a placeholder for a specific
terminal symbol, independent of the rule which introduced the b.
In order to include this idea without having to extend the theory in Section 8.3, we left b in the grammar
as a nonterminal and replaced all occurrences of aLaˆ in G4 (or the corresponding substrings in the other
grammars) with A, adding rules that generate all (combinations of) terminal symbols a, c, g and u from these
nonterminals.
G1 and G2 have been taken from [DE04], G1 being the simplest grammar in the comparison and G2, which
originates from [KH99], being the grammar which achieved the best results. G2 and G3 both extend G1 based
on the observation that a secondary structure will be more stable if it contains longer runs of immediately
nested base pairs. They differ in the approach taken to include this into the model.
G4 has been taken from [Neb04]. It models the decomposition that is used for minimum free energy
prediction. Since a run of unpaired bases contributes differently to the free energy depending on the context it
appears in, these runs are derived from a separate nonterminal symbol (B,C, H, I , J, or U), depending on the
context with the intention of capturing these different contributions in the rule probabilities.
As we stated in Section 8.2, we implemented length-dependency such that we grouped the lengths into
intervals, the rule probabilities changing only from one interval to the other but not within them.
We decided to increase the size of the intervals as the considered subwords get longer, since the influence a
change in length has on the probabilities most likely depends on relative changes rather than absolute ones.
This also helps to keep the estimated probabilities accurate since any training set will naturally contain fewer
data points per length as length increases.
Aside from this consideration and the restrictions implied by Definition 8.5 (consistency of a set of intervals),
there is no obvious criterion that helps deciding on a set of intervals.
Thus, we created several different sets ranging from ≈ 10 to ≈ 100 intervals, evaluating a subset of the
prediction data with each of them. The results corresponded to our expectation that finer intervals tend to
improve the quality of prediction until, at some point, the amount of data available to estimate each probability
is too sparse and thus the quality degrades. The following set of intervals yielded the best or close to the best
results for all 4 grammars:
Lengths up to 40 were not grouped at all (i.e. for each of these lengths an individual set of probabilities was
computed), lengths from 41 to 60 were grouped in pairs, then sets of three lengths up to 84, sets of four up
to 100, sets of five up to 140, sets of ten up to 200, twenty lengths per set up to 300, [301; 330], [331; 360],
[361; 390], [391; 430], [431; 470], [471; 510], and [511;∞]. Since all structures in the benchmark sets are
shorter than 500 bases, the probabilities of the last interval did not influence predictions.
At a first glance it may seem surprising that on G4 the same number of intervals can be used as on the
smaller grammars given the greater number of rules and thus greater number of probabilities that have to be
trained. However, a closer look shows that for all nonterminal symbols in G4 except for S, L and N , there is at
most one applicable rule for each length, leaving only 10 transition probabilities per interval to be actually
determined by training, which is the same number as for G3 and already less than the number of emission
probabilities.
8.5.3. Observations and Dicussion
We trained and predicted using a length-dependent version of the Earley-style-parser from [Wil10]. The results
of the benchmarks are listed in Table 8.1.
Looking at these results, it is immediately apparent that the predictions from G1 are too bad to be of any use
both with or without lengths. Additionally, the higher complexity of G4 compared to G2 and G3 did not lead
to an improvement in prediction quality.
Concerning the other grammars, we note that adding length-dependency significantly improved the results
on tRNA while they became worse on the mixed set.
A possible explanation for these results could be that the correct parameters for folding are different for
different types of RNA. In order to test this hypothesis, we took the three types of RNA in the mixed benchmark
set, splitting the molecules of each type into a training set containing 2/3 of them, and a benchmark set
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Table 8.1.: Grammar performance, given as “sensitivity/specificity”, values rounded to full percent.
Mixed Set tRNA Set
Grammar without with without with
lengths lengths
G1 2 / 2 2 / 3 6 / 6 6 / 20
G2 48 / 45 35 / 27 80 / 80 96 / 79
G3 40 / 48 40 / 41 78 / 81 95 / 96
G4 39 / 47 22 / 54 78 / 83 84 / 95
Table 8.2.: Grammar performance, given as “sensitivity/specificity”, values rounded to full percent.
RNaseP Set SRP Set tmRNA Set
Grammar without with without with without with
lengths lengths lengths
G2 50 / 47 46 / 36 57 / 52 42 / 34 39 / 36 41 / 23
G3 47 / 45 52 / 53 57 / 52 59 / 54 38 / 36 45 / 59
containing the remaining molecules. On these three sets we again trained and predicted the grammars G2 and
G3, them being the most likely candidates for future use. The results are listed in Table 8.2.
For each of the sets G3 with lengths performed best, backing our assumption. Additionally, while the
non-length-dependent versions of the grammar performed almost equally, the length-dependent version of
G2 fell behind G3 significantly, indicating that length-dependent prediction is more sensitive to the choice of
grammar.
8.5.4. Runtime
The considerations in Chapter 4 and Section 8.4 lead to the assumption that both versions should take about
the same time on a given grammar. This was confirmed during our experiments. None of the versions was
consistently faster, i.e. if there is a difference, it was overshadowed by effects like system load.
Concerning the different grammars, predictions using G1 were faster than those for G2 by a factor of ≈ 1.5.
Between G2 and G3 resp. G3 and G4 the factor was ≈ 2. These factors match the number of rules in the
different grammars.
8.5.5. Second Experiment
In [SN12] and Chapter 7 of [Sch12], Schulz and Nebel present the results of another experiment.
Differing from our approach, they did not compute the most probable derivation but instead drew a random
sample of 1000 structures according to the distribution implied by the grammar. From this sample, they
computed their prediction using several approaches (most common structure in the sample, structure with
highest probability, consensus).
Independent of the method used to predict structures, their observations confirmed what we have seen above:
lSCFG outperform SCFG when trained on RNA of a specific type but they perform worse on mixed sets of
RNA.
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9. Conclusion and Outlook
In this thesis, we have introduced a new type of restricted rewriting. We allow or disallow rule applications
in a context-free base grammar based on the length of the subword that results from the application, resp. its
position in the complete word.
We have defined several subclasses by allowing only a subset of the types of restrictions, requiring different
restrictions on a single rule to be independent, or using right or left linear grammars as a basis. We have
then shown that these subclasses form a hierarchy of distinct languages above the context-free resp. regular
languages.
Furthermore, given a reasonable condition on the restriction sets, namely that membership for them is
decidable in linear time, our grammars can be parsed in the same asymptotic time as traditional context-free
grammars.
We have also shown that, aside of membership, none of the commonly studied decidability problems are
decidable for our new grammar classes. While some closure properties carry over from context-free resp.
regular languages, others do not.
Additionally, we have given an equivalent class of automata for each of the grammar classes.
Finally, we have defined length-dependent stochastic context-free grammars and we have shown that they
can replace traditional stochastic context-free grammars in algorithms that predict the secondary structure of
RNA molecules. We have demonstrated that lSCFG improve the quality of predictions when trained and used
on a set consisting of RNA of a single type, while they do not improve the quality of predictions on mixed sets
of RNA.
9.1. Possible Future Work
There are several directions in which the research presented in this thesis can be continued. One obvious way
would be to consider other types of base grammars beyond the context-free and right/left linear grammars
examined here.
9.1.1. Other base grammars
The first options that come to mind are other classes from the Chomsky hierarchy, i.e. context-sensitive and
type-0 grammars. For type-0 grammars, we run into the problem that it is unclear how the yield of a rule
application should be defined. If several nonterminals that were introduced in separate rule applications are
replaced at once, there is no indication how the yield of the newly introduced symbols should be distributed
among the replaced symbols.
For context-sensitive grammars, the situation is easier, especially when viewing the rules from a restricted
rewriting point of view as context-free rules which may only be applied in a given local context. It then becomes
natural to simply ignore the unmodified context when defining length and position of a rule application.
Similar to context-free-based grammars, we can describe any context-sensitive language with these gram-
mars, and as long as the plsets are decidable in linear space, the grammars will not describe non-context-
sensitive languages. For more complex plsets, we also expect results analogous to fledCFG.
Another option is to consider linear base grammars. Since REG ( LIN ( CFL, we expect a hierarchy
between the context-free-based and regular-based language classes. A closer look at the results from Chapter 5.1
supports this hypothesis.
Since the Dyck language LD < LIN, and since we have seen that position and length dependencies can
not be used to ensure balancedness of parentheses, we can conclude that this language will separate the
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linear-based from the context-free-based classes. To separate the regular-based and linear-based classes, a
simple application of Theorem 5.3 shows that {wwR } < fedREG.
Furthermore, the automaton from Lemma 5.6 corresponds to a linear grammar since it only adds symbols
to the stack during the first half of the computation, and only removes them during the second half of the
computation. Also, the separating language in Lemma 5.12 is linear.
Thus, the only piece missing to completely prove that the linear-based language classes are parallel to the
context-free-based classes is a language in lLIN \ fedCFL. It seems likely that such a language can be derived
from the one given in Lemma 5.11 with some effort.
Other base grammar classes that might be interesting are deterministic and unambiguous context-free
grammars. Just as the linear-based grammars, we expect them to form separate hierarchies between the
regular-based and context-free-based classes.
Another option is to combine position and length-dependencies with other modes of restricted rewriting.
As we have seen for context-sensitive base grammars there is not much to be gained if the class without
position-and-length-dependencies is already rather large, but valence grammars and multiple context-free
grammars might be worth looking at.
9.1.2. Extending the Application
Aside from considerations in formal language theory, the application of lSCFG also offers several possibilities
for future research.
The first thing that comes to mind is to not only use length-dependencies but also include positions in the
predictions. However, at a closer look this seems less promising. Including positions in the form of k position
intervals would mean that the number of probabilities that have to be trained for each rule increases k-fold.
Thus, the required amount of training data increases accordingly. Given that the length-dependent model only
yields good prediction results when trained on a set of RNA of a single type, the same should be expected for
the position-and-length-dependent model. Thus, we would need very large sets of reliable secondary structures
of a single type of RNA to train the model. Unfortunately, such sets do not exist ([RLE12]).
Another potential area of research is extending other grammar-based approaches of structure prediction by
length-dependencies.
Stochastic MCFG have already been used to model and predict secondary structures with pseudoknots
([KSK06], [NW12]) or of two molecules folding together ([KAS09]). However, this approach appears to be
even more limited by a lack of available training data than the one presented before.
Recently, zu Siederdissen et. al. introduced a model that incorporates the fact that each base actually has
three sites that allow for interaction and they may all be active at the same time ([zSBSH11]). This model can
also be translated into a context-free grammar ([Mü13], [MN]), and thus length-dependencies can be added.
As for the previous approaches, success depends on the availability of suitable training sets.
Finally, we want to mention the possibility of using lSCFG in other fields where SCFG are already used like
natural language processing.
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